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Abstract
We expound an alternative to the Copenhagen interpretation of
the formalism of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The ba-
sic dierence is that the new interpretation is formulated in
the language of epistemological realism. It involves a change
in some basic physical concepts. The  function is no longer
interpreted as a probability amplitude of the observed behav-
ior of an elementary particle but as an objective physical eld
representing the particle itself. The particles are thus extended
objects whose extension varies in time according to the varia-
tion of  . They are considered as fundamental regions of space
with no internal structure. This implies some kind of nonlo-
cality. Symmetrization of the conguration space wave func-
tion is interpreted as a mathematical description of a physical
process, which also leads to nonlocal eects. Special considera-
tion is given to the problem of measurement, the reduction pro-
cess, Schro¨dinger’s cat, Wigner’s friend, the Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen correlations, eld quantization and quantum-statistical
distributions. Experiments to distinguish the proposed interpre-
tation from the Copenhagen interpretation are pointed out.
Key words: foundations of quantum mechanics, interpreta-
tion, epistemological realism, particles as extended objects,
wave function symmetrization, measurement problem, reduc-
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Sage, was du willst, solange dich das nicht verhin-
dert, zu sehen, wie es sich verha¨lt. (Und wenn du
das siehst, wirst du Manches nicht sagen.)
Ludwig Wittgenstein
1. INTRODUCTION: GENERAL PRINCIPLES
1.1 Diculties in Present-Day Quantum Theory
There is no doubt that quantum theory is one of the most successful physical
theories. Yet there is also no doubt that it contains serious diculties. These
diculties are nowadays felt more and more strongly by those concerned with the
unication of quantum theory and relativity and the future basis of physics. The
diculties may be divided into two kinds: conceptual and mathematical.
The conceptual diculties are related to the so-called Copenhagen interpreta-
tion. Any physical theory consists of a mathematical formalism, that is, a set of
mathematical symbols and the rules for connecting these among themselves, and
a set of interpretation rules, connecting the symbols of the mathematical formal-
ism with the elements of our sensuous experience. The Copenhagen interpretation
represents that set of interpretation rules that has been generally accepted and is
presented more or less explicitly in the present textbooks on quantum mechanics.
Actually, it is dicult to say who exactly constitutes the \Copenhagen school"
supporting the Copenhagen interpretation: certainly Bohr and Heisenberg, but
also Dirac, Pauli and von Neumann.(1;2) Also, many versions of \the Copenhagen
interpretation" are met, from orthodox to liberal, when dierent authors or text-
books are consulted. As a rule we shall always consider the most orthodox version,
which is always the most consistent one.
The diculties of the Copenhagen interpretation may be characterized in the
following way.
1) The wave function  (x; t) is not taken as an objective physical eld like
the electromagnetic eld, but as a probability amplitude. And the probabilities
to which it refers are not the probabilities that something is true or something
will happen, whether it is observed or not (as in statistical mechanics), but are
the probabilities of specied outcomes of measurements or observations. More-
over, and most important, the observer is not just another physical object, but is
the linguistic ego, something which nowhere appears as a symbol in the formal-
ism. An electron does not have an exact location as long as we do not observe
it, but it does have one when we observe it. \The ’trajectory’ arises only by our
observing it" (\Die ’Bahn’ entsteht erst dadurch, da wir sie beobachten"(3)). In
this way the Copenhagen interpretation speaks of position, and of momentum,
angular momentum etc. only as \observables", not as real properties, which the
objects have independent of whether or not we observe them. Therefore the ob-
server and the measurement are indispensable elements in dening the theory. In
all other physical theories the observer’s only function is to test and apply the
theory, not to dene it. The Copenhagen interpretation thus rejects the language
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of epistemological realism. In my opinion, this is the most serious diculty of that
interpretation.
2) The Copenhagen interpretation maintains that it is impossible, in principle,
to explain the probabilistic behavior in quantum physics by some underlying de-
terministic processes and variables that would specify the physical situations in
more detail than it is done by the  function. This means that the Copenhagen
interpretation rejects determinism. This point will be examined further in Sec. 4.7.
3) In the Copenhagen view concepts that refer to point particles (single, sharp
position, etc.) are applied to the microscopic objects, whereas the  function
is the solution of a eld equation, namely a partial dierential equation, like
Schro¨dinger’s, and may show up wave-like behavior. This has been called the
\wave-particle duality", and it has been asserted that a unifying picture of the
microscopic objects cannot exist.
As is well known Einstein, von Laue, Schro¨dinger, Planck, and de Broglie never
accepted the Copenhagen interpretation. In fact, although the Copenhagen inter-
pretation seems to be without apparent logical inconsistencies any really thoughtful
scholar nds it dicult to digest. Inquiring students are usually silenced by author-
itarian statements such as that they do not yet know enough and will understand
later, or that their questions are not relevant to physics.
In particular, the defenders of the Copenhagen interpretation generally assert
that any unifying picture is really unnecessary. They say that the formalism plus
some working rules for its application give us the correct prescriptions for calcu-
lating the probabilities of the outcomes of any experiment, and that is all we want.
But as if some tectonic tensions were felt discussions continually arise regarding
the foundations of quantum mechanics. Moreover, one always notices that in the
course of historical development as well as in the mind of any particular scientist
the nal mathematical formalism describing a set of physical phenomena emerges
from a more or less pictorial view, conception or model. A good picture is very
helpful since it has the same logical structure as the region of reality which it
represents, and it leads to a correct mathematical formulation of this reality. An
example is Faraday’s intuitive picture of lines of force and their subsequent math-
ematical formulation by Maxwell. \It is mainly with the hope of making these
[Faraday’s] ideas the basis of a mathematical method that I have undertaken this
treatise", writes Maxwell.(4) A bad picture leads to no or only to a partially correct
formalism. In this latter case it may happen that the emerging formalism in its
initial stage describes the known phenomena correctly, but when it is developed
further to include more and more experimental facts it sooner or later comes o
the track. This is what I think has happened to quantum theory. I think that the
lack of a good picture is responsible for the mathematical diculties, and that
their solution will emerge only from a solution of the conceptual diculties.
The mathematical diculties of present-day quantum theory arise with the
attempt to extend nonrelativistic quantum mechanics into the relativistic domain,
that is, into quantum electrodynamics and relativistic quantum eld theory. Here,
divergent integrals have shown up in the perturbation expansions as solutions
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of the basic equations. Even if these integrals are made nite by means of the
renormalization procedures or are avoided by means of Epstein-Glaser methods,(5)
nobody knows whether the expansions converge, and nobody has found an exact
solution of the equations including interactions in the real world of 3+1 dimensions,
although enormous eorts have been undertaken.(6−8) This raises the suspicion
that the solution will lie in an entirely dierent direction. Thus Dirac writes:
I feel pretty sure that the changes which will be needed to get over the present
diculties facing quantum theory and appearing as a resistance between
the quantum theory and relativity will be very drastic just as drastic as
the change from Bohr orbits to the quantum mechanics of Heisenberg and
Schro¨dinger and therefore one should not become too much attached to the
present quantum mechanics. One shouldn’t build up ones whole philosophy
as though this present quantum mechanics were the last word. If one does
that, one is on very uncertain ground and one will in some future time have
to change one’s standpoint entirely.(9)
1.2 Realism
While Dirac says nothing about the nature of the expected changes in quantum
mechanics, Einstein’s critique(10−16) is more specic. Einstein writes:
But in any case my conception starts from a thesis which is strongly rejected
by most present-day theoreticians: There is something like the \real state"
of a physical system, which independent of any observation or measurement
exists objectively and which can in principle be described by means of phys-
ical terms [Which adequate terms or basic concepts have to be employed
for this is in my opinion unknown at the present moment (material points?
eld? concepts that have still to be invented?)]. Because of its \metaphys-
ical" nature, this thesis of reality does not have the purpose of providing
a statement of fact: it has really only a programmatic character. However,
everybody, including the quantum theoreticians, sticks consistently to this
thesis of reality so long as he does not discuss the foundations of quantum
theory. Nobody doubts, for example, that there has been at a certain time
a certain position of the moon’s center of gravity even if no real or potential
observer existed.(15)
This thesis of Einstein’s is what we mean by epistemological realism. We do not
attempt to give a fool-proof denition of realism. We emphasize, however, that the
type of realism adopted here does not mean that the physical objects and their
properties exist independent of whether or not we observe them (this would be
naive realism) but only means that the laws of nature can be formulated as if that
were the case. Realism, as it is meant here, is not considered as a matter to be
proved or disproved, it is a way of speaking, a language. It is in fact the manner
in which our language works in normal (not philosophical) use, in the sense of
Wittgenstein:
For this is what disputes between Idealists, Solipsists and Realists look like.
The one party attack the normal form of expression as if they were attacking
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a statement, the others defend it, as if they were stating facts recognized by
every reasonable human being.(17)
If we were to distinguish this type of realism from naive realism we would call
it linguistic realism or enlightened realism, in the sense that historians speak of
enlightened monarchism.
Von Laue,(18) Schro¨dinger,(19−21) and Planck(22;23) have always shared a real-
istic attitude with Einstein. And in the course of years the number of physicists
who openly advocate realism in quantum theory has continually increased. Jam-
mer’s book(24) already quotes Bohm, Bunge, de Broglie, Jaynes, Ludwig, Popper
and Renninger. And we want to add the papers by Janossy,(23) de Broglie,(25)
Bunge and Kalnay,(26−28) Bell,(29−32) Rayski,(33) Levy-Leblond,(34) Stapp,(35)
Roberts,(36) Maxwell,(37) Burgos,(38) Popper,(39) Pearle,(40) Bohm, Hiley and
Kaloyerou,(41) Rohrlich,(42) Dorling(43) and Dieks.(44−46) Actually, it is dicult
to do justice to everybody because there are several types of realism, because there
is a continuous variety from very outspoken to rather casual statements in favor of
realism in the various papers, and because the problem of a realistic interpretation
is often mixed up with a change in the formalism to be interpreted. Scientists whom
I found particularly outspoken are Popper, Bunge and Bell. Bell(31) in particular
postulated \beables" to replace the \observables", and his work will concern us
in Sec. 5 when we discuss the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) problem. In fact
it is mainly through the work of Bohm and Bell on the EPR problem and the
relating series of experiments carried out since 1972 that the question of realism
has received new interest in recent times.
Thus in the present work we propose to overcome the conceptual diculties of
quantum mechanics by interpreting the formalism in terms of realism. We replace
the interpretation rules of the Copenhagen interpretation by interpretation rules
that are formulated in the language of epistemological realism. What is interpreted
is the same as what is interpreted by the Copenhagen school, namely the stan-
dard formalism of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, as for example presented in
Messiah’s textbook.(47) In other words, we separate the problem of changing the
interpretation from the problem of changing the formalism, and we restrict our-
selves to the interpretation problem. The treatment of the mathematical problems
is beyond the scope of this work.
Of course it is to be expected that ultimately both the formalism and the inter-
pretation will have to be changed, and it may be legitimately asked whether the
restriction to a change in the interpretation only makes sense. It certainly cannot
solve all problems; nevertheless it can solve a number of them, as I intend to show
in this essay. Anyway, changing both the interpretation and the formalism at one
time to me appears too big a task. There exist a number of proposals in that di-
rection (e.g. Janossy,(23) Bohm,(48) and Pearle(40)) but in my opinion they do not
go far enough, they are \not crazy enough" in Bohr’s words.(49) Thus this work is
an attempt to see how far one can get with a novel interpretation without propos-
ing any new formulas. Nevertheless, since the prescriptions of which mathematical
formula is to be used in which physical situation are dierent in the two interpre-
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tations it will be possible to point out a number of experiments where the realistic
and the Copenhagen quantum mechanics predict dierent results (Sec. 5.4).
Our main result is the demonstration that a realistic interpretation is possible,
in contradiction to what is asserted by the Copenhagen school. Other interpre-
tations of the unmodied standard formalism in terms of realism might perhaps
also be possible, diering from the present one in the details of the elaboration,
although to my knowledge there is none that has been elaborated to a comparable
extent.
It is mainly for convenience of presentation that the nonrelativistic formalism
is chosen, with the familiar Schro¨dinger equation and wave function as the basis
of the reinterpretation. We think that the concepts developed will prove fruitful
in the relativistic domain as well; at least we do not know of any argument that
would point to the contrary. Everything that can be described by the Schro¨dinger
equation can also be described by the Klein-Gordon, Dirac etc. equation. Thus
we might as well have used the Klein-Gordon, Dirac, etc. equation, and used a
Lorentz scalar, spinor, vector etc. instead of the Schro¨dinger scalar  (x; t).
Now, the rst step in our realistic program is to take the function  (x; t) (in the
Schro¨dinger picture, say) as an objective physical eld comparable in this respect
to the function F(x; t) as the electromagnetic eld.
However, not every  function is so taken, but only that which refers to an
elementary particle. And this  function is no longer the probability amplitude
of the observed behavior of the particle but is the individual elementary particle
itself. Elementary particles are dened here as those that are listed in the Tables
of Particle Properties.(50) Of course, this denition is based more on general con-
sensus than on clearly dened principles. Essentially, what we want to say is that
there are two kinds of objects, \fundamental" objects and others, and that our
notion of  refers only to the fundamental objects. For the time being we adopt
the conventional denition in order to be denite.
This implies (1) that  does not represent nuclei, atoms, molecules, centers-of-
mass, nor quarks, as it does in the Copenhagen interpretation, (2) that  is not
merely a calculational device for calculating the probabilities of specied outcomes
of observations, (3) that it does not merely describe \knowledge",(51) and (4) that
it does not describe an ensemble of particles, as in the statistical interpretation.(52)
Thus there are no longer two dierent elements in our interpretation, namely,
the particle and the eld associated with it; rather these two are the same. There
is no wave-particle duality. The function  (x; t) describes the particle like a region
of excessive water density (x; t) in the sky describes a cloud. And the particle
has its properties (\beables") even when they are not observed. Which properties
these are is another question, and in fact we shall see that the new properties are
dierent from the old ones.
Thus, for example, single sharp values of position or momentum are no longer
among the properties. The properties that we shall have to attribute to the elemen-
tary particles in order to carry through the realistic program, and the concepts to
be introduced in the subsequent sections at rst sight might appear rather strange.
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This is the price one has to pay. Nowadays we are perhaps willing to pay more than
the physicists in Schro¨dinger’s time when the successes rather than the diculties
of quantum mechanics stood in the foreground. Also, it is not to be expected that
the diculties that have beset quantum theory for more than 60 years could be
overcome by some cheap trick.
On the other hand, we try to show that the price is not too high in that once
the new postulates are accepted a coherent picture emerges. The conceptual mist
dissolves and the view opens for a fresh outlook. Quantum mechanics is formulated
in the same language as classical mechanics and any other physical theory, and the
power that lies in the realistic language is available for quantum mechanics too.
1.3 Wavepackets
The identication of an elementary particle with a eld means that quantum
mechanics becomes a eld theory. The Schro¨dinger equation, or any of the quantum
equations of motion, in any case is a eld equation, that is, a partial dierential
equation, with the solution  depending on the four independent variables x; y; z
and t. The equations of motion of the point particles of classical mechanics, on the
contrary, are ordinary dierential equations for the three functions x(t); y(t) and
z(t). On this point Einstein writes:
The most dicult point for such a eld theory at present is how to include the
atomic structure of matter and energy. For the theory in its basic principles
is not an atomic one in so far as it operates exclusively with continuous
functions of space, in contrast to classical mechanics whose most important
feature, the material point, squares with the atomistic structure of matter.
The modern quantum theory, as associated with the names of de Broglie,
Schro¨dinger, and Dirac, which of course operates with continuous functions,
has overcome this diculty by means of a daring interpretation, rst given
in a clear form by Max Born: - the space functions which appear in the equa-
tions make no claim to be a mathematical model of atomic objects. These
functions are only supposed to determine in a mathematical way the proba-
bilities of encountering those objects in a particular place or in a particular
state of motion, if we make a measurement. This conception is logically
unexceptionable, and has led to important successes. But unfortunately it
forces us to employ a continuum of which the number of dimensions is not
that of previous physics, namely 4, but which has dimensions increasing
without limit as the number of the particles constituting the system under
examination increases. I cannot help confessing that I myself accord to this
interpretation no more than a transitory signicance. I still believe in the
possibility of giving a model of reality, a theory, that is to say, which shall
represent events themselves and not merely the probability of their occur-
rence. On the other hand, it seems to me certain that we have to give up
the notion of an absolute localization of the particles in a theoretical model.
This seems to me to be the correct theoretical interpretation of Heisenberg’s
indeterminacy relation. And yet a theory may perfectly well exist, which is in
a genuine sense an atomistic one (and not merely on the basis of a particular
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interpretation), in which there is no localizing of the particles in a mathe-
matical model. For example, in order to include the atomistic character of
electricity, the eld equations only need to involve that a three-dimensional
volume of space on whose boundary the electrical density vanishes every-
where, contains a total electrical charge of an integral amount. Thus in a
continuum theory, the atomistic character could be satisfactorily expressed
by integral propositions without localizing the particles which constitute the
atomistic system.
Only if this sort of representation of the atomistic structure be obtained
could I regard the quantum problem within the framework of a continuum
theory as solved.(53)
The idea that elementary particles are extended objects has repeatedly ap-
peared in the literature. However, the size has always been considered to be xed,
for example equal to the Compton wavelength −C = h=mc, the classical (electron)
radius rcl = e2=mc2, or the Planck length lP = (hG=c3)1=2. In the interpretation
presented here the size of any individual particle is variable, namely equal to the
size of the  function traditionally associated with it. Mathematically, the  func-
tion need not have a sharp boundary but for our purposes it may be considered to
have the extension given by the usual standard deviation x := h(x − hxi)2i1=2,
which varies in time according to the variation of  (x; t).
In order to emphasize that we consider the elementary particles not as pointlike
but as extended objects we call them \wavepackets," which is now a technical term
of our interpretation. The function  (x; t) is the mathematical description of an
elementary wavepacket. Sometimes we shall neglect the dierence between the
wavepacket and its mathematical description and just call  a wavepacket. The
term \wavepacket" does not, however, in any way mean a restriction to a linear
superposition of plane waves, and even when it is mathematically expressed as
such it does not mean that plane waves are physical constituents of the particles.
It just means the region(s) of non-vanishing  : A particle thus may be regarded
as a \matter pulse", on an equal footing with an electromagnetic radiation pulse.
Indeed, in our interpretation the radiation pulse, under certain conditions, is also
a particle, namely a photon. For each kind of particle a special type of \matter"
eld is conceived: there is an electron eld, a photon eld, a proton eld, etc., as
is familiar from quantum eld theory.
However, our concept of a wavepacket goes further; there are wavepackets in
our interpretation that are not elementary particles. In Secs. 3.1 and 3.2 below we
shall consider systems of similar (identical) elementary particles and the process
of condensation of these into one single wavepacket.
At the time when Schro¨dinger developed his wave mechanics he already tried to
identify the electron with a wavepacket of small but nite extension constructed by
superposition of particularly simple solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation.(54) The
physicists of his time did not become convinced of this idea because in general
the wavepackets spread out in time and for other reasons. Though Schro¨dinger
was aware of the diculties(55) and although he admitted not knowing how to
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overcome them he never gave up the belief that a realistic wavepacket picture
should be possible.(56−58) What makes me so bold, that I bring up the idea of a
realistic wavepacket again? It is the fact that I am willing to pay a higher price
and to accept a rather drastic change in the basic concepts.
Let us consider some popular objections against the general idea that wavepack-
ets can be models of elementary particles.
The rst objection is that  can take on complex values and hence cannot
represent a physical object. The objection is very weak and has been dealt with
conclusively by Bunge(59): it dissolves as soon as one realizes that a complex func-
tion is nothing but a couple of real functions united in a convenient way, and as
soon as one remembers other situations in physics where complex quantities are
used; for example the impedance of an electric circuit Z = R + iX. Notice that we
never directly measure \the electron" but only its charge, velocity etc., namely its
properties. Thus \the electron" may be represented by a complex function in the
mathematical formalism provided only that the values of its directly measurable
properties are represented by real numbers. This is related to the old philosophical
distinction between substance and attributes.
The second objection is that a free wavepacket of de Broglie waves inevitably
spreads out in time. A corresponding diculty already exists in ordinary quan-
tum mechanics where the wavepacket gives the probability that the position of the
particle will show up. If, for example, the wavepacket of an electron which moves
perpendicularly through successive registering screens were to spread out rapidly,
the \positions" of the electron on the successive screens would be distributed er-
ratically in a rapidly widening cone, and would not exhibit anything like a straight
track. The actually observed straight track is usually ascribed to the facts that (1)
the spreading of the wavepacket numerically is negligibly small because the packet
need not have a smaller extension that that of an observed localizing spot on a
screen, which has at least the dimension of a grain in a photographic emulsion
(10−7 m), and (2) the wavepacket is reduced in size whenever its \position" is
observed. Nothing prevents us from taking over this argument, suitably adapted,
when we consider the wavepacket as the electron itself. Notice also, that there is
hardly any individual free elementary particle that is experimentally controlled
for more than a fraction of a second. The assertion that it keeps together after it
has left the apparatus goes far beyond any real experience. The wavepacket model
may clash with some of our favored ideas on what an elementary particle is, but
the decisive counter-argument could only be a clash with observed facts. We have
not detected any such clash.
By the suitable adaptation of the argument mentioned above we mean the
following. We recall that the wave function in a measurement turns into an eigen-
function (or a superposition of some eigenfunctions if the measurement precision
is limited) of the operator that corresponds to the measurement apparatus. This
is called the reduction or collapse of the wave function. It is not described by the
Schro¨dinger equation, and we will discuss it in detail in Secs. 4.1, 4.5 and 4.6. In
the case of a position measurement the (improper) eigenfunction of the position
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operator in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is a Dirac delta function. But due
to some inaccuracy in the position measurement we may assume the function to
have a nite though small extension. To such narrow functions the wavepacket is
thus reduced in a position measurement. However, it is only in the Copenhagen
interpretation that the reduction occurs in and only in a measurement. In our inter-
pretation reduction is an objective physical process that occurs in certain physical
situations, which need not be measurements. Thus we assume that the wavepacket
when it traverses the successive screens suers reduction to narrow functions not
because its position is measured but because those objective reduction processes
occur.
It is instructive to consider also non-free wavepackets which spread out. Con-
sider an electron in an impenetrable macroscopic box. We may construct a wave-
packet whose initial dimensions x(0) and p(0) are rather small, in particular
x(0) very small compared to the dimension of the box. This rather well localized
packet may move back and forth between the walls, and it is a good model of a
classical Newtonian particle. In the course of its oscillations, however, it will spread
out and its width will become of the order of the dimension of the box, so that
it ceases to be a good model of a classical particle; it is then a model of a classi-
cal wave swashing back and forth between the walls. Pictures of this behavior are
shown by Brandt and Dahmen.(60) Another example is a small electron wavepacket
orbiting around the nucleus in an atom, as in the planetary (Rutherford) model.
Such a packet may be constructed by the superposition of some stationary eigen-
packets, as suggested by Schro¨dinger.(54) However, as Heisenberg(3) soon pointed
out, the packet inevitably spreads out all around the nucleus in the course of time,
although it remains within a nite radius.(61;62)
In addition to the two objections, that  is complex and that free packets
spread out, there are other, more serious ones. These include the objection that
a wavepacket is said to be unable to account for the fact that \a whole parti-
cle" is always observed and never parts of it (dealt with in Sec. 2.3), that wave
functions in multi-dimensional conguration space are used, and not only those
in ordinary space (Sec. 3), and that the wave-function reduction, taken to occur
instantaneously, allegedly cannot be a physical process (Sec. 4).
The subsequent sections are organized as follows. In Secs. 2 and 3 we develop
the specic features of our interpretation, which go beyond the general princi-
ples of realism and of extended wavepackets discussed in Sec. 1, and which are
dierent from those of the Copenhagen interpretation. In doing so we adopt an
inductive approach selecting special physical situations to motivate and illustrate
the postulates to be introduced. We conclude this with a summary of principles
and postulates in Sec. 3.4.
Then, in Secs. 4 and 5 we turn to the application of these postulates to special
problems. These sections show how the conceptual problems of the Copenhagen
interpretation can be avoided, and by contrasting the two interpretations, they lead
to a deeper understanding and a clarication of some additional points. Section
5.4 describes some crucial experiments.
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Figure 1. The double-slit experiment
Finally, in Sec. 6 we show how the concepts of our interpretation applied to
Schro¨dinger’s conguration space with symmetrized functions lead us to the quan-
tum statistical distribution and fluctuation formulas. The appendices contain the
mathematical derivations of some important formulas in order to make the work
self-contained.
2. SPECIFIC POSTULATES: SINGLE PARTICLES
2.1 The Double-Slit Experiment
We begin by considering the interpretation of the expression j (x; t)j2d3x. Since
the wavepacket is an extended object in our interpretation we can no longer speak
of the position of the wavepacket, and the above expression can no longer be the
probability of observing, at time t, the position within d3x about x, as in the
Copenhagen interpretation. We shall introduce the new interpretation of j j2d3x
by considering the well-known double-slit experiment.
Consider a beam of electrons with average momentum p and little spread about
this value. The beam is directed towards a wall, as shown in Fig. 1. The wall
contains two parallel slits, which can be opened and closed. Behind the wall there
is a detecting screen which registers the intensity I(x) of the beam (number of
electron counts per second) as a function of the distance x from the center O. If
only slit 1 is open the intensity function I(x) will look like I1; if only slit 2 is open
it will look like I2. If both slits are open the intensity function is not, however, the
sum I1 + I2 but will look like I12. The form of I12 is obtained simply by regarding
the beam of electrons as a plane wave with a wavelength  = h=p and calculating
the interference of waves originating from slit 1 and slit 2. These interference eects
constitute the dierence between I12 and I1 + I2.
The important point is that no matter how low the intensity of the incoming
beam is made, the intensity function on the screen, when both slits are open, is
always given by I12 provided we compensate for the lower incoming intensity by a
longer exposure time to have the same total amount of energy (or total number of
electrons) deposited on the screen. We may adjust the incident intensity until it
is so low that it corresponds to one incoming electron per day. Thus, even a single
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electron must correspond to a number of wave trains capable of interference with
one another.
Let us rst have a look at the Copenhagen interpretation of the double-slit
experiment and the diculties to which it leads. As is well known, in the Copen-
hagen school the expression j (x; t)j2d3x is not the probability that the particle
at time t is in d3x. Why can they not say this? Because they hold to the idea of
a pointlike position and at the same time have to account for what is observed in
the double-slit experiment. If the particle at every instant of time had a pointlike
position this would mean that any single particle goes either through slit 1 or
through slit 2 so that the intensity function on the screen would be I1 + I2 but
never the observed I12. Of course, one might invent a special type of motion of
the particle, for instance some orbiting through both slits, before it nally arrives
at the registering screen. It is, however, clear that this would have to be a quite
complicated motion in order to explain the distribution I12, and it would compete
rather unfavorably with the simple explanation of interference of waves. Thus, if
such constructions are left out of consideration the observed intensity distribution
I12 leads to the conclusion that the particle does not have a sharp trajectory. In
spite of this, the Copenhagen interpretation wants to continue, in some way or
other, with the concept of a sharp position. The material point had already been
a basic concept in classical mechanics(63;64) and it had remained so in the rst
steps into the microworld, namely in Rutherford’s and Bohr’s models of the atom,
which are planetary systems of point electrons.
Now, since the double-slit results forbid the particles to have a (sharp) position
at all times, that position is ascribed to them only at the moment of measurement.
Thus, \position" is no longer a permanent objective property of a particle but an
\observable", which comes into existence only in the act of observation. If there
is no observation a position must not be ascribed to the particle. This is not to
be understood in the sense that the particle is extended when it is unobserved,
and contracts to the point of observation when we observe it. In the Copenhagen
interpretation the contraction happens only to the wave function, which is, how-
ever, not the particle itself (Sec. 4). As with position, other quantities like the
components of momentum and angular momentum must not be ascribed to the
particle, except at the moment of the respective measurement. All these quantities
are \observables".
Now let us turn to the realistic interpretation. Here, the electron is a wavepack-
et, and its extension covers both slits, so that in any single passage both slits are
involved and determine the nal interference pattern. Only if the wavepacket has
a transverse width (normal to the direction of its center) that is smaller than the
distance between the slits will no double-slit interference eects be observed.
Let us have a closer look at how the intensity function I(x) on the screen is
obtained. The screen might be a photographic emulsion. The incoming electron
beam causes black spots (after development) at certain positions on the screen. The
intensity function I(x) then is proportional to the spatial density of these spots.
These spots are not points but have some extension. A spot is the result of a cascade
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of processes which is initiated by the ionization of an atom of the emulsion by the
incoming wavepacket. The localization is thus limited in practice by the extension
of the black spot and in principle by the extension of the initiating atom or of
the smallest emulsion wavepacket with which the incoming packet interacts. This
does not mean that any distances that are smaller than the smallest wavepacket
would have no meaning. We are only speaking about more or less direct position
measurements. There are indirect measurements: a distance l may appear in a
complicated equation, and by measuring all the other quantities in that equation
the value of l may be calculated. In this way, for instance the formulas of quantum
electrodynamics for leptons have been veried down to distances very much smaller
than the diameter of any atom. The limitation in direct localizability does not
present any basic diculty in our interpretation, and we may assume in the present
considerations that the black spots are small enough compared to the incoming
wavepackets to be considered practically as points.
Then of course we can no longer say that a black spot at a certain position
indicates that the electron is (or was) at this place. Rather, in our interpretation
the packet, when traversing the special physical environment represented by the
photographic emulsion, has induced a black spot at the observed position. The
packet is like a cloud moving along while triggering thunder and lightning here
and there. This leads us to the new interpretation of the expression j (x; t)j2d3x.
2.2 The Action Probability
In our interpretation the expression j j2d3x in some physical situations is also
a probability, but dierent from the Copenhagen localization probability, and may
be called an action probability. It is the probability that the wavepacket  (x; t)
when placed into an appropriate physical environment, induces an observable eect
within d3x about x during a small but otherwise arbitrary time interval t about
t.
The interval t must only be short enough so that j j2 can be considered
constant in it. The value of t does not appear because the expression j (x; t)j2d3x
is meant to refer to an environment that is homogeneous, time independent, and
such that the wavepacket with certainty induces an eect anywhere in it during
t. This is what is meant by an appropriate physical environment. If the actual
environment meets these requirements only partly the raw data must be corrected
for this, and j j2d3x refers to the corrected data. This is no new feature. Recall
that Copenhagen quantum mechanics already presupposes perfect apparatus sinceR +1
−1 j (x; t)j
2d3x = 1 there means that the object will be localized with certainty
by the measurement at time t. By mentioning the time interval t we want to
indicate that conceptually time plays the same role as space in our interpretation
(Sec. 4.3).
Now, in the Copenhagen interpretation the expression j j2d3x is dened as a
probability, and accordingly the function  is dened as a probability amplitude.
In our interpretation  is dened as a physical eld, but the expression j j2d3x
is not dened as a probability. Rather we will show, by means of a calculation
within the framework of the standard formalism, that j j2d3x in certain physical
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situations can be put numerically equal to our action probability.
The point might appear subtle, but it is important. Compare it with the follow-
ing picture: Smoke comes out of a funnel. Let (x; t) be the density of smoke, and
let p(x; t) be the probability that a test body at x and t will gather on its surface a
certain amount of smoke particles in a certain time interval. This probability may
be calculated on the basis of the physical laws involved in the process and may
turn out to be proportional to the density . Then, by referring  to some standard
density and properly adjusting the chosen amount of gathered smoke particles, we
can always arrange that the density (x; t) is numerically equal to the probability
p(x; t). Nevertheless, it is still smoke, and not probability, that comes out of the
funnel. The expression j j2 in our interpretation plays the logical role of the smoke
density , not of the probability p, whereas in the Copenhagen interpretation j j2
plays the role of the probability p, and there is no expression in the formalism of
quantum mechanics that in the Copenhagen interpretation would play the role of
the smoke density .
The calculation that will show that the expression j j2d3x is numerically equal
to our action probability will start with the well known transition probability
formulas of standard quantum mechanics, such as(65)
Wa!b = jhbjU(t − t0)jaij
2; (1)
though with a dierent interpretation. In the Copenhagen interpretation Wa!b
is the probability that if the system at the initial time t0 is in the eigenstate
jai, in a measurement at the later time t it will be found to be in the dierent
eigenstate jbi:(66) We may consider formula (1) in the Schro¨dinger representation




 b (x; t)U(t; t0) a(x; t0)d
3x
2 :
The state vectors jai and jbi are here replaced by the wavepackets  a and  b, and
Wa!b can now be considered as the probability that the wavepacket changes its
form from the form  a to the form  b. The point is that we now can speak of
probabilities without already committing ourselves to the probability interpreta-
tion of  . It is irrelevant whether  a and  b are themselves probability amplitudes
or physical elds; the transition probability refers only to the occurrence of the
transition, not to the thing that makes the transition. Also, in the Copenhagen
interpretation there is on the one hand the system (particle) and on the other hand
the states (wavepackets), and one might imagine the particle jumping from one
state into the other, like a traveller who changes trains. Nothing of this, of course,
can be said in the realistic interpretation; here all that exists is the wavepacket
changing its form.
In the realistic interpretation it is most important that the transition need not
be connected with any measurement or observation; here we have no postulate au-
tomatically guaranteeing that the transition reveals itself to any observer. Instead,
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for any particular quantity to be measured, we have to show that transitions exist
that are accompanied by processes that lead to detectable eects, and that the
probability of these eects is given by our action-probability formula. Since we do
not insist that j j2d3x be equal to an action probability under all circumstances, it
suces to select transitions that refer to those physical processes that are actually
employed when the expression j j2d3x is subjected to an experimental test. And
it is sucient when these transitions accomplish their task only approximately, or
under special conditions. This procedure clearly is close to what physicists really
do when they are going to measure a particular quantity.
In principle, the eect induced by the wavepacket  need not be observed. In
realism, if an eect occurs, it occurs independently of our observing it. And it may
be any eect. It is only because we want to refer to the same physical situation
as the Copenhagen interpretation that it must be an observable eect, observable
according to the criteria of the Copenhagen interpretation. This means merely
another physical condition on the considered transitions in our interpretation, i.e.
on the admitted nal states (jbi;  f ;n, below) in these transitions, or on the
\appropriate" physical environment. A stable macroscopic xation, memory or
record of the eect will be required, but how to achieve this is not a specic
problem of quantum mechanics and does not concern us here.
As a specic physical process for the interpretation of j j2d3x we choose the
formation of a black spot in a photographic emulsion induced by an electron. We
use the fact that the probability of producing a black spot in d3x is proportional
to the probability of ionizing an atom in d3x, which in turn is proportional to the
probability that the electron wavepacket makes a transition from its initial form  i
to some nal form  f , simultaneously with an atom in d3xmaking a transition from
the ground state 0 to some ionized state n. The calculation can proceed entirely
within the framework of the standard formalism. We only reverse the logical order:
in the Copenhagen interpretation the localization probability is a primary and the
transition probability a derived quantity, whereas in our interpretation it is the
other way round.
Moreover, since the chosen processes are all well known, and are consistently
dealt with in standard quantum mechanics, the production of a black spot in d3x
calculated (1) via the transition probabilities and (2) by means of the expression
j (x; t)j2d3x must of course lead to the same result. It is, nevertheless, instructive
to see how this works in detail. Actually, the derivation will only be possible
under the special physical conditions that the incoming electron wavepacket is
large compared to an atom and that the range of the interaction between the
wavepacket and the atom is eectively short. These conditions are, however, always
satised when the localization-probability formula j j2d3x is submitted to a direct
experimental test. In order not to interrupt the line of argument we do not carry
out the calculation here but postpone it to Secs. 4.2 and 4.3 where we discuss
measurement in general.
Although the black spot on the screen in our interpretation does not mean that
the particle \had been there", it still means that it had been somewhere around,
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in the sense that it had covered the position of the spot. For example, suppose
we know the shape of the wavepacket but not its absolute location. We can then
calculate, by maximum-likelihood methods, the probability that the region of the
black spots includes the center of the packet. Or suppose the other case, that we
know the position of the center of the packet but not its shape. We may then
measure the shape in the following manner: let the direction of the wavepacket’s
center be the y direction, put a screen in the x-z plane in its way, and register the
black spot appearing on the screen. Repeat this under identical initial conditions.
The distribution of spots on the screen then images the shape of the wavepacket,
or, more precisely, its projection on the x-z plane. And the width x of the
distribution in x direction is the width of the wavepacket.
After the wavepacket has induced a black spot it will be changed to some
extent, simply on the basis of the principle that action equals reaction. This change
implies that the production of a black spot in the above-mentioned measurement
of the packet’s shape refers to the production of the rst spot in each of the
respective repetitions. The incoming wavepacket may induce more than one black
spot, particularly if the screen is thick; but after it has induced the rst one its
form is changed in a way that is usually too complicated to calculate, and there is
no longer a well-dened initial condition for the second black spot, etc. Therefore
we need the repetition of the experiment under identical initial conditions; in other
words we need an ensemble of equal wavepackets.
The interpretation of j (x; t)j2d3x as an action probability in ordinary posi-
tion space can be extended in an analogous way to other spaces. Let ’(a; t) be
the wave function in some \A space", in the sense of general transformation or
representation theory.(68) The function ’(a; t) is interpreted as the wavepacket in
A space, and it may be an extended object in A space as it is in position space.
Since we say that the wavepacket with probability j (x; t)j2d3x induces an eect
in d3x about x, or acts at x in position space, we may say that the wavepacket
with probability j’(a; t)j2da acts in da about a in A space. This also applies to
discrete eigenvalues an in which case j’(an; t)j2 is the probability of acting at the
point an in A space. Again, for this interpretation to be possible the wavepacket
must be in an appropriate physical environment, and the action occurs during a
short but otherwise arbitrary time interval.
As an illustration consider a massive-particle wavepacket ~ (p; t) in one-dimen-
sional momentum space. In order to determine j ~ (p; t)j2 experimentally we let the
wavepacket collide head on with a photon (Compton eect(69)). By preparing the
initial and measuring the nal momentum (frequency) of the photon the initial
momentum p of the particle can be calculated via the conservation laws of energy
and momentum. In any repetition of this collision under identical initial conditions
the result will be a dierent value of p; in the dierent collisions the packet acts
with dierent values in momentum space. In order to determine the shape j ~ (p; t)j2
of the wavepacket in momentum space we must use an ensemble, say a beam, of
equal packets and observe many collisions. This corresponds exactly to the above-
described procedure of determining the shape of the packet in ordinary space. And
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the above condition that the atom (black spot) must be small compared to the size
of the wavepacket now corresponds to the condition that the width of the photon
packet in momentum space h=c (both before and after the collision) must be
small compared to the width p of the massive-particle wavepacket.
2.3 The Internal Structurelessness of Wavepackets
We will consider now more closely how the black spot in an emulsion screen is
brought about. This will lead us to perhaps the most remarkable property that
we have to ascribe to a wavepacket. Consider a beam of electromagnetic radiation
falling onto a screen. Let us rst treat the beam classically as a continuous eld with
the time-averaged energy flux density S = ocE2 in W=m2, say. The registering
screen, on the other hand, is conceived to consist of atoms in the sense of quantum
mechanics. The incoming radiation will then cause black spots at certain places on
the screen, and their density classically is proportional to the energy flux density of
the radiation at these places. The resulting pattern will exhibit a granular structure
but this does not demonstrate that the incoming radiation has particle or quantum
properties; it only shows that the screen has, which we have presupposed anyway.
The wind is not made of particles only because it causes an integral number of
trees to fall in the forest, as Marshall and Santos put it.(70) To see what may be
called the quantum or particle aspect of the incoming radiation we recall that the
black spot is the result of a cascade of processes which is initiated by the ionization
of an atom. This atom, in order to become ionized needs some threshold energy
Ethr. Of course, knowing quantum mechanics we assume that h  Ethr, but
this is not sucient for ionization in the classical picture. Imagine that the atom
gets this energy by absorbing and accumulating all the energy of the incoming
classical radiation which arrives on its area , like a dust collector that is put
in a stream of polluted air. With the energy flux density of the radiation S the
energy accumulated by the atom during the time t is E = St. When the atom
has accumulated the energy Ethr it becomes ionized and initiates the formation of
the black spot. The accumulation time needed for this is
tacc = Ethr=( S): (2)
Now, the value for tacc according to the above picture turns out to be of the order
of hours or years in situations where eects are actually observed immediately
after the arrival of the radiation. For example, in the interference experiments of
Reynolds et al.(71) the average light intensity in the interference pattern produced
by a Fabry-Perot interferometer corresponded to as little as 1 photon=(mm2s).
They used light of wavelength 5:35810−7 m which means photons of energy 2.18
eV. In the classical picture this corresponds to S = 3:5  10−13 W/m2: Formula
(2) with an atomic area of  = 10−18 m2 and an assumed threshold energy of
Ethr = 2:18 eV then gives an accumulation time of tacc = 1012 s = 30000 years!
The interference pattern would thus only appear after years, but then it would
appear fully in one flash. Actually the interference pattern was obtained in two
minutes, and in various runs with reduced exposure time the authors veried that
the pattern is built up gradually as time proceeds. The rst black spots are induced
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immediately after the arrival of the radiation (cf. also Sec. 2 of Ref. 72). Of course
the total energy absorbed by all atoms during the whole accumulation time is the
same in both cases. The dierence is that classical theory would have it absorbed
all in the last moment (at tacc), whereas experiment shows that it is absorbed in
many small portions distributed over the accumulation time.
These facts suggest that the radiation cannot be treated as a classical con-
tinuous eld. Even with somewhat dierent assumptions one arrives at the same
conclusion. For example, if we assume the area  to be as large as 10−14 m2 we
still obtain an accumulation time of three years. Also, other mechanisms of energy
collection considered by Lorentz and by Sommerfeld and Debye gave shorter but
still far too long accumulation times.(73) An alternative hypothesis, rst put for-
ward by Lenard in 1902, was that the energy Ethr is already stored in the atom
and the radiation only triggers the release of an electron. This hypothesis turned
out to be contradicted by several experimental observations, the most serious of
these being the discovery that the electron emission is always accompanied by
strong absorption of the incoming radiation. The hypothesis was thus abandoned
by scientists and by Lenard himself in 1911:(73)
It is thus safe to conclude that the energy for ionizing the atom is not the energy
contained in the cylinder that the atom has cut out of the eld up to the moment
of its ionization. Rather, the energy must come from a much larger volume. We
might now assume that the total energy classically contained in this larger volume
actually is already concentrated in a point somewhere within that volume and that
this point happened to hit the atom. However, this would lead us to the diculties
in explaining the double-slit interferences, and therefore we reject this assumption.
Rather, the energy that ionizes the atom must be transferred from the outer regions
of that volume to the point where the atom is. And since the classical eld intensity
may be arbitrarily low the volume may be arbitrarily large and the energy transfer
has to occur with superluminal velocity. Taking this conclusion seriously, I want to
integrate it into the theory in the following manner: The eld consists of extended
wavepackets, each of sucient total energy, and it is a wavepacket that ionizes
the atom. In this process the wavepacket acts as a whole. The transfer of energy
occurs with superluminal velocity but is restricted to the interior of a wavepacket.
And this I conceive to hold not only for electromagnetic wavepackets, i.e. photons,
but for all types of packets, i.e. electrons, protons etc. Any matter and radiation
eld thus has a granular structure.
This is not the rst time that such a proposal is made. In his paper on the
classical theory of radiating electrons Dirac supposes the electron (though not its
charge) to have a nite size, of the order of the classical electron radius, and he
writes:
it is possible for a signal to be transmitted faster than light through the
interior of an electron. The nite size of the electron now reappears in a new
sense, the interior of the electron being a region of failure, not of the eld
equations of electromagnetic theory, but of some of the elementary properties
of space-time.(74)
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Superluminal propagation of information inside extended particles has also be
considered by Vigier and Cufaro-Petroni.(75;76)
In fact I would consider the transmission of eects inside the wavepacket as
occurring not only with superluminal but with innite velocity. However, I would
propose a dierent viewpoint: the wavepacket is a really elementary object. It
represents a fundamental region of space that must in no way be subdivided any
further; if we were to do that it would be the smaller parts that would play the
role of fundamental regions. Therefore it is not that the velocity is innite, rather
that there is no distance to travel. All points in the interior have to be identied,
in a sense they are all one and the same point. The interior of any wavepacket
is structureless, in the sense that there are no parts between which energy or
signals of any kind may be exchanged. I call this the \internal structurelessness"
of wavepackets. Other terms may be internal spacelessness, pointlikeness, rigidity,
or telepathy.
What was said about energy applies equally to charge, magnetic moment, rest
mass etc. All qualities are ascribed to the wavepacket as a whole. This accounts
for the point-like behavior of the wavepacket in the interaction. The Copenhagen
school interprets this by assuming that besides the wave function there is a parti-
cle, a point particle, and this point carries all the quantities with it. This avoids
the internal structurelessness but only at the price of the wave-particle-duality
problem.
The wavepacket, in order to maintain internal structurelessness, needs not be
spatially connected but may consist of nonoverlapping parts. This is evidenced,
for example, in the situations of the two slits, the Stern-Gerlach magnet and the
single-crystal neutron interferometer.(77)
Quantities like momentum and energy (of a free wavepacket) have no single
xed value, and the wavepacket may act with dierent values of them in dierent
interactions. Nevertheless, in no case does this mean that only spatial parts of the
packet were involved in the interaction.
All this refers to wavepackets that represent single elementary particles. In Secs.
3.1 and 3.2 we shall consider wavepackets that represent condensed particles, and
these may act with rational fractions of some of their quantities, although not of
their space.
The absence of structure comes into play only when the pointlike features of
the interaction as such are considered, not when the probability of its occurrence
is calculated. In this calculation, via the action probability or via the transition
probability, the full  (x; t) is used, dened for every point in the wavepacket.
And the probability of occurrence of the eect not only refers to occurrence in
x space but also in momentum space and other spaces, as well as to correlations
between eects in various spaces. Thus, for example, when a photon wavepacket
goes through a prism, behind the prism the packet spreads out considerably, and
at some places it acts preferably with high momenta (blue color) and at others
with low momenta (red color). Or when an (atomic) electron wavepacket passes
through a Stern-Gerlach-type apparatus, at some places it acts as a spin-down
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electron and at others as a spin-up electron. Nevertheless, these eects are still
to be counted among the external eects and have nothing to do with internal
structurelessness. The internal structurelessness in these cases manifests itself in
the fact that the photon wavepacket totally disappears after having shown up at
a certain place, and that the electron packet shows up with all its spin at the
place where it acts and is then reduced to a pure spin-up or a pure spin-down
packet, respectively. Also, the internal structurelessness has nothing to do with
the structure of the proton (form factor) as revealed in the scattering experiments
of Hofstadter,(78) which is to be compared to the structure of the  function of
the atomic electron in the Stern-Gerlach experiment.
The wavepacket in a sense appears structured when seen from outside but un-
structured when seen from inside. This is why I speak of internal structurelessness
and not just of structurelessness. I see no other way to cope with the observed
reality than to rst introduce  (x; t) for all values of x and t and to then restrict
the meaning of x and t inside the wavepackets through additional postulates when
internal relations of any kind are involved. In any case some postulate of this kind
is inevitable if one wants to deal with fundamental objects that are both extended
and indivisible.
Think of a thunder cloud that moves over a flat land covered with trees. Light-
ning will strike the Earth at that point (x; y) for which the threshold conditions
of the discharge of the cloud are satised for the rst time. These conditions, in a
simplied model, are determined by the electric potential of the cloud \j (x; t)j2"
and the height of the trees (x; y), but if we suppose that all trees are of almost
equal height ((x; y)  const.), with only small fluctuations due to the wind, the
probability of lightning is essentially determined by j (x; t)j2. On the other hand,
once the lightning occurs at some point (x; y), the whole cloud will be discharged
there.
The internal structurelessness implies that the wavepacket in a sense behaves
like a rigid body of classical (Newton-Euler) mechanics: imagine a large cigar-
shaped wavepacket that interacts with another, small wavepacket at one end. The
large (as well as the small) wavepacket is modied by this interaction (imagine that
it was white and turns grey), but the modication must not be imagined as starting
from the one end and gradually expanding over the whole packet, rather the packet
is simultaneously modied as a whole (in some Lorentz system, the rest system or
the center-of-momentum system, say. In another system the simultaneous events
would move with the (superluminal) phase velocity of de Broglie waves). The
modication as such need not occur instantaneously but may take some time.
In a second interaction with another small packet at the other end the large
packet is already modied (at least to some extent) and the characteristics of
the second interaction are thus influenced by the rst. The time between the two
interactions may be shorter than the time for a light signal to travel from one
end to the other, so that the two correlated interactions occur with a spacelike
separation in space-time. This means some kind of nonlocality.
The interactions may or may not be accompanied by reductions of the wave-
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packet(s). It may happen that the rst interaction/reduction also leads to a con-
traction of the cigar-shaped wavepacket to a smaller spatial region. This would
make the above situation a bit more complicated but it would still allow us to con-
ceive two interactions with spacelike separation. Of course the wavepacket must
not contract to a point, but this is generally excluded in our interpretation. The
innite velocity or spacelike separation of correlated events in this situation does
not lead to a contradiction with relativity theory, as will be shown in Sec. 5 on
the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen problem.
An important corollary of the internal structurelessness is the absence of any
self-interaction. Since there are no parts of a wavepacket there can be no interac-
tions between them. This does not aect the construction of a wavepacket by the
superposition and interference of plane waves or other orthogonal systems of func-
tions, which is a mathematical treatment; but it is very relevant to, for example,
the Coulomb interaction between parts of a charged particle, or the action of radi-
ation emerging from one part on another part of the same particle. The rst kind
of interaction leads to the innite self-energy of a point particle. The postulate of
internal structurelessness excludes this. The absence of self-interaction of an elec-
tron is an old question and has often been conjectured, especially in connection
with the diverging self-energy and the stability of the classical electron.(79;80) As
early as 1909 Lorentz, the theoretical father of the electron, stated:
In speculating on the structure of these minute particles we must not forget
that there may be many possibilities not dreamt of at present; it may very
well be that other internal forces serve to ensure the stability of the system,
and perhaps, after all, we are wholly on the wrong track when we apply to
the parts of an electron our ordinary notion of force.(81)
In fact, we may even regard the success of the Schro¨dinger equation as conr-
mation of the absence of self-interactions.(82) Consider the Schro¨dinger equation







 (x; t)− eV(x; t) (x; t): (3)
Let us for the moment regard the quantity (x; t) := − ej (x; t)j2 as the charge
density of the electron, and let us write the potential V(x; t) as the sum of two
terms
V(x; t) = Vo(x) + Ve(x; t); (4)
where Vo(x) is the potential produced by the atomic nucleus (proton) plus some
outside charges, and Ve(x; t) is the potential produced by the charge distribution









Ve(x; t) represents some action of the electron on itself. Inserting (4) and (5) into




 (x; t) = −
h2
2m
 (x; t)− eVo(x) (x; t)







which diers from the familiar Schro¨dinger equation by the last, self-interaction
term. On the other hand, it is the familiar Schro¨dinger equation, and not Eq. (6),
that gives the correct results, for example for the hydrogen eigenfunctions.
We note, however, that the absence of interactions between spatial parts of a
wavepacket does not exclude the existence of recoil eects of the emitted radi-
ation on the emitting wavepacket as a whole, as it is considered by Barut and
collaborators in their approach to quantum electrodynamics without canonical
quantization.(83)
2.4 Normalization and Quantization







 = j (x; t)j2 (7)
is independent of time. In the Copenhagen interpretation the integral is the proba-
bility of obtaining any value for the position of the particle whose wave function is
 (x; t) in an appropriate position measurement. The probability assumes a 100%
eciency of the apparatus (Sec. 4.3), hence the value of the integral has to be 1.
Thus, the conservation of I is in accordance with the fact that in nonrelativistic
quantum mechanics a particle can neither be created nor destroyed (\conservation
of probability").
In the realistic interpretation the question is what the conserved quantity I =R
d3x is, if not a probability, and why it should be equal to 1. Let us rst consider
the question what the eld  (x; t) is. This is easy: the eld is the eld. It is an
irreducible entity, a \primitive notion", in the same sense that the electromagnetic
eld is. Originally the electromagnetic eld had been \explained" by the ether,
but for well known reasons the ether has been dismissed and the eld has been
established as a quantity in its own right (Einstein(63)). We become familiar with
the eld by elaborating how it behaves, that is, by nding rules that connect it
with well-known phenomena.  is just a \matter" eld (electron eld, proton eld
etc.) as E is the \electric" eld. As Jammer puts it(84): \physical reality is what
it is because it does what it does."
Likewise, the meaning of the integral I =
R
d3x depends on what role I, or ,
plays in the formulas describing familiar phenomena. In quantum eld theory the
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integral I, with some more general  than just (7), is identied with the operator
for particle number, or for particle number minus antiparticle number, or for total
charge, either electric or baryonic or leptonic etc. I would like to leave the meaning
of I open. This does not pose a problem for a realistic interpretation. What matters
here is that I a priori is not a probability.
In the Copenhagen probability interpretation it is important that  is a (pos-
itive) denite quantity. There are, however, some otherwise perfectly reasonable
equations that do not lead to a positive denite . Let us consider this point more
closely. From a more general point of view the quantity (x; t) is a density in a
continuity equation
@=@t+ divj = 0: (8)
In the relativistic theory  and j in (8) form a four vector, the continuity equation
expresses the vanishing of its four divergence, and I =
R
d3x is a Lorentz scalar.














which is not positive denite. This was the main reason why Dirac developed his






which is positive denite. As we ascribe the same status of reality to the matter
and to the radiation eld we should also include the photons in this consideration.























is not local as seen from the second integral in (11). Therefore this density has
been dismissed as \unnatural" by Pauli.(87) The density (12) is also not positive
denite.
In the realistic interpretation  is no longer dened as a probability density.
So, here is it completely irrelevant whether or not  is positive denite. Also,
a nonlocal , such as (12), is quite acceptable in this theory where the internal




can always be considered as extending over the volume of at least one wavepacket
and thus can always represent a good physical quantity. All that we need are
formulas for cross sections that are in accordance with observation. Indeed, in
some places in quantum eld theory the postulate of a positive denite  had
already been abandoned.(88−92)
Setting I=1 for any  then means that the conserved quantity I (whatever it
is) has the same value for any wavepacket. The value 1 as such is not essential, it
may be any other number; the essential point is that it is always the same number.
Setting I=1 may be interpreted by saying that a wavepacket represents one
quantum or one eld quantum; even without in any way specifying the nature
of that quantum and without excluding the possibility that a particular kind of
wavepackets (photon packets, electron packets etc.) represents a particular kind
of quanta. This would be in accordance with the view that the wavepacket always
acts as a whole, as explained in the preceding section. Thus we postulate that any
wavepacket represents one quantum. Actually, this postulate will be extended in
Sec. 3, in that a wavepacket may represent any integer number of quanta, although
it will remain normalized to unity, according to the standard formalism.
This postulate in realism is a true \quantum" postulate, going beyond classical
continuum physics. The Schro¨dinger equation for  (x; t) as it stands is still a
classical eld equation.(93) The appearance of the typical quantum constant h
in it only indicates the kind of elds to which the equation refers, namely to
Schro¨dinger, de Broglie or matter elds whose characteristic wave quantities ! and
 are related to the particle quantities E and p by the relations E = h! and p =
h=. Even the special boundary conditions introduced in order to get \quantized"
solutions, which can be distinguished from one another by parameters that take
on discrete (eigen)values, are not enough to provide a genuine quantum character.
The energy eigenvalues in the hydrogen atom, for example, follow already from the
normalizability postulate I <1. The postulate I=1 goes beyond this. Eigenvalues
already appear in classical macroscopic physics, and it is signicant that the title
of Schro¨dinger’s famous papers was \quantization as a problem of eigenvalues".
2.5 The Heisenberg Relations
The Heisenberg relations
xpx  h=2 (13)
play a central role in the continuing discussions on the physical meaning of quan-
tum theory. Many dierent interpretations have been advanced,(24) and it is not
our intention to review them here. Rather, we shall pick out a few points that
serve to clarify our interpretation.
In the realistic interpretation the ranges x and px are simply the extensions
of the wave packet. x is the extension (in x direction) in ordinary space, x =
h(x − hxi)2i1=2, for example, and px is the extension in momentum space. A
direct measurement of x may be eected by measuring the scatter in the spatial
distribution of the black spots induced by an ensemble of equal wavepackets on
a screen, and px is obtained in an analogous manner, as described in Sec. 2.2.
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Both x and px are simultaneously ascribed to a wavepacket. The Heisenberg
relations (13) thus express a relation between these ranges.
The derivations of the Heisenberg relations presented in most textbooks con-
sider operators for position and momentum and their Hermiticity and noncommut-
ativty, and the Schwarz inequality for the state vectors. This might suggest that
the Heisenberg relations are basic structural features of the formalism of quantum
mechanics. We do not think so. The relations can also be derived by speaking only
of wavepackets.(94) Remember the relation x  c=4 and its interpretation
for a pulse of classical electromagnetic radiation, known long before the advent of
Heisenberg’s relation.
The importance of the Heisenberg relations stems from the importance of the
wavepacket nature of the elementary particles. In fact, one may characterize quan-
tum mechanics as the theory of those phenomena where the concept of a point
particle or point localization irreparably breaks down. In the regime of classical
mechanics only the rst moment of the function j (x; t)j2, namely, the center value
hxi plays a role (Ehrenfest theorem), whereas in the proper quantum regime the
higher moments come into play. Already the rst step, the inclusion of only the sec-
ond moments x into consideration, marks the essential dierences from classical
mechanics.
Only in those physical situations where all relevant lengths are large compared
with the dimensions of the wavepacket will the quantum theory lead to the \classi-
cal" results. This is essentially what is behind the usual statement that the \clas-
sical limit" means h! 0 or ! 0 where  is the de Broglie wavelength. Consider
a one-dimensional wavepacket with a momentum width p such that p=hpi =
const 1: A beam made up of such wavepackets would be quasi-monochromatic,
and any beam to which an energy is at all ascribable (\a 45 keV electron beam")
must be of this type. The Heisenberg relation for Gaussian minimum packets then
reads x = 1=(4 const)h=hpi from which it is seen that, other things remaining
constant, h ! 0 or  = h=hpi ! 0 is equivalent with x ! 0. For other than
Gaussian packets only dierent factors appear in the relation between x and
h=hpi. However, x may still remain large even when h or  goes to zero because
even for Gaussian packets the Heisenberg relation holds only at one instant of
time. Thus the limits h ! 0 or ! 0 need not always lead to classical behavior;
only x! 0 does so.
Since the Copenhagen interpretation insists that a sharp position, or a sharp
momentum of the particle can be obtained (at least in principle) as a result of
a measurement, the Heisenberg relations are called uncertainty, inaccuracy or in-
determinacy relations. In the realistic interpretation here presented, there is no
sharp position to be uncertain about. Asking for any sharp value of position or
momentum of a particle is asking the wrong question. Once we are given the
mathematical form of the wavepacket (which includes its ranges) no uncertainty
is left concerning this packet. Therefore we do not speak of uncertainty relations;
rather we speak of complementarity or reciprocity relations, or just Heisenberg
relations. One may say that there is still the uncertainty about the place where
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the wavepacket will induce an eect. This uncertainty depends, however, on the
environment and is not a characteristic of the packet alone.
While in a realistic interpretation the Heisenberg relations a priori have nothing
to do with any measurement (cf. Planck(95) and Bunge and Kalnay(28;26)), in the
Copenhagen interpretation it is to the contrary. Thus, Bohm writes:
If a measurement of position is made with accuracy x, and if a measure-
ment of momentum is made simultaneously with accuracy p, then the prod-
uct of the two errors can never be smaller than a number of order h.(96;97)
This suggests that the widths x and px were primarily those of the mea-
surement apparatus and not those of the wavepacket, which is also suggested in
the example given by Messiah(98) where the ’s are widths of slits in diaphragms.
Also, in the framework of the Copenhagen interpretation eorts have been made to
nd a physical mechanism by which the Heisenberg relations are brought about,
and consideration has been given to the influence of the measuring devices on
the measured object. Bohr describes physical situations where the experimental
arrangement suited for measuring the exact positions excludes the experimental
arrangement suited for measuring the exact momenta of some particles, and he
writes:
As repeatedly stressed, the principal point is here that such measurements
demand mutually exclusive experimental arrangements.(99)
I do not think that this is a principal point, characteristic of situations in
quantum mechanics. In classical physics such situations exist as well. Consider
a sugar cube and the two properties of being soluble and being burnable. Evi-
dently, measurements of these properties demand mutually exclusive experimental
arrangements. Yet nobody would nd anything unusual in this situation, and no-
body would have any objection to saying that the cube is burnable and soluble.
In the normal realistic language simultaneous existence has nothing to do with
simultaneous measurability. The justication for calling the individual cube burn-
able and soluble rests on the fact that one has at one’s disposal many cubes that
are presupposed to be equal with respect to the considered properties. It is easy
to imagine cubes made up of a mixture of several substances so that, depending
on the mixing ratio, the cubes are easier to burn but more dicult to dissolve,
and the degrees of solubility and combustibility are in a certain reciprocal or com-
plementary relation to each other, in analogy to x and px. Similar examples
have been described by Janossy(23) and by Koopman.(100) Indeed, any procedure
of destructive testing of materials can provide new examples.
The relations (13) may be generalized to any two quantities which are repre-





and the realistic interpretation is again that these relations and the noncommuta-
tivity of the operators express correlations between properties (the ranges A and
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B) of wavepackets. This interpretation is independent of whether the operators
have discrete or continuous eigenvalues. For example, the relation between the





means that the particle which is an eigenpacket of lz(6= 0) cannot at the same time
be an eigenpacket of lx and ly, rather it has the nite ranges lx and ly. When
the same packet in an appropriate physical situation changes into an eigenpacket
of lx, say, then its range x shrinks to zero while it acquires the nite ranges ly
and lz.
3. SPECIFIC POSTULATES: SYSTEMS OF PARTICLES
3.1 Similar Wavepackets: Coalescence and Splitting
In the preceding section the concepts of a realistic interpretation concerning sin-
gle particles were set out. In the present section we shall extend our considerations
to include systems of particles.
Many-particle systems in quantum mechanics are described by conguration
space wave functions Ψ(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t). This does not prevent us from maintain-
ing a realistic interpretation, in analogy to Sec. 2.2 above: the variable x1 refers
to wavepacket number 1, x2 to wavepacket number 2 and so on. The wavepackets
have their properties even when not observed, and the mathematical expression
jΨ(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t)j
2d3x1d
3x2 : : : d
3xN ;
for example, which in the Copenhagen interpretation is taken to be the probability
that particle 1 is observed at x1, particle 2 at x2, and so on, in the realistic inter-
pretation is the probability that wavepacket 1 induces an eect at x1, wavepacket
2 at x2, and so on. This holds generally, independent of the more specic features
of the interpretation.
It is of particular importance to distinguish between similar and dissimilar
wavepackets. These two classes are those that usually are called identical and non-
identical particles (although not in Dirac’s book). One reason for our not following
the common terminology is the ambiguity in the meaning of the word identical.
We may say \Lord Kelvin and William Thompson are identical", which means
that the two are one and the same person; but we may also speak of identical
twins, which means two dierent persons. Another reason for our terminology will
be mentioned below. The distinction between similar and dissimilar wavepack-
ets is important because in our interpretation similar wavepackets can coalesce
but dissimilar wavepackets cannot. We begin by considering similar wavepackets.
Dissimilar packets will be considered in Sec. 3.3.
In quantum mechanics the eects of similarity of particles go beyond those met
in classical mechanics in both a mathematical and a conceptual way.
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On the mathematical side the Hamilton operator H (in fact any operator and
probability expression) of a system of similar particles is invariant under all permu-
tations of the particle labels (coordinate subscripts), including the spin-component
labels: [P;H] = 0; with P = any permutation operator. This is nothing more than
the permutation invariance of the Hamilton function of classical mechanics trans-
lated into quantum-mechanical language. It implies that if Ψ is a solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation PΨ is also a solution, and that Ψ can be written as a linear
combination of functions transformed by the irreducible representations of the per-
mutation group. There is, however, the additional restriction, based on empirical
evidence, that only the two representations of degree (dimension) 1 occur, namely
that Ψ must be a symmetrized function ΨSA, that is, either symmetric (ΨS) or
antisymmetric (ΨA) under any permutation of the particle labels.
On the conceptual side, in classical mechanics similarity or indistinguishability
always means essentially the indistinguishability of equal billiard balls. Imagine
one billiard ball in your right hand and the other in your left hand. You are
blindfolded and somebody else takes the balls out of your hands, then puts them
back. If you look at them again you cannot tell whether or not they have been
interchanged. However, if you were not blindfolded you could follow their paths
and decide which ball was initially in your right hand and which was in your left
hand. Or, imagine a situation where the balls are in rapid movement around each
other so that you see nothing but a fuzzy cloud of whirling balls. Nevertheless,
when you are allowed to use more rened methods of observation you will always
be able to follow the paths of the balls individually.
Clearly, in classical physics with its mass points representing the centers of mass
of impenetrable bodies, there is no indistinguishability that could not be resolved
in principle. In quantum physics this is no longer true. There are situations, as-
sociated with wave function overlap, where the observer is unable, in principle,
to distinguish the particles, in the sense that he is unable to follow the path of a
given particle unmistakably through all processes.
In other words, for him the particles lose their individuality. In the spirit of the
realist program this is now conceived, not as any incapability on the part of the
observer, but as an objective physical process: the original wavepackets coalesce
and form a new physical object, a coalesced system. And a coalesced system may
again coalesce with other similar wavepackets or other coalesced systems.
We conclude that the distinctive mathematical feature of quantum mechanical
indistinguishability is just the description of its distinctive conceptual feature. In
other words, symmetrization is a mathematical method of coping with the physical
process of coalescence: a symmetrized wave function ΨSA describes a coalesced
system.
This ts with the fact that only in the two representations of degree 1 of the
permutation group are all particles always treated equally, in that transposition
of any two particle labels always multiplies the wave function by the same factor
(+1 or −1, respectively; the Young diagrams having a single line or a single col-
umn, respectively). A priori the factor could be any complex number of modulus
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1 (preservation of the norm). The additional requirement that Ψ form a represen-
tation space of the permutation group then restricts this number to either +1 or
−1. All this ts with the fact that symmetrization is strictly bound to the particle
labels and does not work with generalized coordinates such as are permitted in the
classical Hamilton formalism. Notice also that in symmetrization we speak of the
mathematical operation of exchanging particle labels, not of the physical process
of transporting real particles from one place to the other.
A necessary condition for coalescence to set in is that the wavepackets, which
are initially separated and independent, at some instant of time overlap in x space:
 1(x; t) 2(x; t) 6= 0; (16)
although the exact degree of the necessary overlap cannot be specied at the
present time.
Thus the general symmetrization postulate of conventional quantum mechanics
in our interpretation is restricted to apply only to a coalesced system. Consider
an electron on the Earth and another in the Andromeda Galaxy immediately
after its creation in the decay of a muon. According to the conventional view the
wave function describing the system of these two electrons must be symmetrized
from the beginning. In our view it must not; symmetrization is to be applied
only if the electrons should come together, overlap and coalesce. Certainly, if the
wave functions of the two individual electrons do not overlap the properties of the
electron on the Earth (and of that in the Andromeda Galaxy) are independent
of whether or not the total wave function is symmetrized.(102−104) Nevertheless,
symmetrization will introduce correlations between the electrons, and any such
correlations in our interpretation can arise only from coalescence. We shall come
back to this point below.
Only similar wavepackets can coalesce. Similarity of wavepackets in this situa-
tion means no more and no less than capability of coalescence. We might therefore
replace the word \similar" (\identical") with \coalesceable". And the criterion for
particles to be identical is in our interpretation a criterion for wavepackets to be
coalesceable. This is the other reason why we prefer the denomination similar to
identical. In the realistic interpretation the wave function represents the particle,
and two particles with the same intrinsic quantum numbers but with dierent
wave functions might well be regarded as dierent although still similar and hence
coalesceable.
In addition to the process of coalescence there is the inverse process, the split-
ting of a coalesced system into two or more completely independent systems or
wavepackets.
Consider the \exchange terms" or \exchange integrals" that arise from sym-
metrization in collision processes, in the hydrogen molecule or in para and ortho
helium. These terms always go to zero when the distance between the original
constituents in some sense becomes large. We infer that coalescence and splitting
alternate in those systems and that the exchange term is some measure of the
average fraction of time in which the constituents form a coalesced system.
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Once coalescence has set in the system is described by a symmetrized congu-
ration space wave function ΨSA(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t), that is, either by a symmetrical
or by an antisymmetrical function. The mathematical description of the coalesced
system in conguration space does not prevent us from visualizing it in ordinary
(3+1)-dimensional space: in the Copenhagen interpretation the probability that





jΨ(x1;x2; : : : ;xi−1;x;xi+1; : : : ;xN ; t)j
2
d3x1d
3x2    d
3xi−1d
3xi+1    d
3xN (17)
(where terms with x0; d3x0 and xN+1; d3xN+1 have to be omitted). This holds
even for dissimilar particles. For similar particles (bosons or fermions) all terms in
the sum are equal and we obtain
P = (x; t)d3x = d3x N
Z
jΨSA(x;x2; : : : ;xN ; t)j
2d3x2    d
3xN : (18)
In our interpretation (x; t) is a density and is readily visualized. In fact, (x; t)
not only permits a pictorial view of the coalesced system but is also the basis for
rigorous calculations of atomic and molecular structure and behavior.(105)
Any conguration space function, we recall,(106−108) can be expanded in terms
of a complete set of one-particle functions in ordinary space ’ri(x; t)
ΨSA(x1; : : : ;xN ; t) =
X
r1;:::;rN
c(r1; : : : ; rN ; t) ’r1(x1; t)   ’rN (xN ; t): (19)
The xi may include the spin components. The functions ’ri are here taken as
functions of the time too, as in the Dirac or interaction picture. c(r1; : : : ; rN ; t) is
the transformed wave function. In the case of similar wavepackets (\identical par-
ticles") it is completely determined if we specify the number of times each of the
arguments r1; r2; r3; : : : occurs in it. These numbers are the occupation numbers
nri , and the set jn1; n2; n3; : : : ; ti is another representation of the wave function
ΨSA(x1; : : : ;xN ; t). The set jn1; n2; n3; : : : ; ti is the state (vector, wave function) in
the occupation-number,N , or Fock representation.(108−111) The change in occupa-
tion numbers in the course of time, due to interactions, is described by the creation
and annihilation operators ay and a. This works for bosons (nri = 0; : : : ;1) and,
with minor additions, for fermions (nri = 0; 1).
The occupation-number representation is well suited for our interpretation be-
cause numbering of quanta is not even mentioned in it. The denomination \occupa-
tion number" is, however, likely to mislead one to think that there are two dierent
things, the quanta and the states lled with them. In our interpretation these two
are the same and therefore we choose a dierent formulation: the one-particle basis
functions are wavepackets, and occupation numbers of 2 or more mean that two
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or more wavepackets have condensed to form one single wavepacket. Thus boson
wavepackets can condense, but fermi packets are excluded from doing so. This is
our formulation of the Pauli exclusion principle.
The inverse process is also conceived: decondensation. The change in occupation
numbers will then be described as alteration, condensation and decondensation of
wavepackets. Condensation and decondensation occur only between Bose but not
between Fermi packets; alteration occurs with both of them. In Sec. 6 we shall show
how these processes lead to a new derivation of the quantum-statistical Bose and
Fermi distributions and to the corresponding fluctuations. Condensation, decon-
densation and alteration are to be distinguished from coalescence and splitting,
since they change only the structure of the coalesced system. Coalescence and
splitting build and break up coalesced systems.
Coalescence may persist even when parts of the coalesced system have largely
separated and are no longer spatially connected, that is, when the regions in space
where the density (x; t) [Formula (18)] is dierent from zero are spatially dis-
connected. Experimental examples will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.
Nevertheless, the fact that the disconnected regions are parts of one and the
same coalesced system implies specic correlations between them, which means an-
other kind of nonlocality, besides that which stems from the internal structureless-
ness of the wavepackets themselves. In 1932 Ehrenfest(112) had already indicated
that the mere use of a conguration space wave function in quantum mechanics
implies some kind of simultaneous action-at-a-distance. Indeed, the conditional
probability that particle 1 acts in d3x1 about x1 (or: that the random variable
\position" assumes a value in d3x1 about x1, or: that the result of a position








and this depends on x2, that is, on the result of a simultaneous action of (obser-
vation upon) the second particle. On the other hand, the distance between the
particles in ordinary space jx1 − x2j may be many kilometers long. It is essential
that Ψ(1; 2) has an entangled form, that is, not the simple product form  (1) (2)
when written in terms of one-particle functions. With the product form the prob-
ability (20) would be independent of x2, and there would be no correlations. Now,
symmetrization is a patently entangling procedure and leads to correlations even
if the original nonsymmetrical wave function had the product form. Examples of
nonlocal or EPR correlations that arise in this way are discussed in Sec. 5 and
Appendix C.
One might object that the above kind of nonlocal features in the theory appear
only because we are applying nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, where eects
can propagate anyway with innite velocity. We do not think so. Notice that the
nonlocal features under discussion are not dynamic eects, which are described by
special terms in the (Hamilton, Lagrange etc.) formalism, but appear because a
conguration space function is employed which is symmetrized and which depends
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on only one time variable t. Much as the correlations stemming from Pauli’s exclu-
sion principle are not dynamic but symmetrization eects. After all, the predicted
nonlocal eects have been conrmed by experiment (Sec. 5.3), in particular be-
tween photons, where there are no dynamic interactions at all. Also, they do not
contradict relativity since they do not make superluminal signaling possible (Sec.
5.2).
Whether or not a relativistic theory predicts nonlocal eects depends on the
specic structure of that theory. Relativistic theories may be possible that exclude
nonlocal correlations, and these might be welcome as a proper treatment of ag-
gregates of dissimilar particles (Sec. 3.3). On the other hand, there is no a priori
reason why a relativistic theory should be incompatible with nonlocality. Actu-
ally, a relativistic theory that permits nonlocality, in the way here described, is
just what is wanted in our interpretation as a proper relativistic treatment of a
coalesced system of similar particles.
In our interpretation nonlocal eects may thus arise from two features: (1) the
formation of coalesced systems of wavepackets, as accounted for by symmetrized
Schro¨dinger functions in conguration space, and (2) the internal structurelessness
of the wavepackets themselves, as introduced as a postulate to account for the
\particlelike" behavior in Sec. 2.3. These two are conceived to be the only sources
of nonlocality.
3.2 Condensed Wavepackets
We want to consider some additional aspects of the condensed wavepackets.
They are wavepackets in the technical sense of our interpretation, particularly
with the property of internal structurelessness. When several wavepackets con-
dense the sum of the quanta that were previously represented by the individual
condensing wavepackets now is represented by the condensed packet; and analo-
gously in decondensation. In other words, the number of quanta is conserved in
condensation and decondensation. In Sec. 2.4 we interpreted the normalization of
the wave function as meaning that each wavepacket represents one quantum. We
now go further and say that each wavepacket, elementary or condensed, represents
an integer number of quanta, even though Ψ is still normalized to 1 in the current
formalism. One might say that a wavepacket contains an integer number of quanta
but this is a language we wish as a rule to avoid. If one insists in this language
one has to use it warily and one should at least not picture the wavepackets as
bags containing balls but as bags that contain water in integer multiples of some
standard portion.
In an interaction with another packet an N-quantum condensed wavepacket
may act with any number of the quanta it represents. Considering the quantiza-
tion of charge, spin etc. as special manifestations of the existence of quanta we
conceive that a condensed packet may act with a fraction of its charge etc., where,
however, that fraction is an integer multiple of an elementary charge etc. For exam-
ple, a condensed packet of two elementary charged-pion packets of charge e each,
has the charge 2e, but it may act with the charge 1e only. An N-quantum con-
densed packet may also undergo up to N interactions simultaneously. In the case
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of photon packets this is our view of the eects of Hanbury Brown and Twiss(113)
(see also Ref. 114) and of nonlinear optics. Other examples are the photons aris-
ing from parametric down-conversion in photon correlation experiments.(115−118)
These photons in our language are elementary or condensed photon wavepackets
and together they form a coalesced system.
Finally we want to consider a special property of a condensed wavepacket which
we shall use in Sec. 6.5 on quantum-count fluctuations. As the condensed packet
arises from the process where some of the one-particle functions in the expansion
of ΨS (19) become equal we may describe it by means of the product
ΨS = ’(x1; s1; t)’(x2; s2; t)   ’(xN ; sN ; t) (21)
where the si signify the spin variables, and the same ’ is used in all factors.
’(x; s; t) here does not necessarily mean the lowest-energy one-particle state, as
it does in Bose-Einstein condensation proper.(119) We may mention that in the
treatment of laser coherence(120;121) the wave function of a stationary N-photon
state can also be written as a product of the type (21). The condensed packet is









jΨS(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t)j
2d3x1d






x 2 D3 means xa  x  xb; ya  y  yb; za  z  zb: R3 means total space.
If necessary x;D3 and R3 are to include the spin variables. For D3 = d3x the
expression reduces to P1 = j’(x; t)j2d3x.
In the Copenhagen interpretation expression (22) means the probability that
particle 1 of a system of N similar particles is found in the spatial region D3,
irrespective of where the other N−1 particles are found. In our interpretation it is
the probability that wavepacket 1 acts in D3, irrespective of where the other N−1
wavepackets act. Actually, the wavepackets are equal, so what we really want is
an expression for the probability that any one packet acts in D3, irrespective of
where the other N − 1 packets act, which is N  P1. In the same way the standard
formalism gives the probability P2 that any m wavepackets of the N act in D3
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where a prime at the integral sign means that in the integration over the variables







number of ways m billiard balls (or particle labels) can be chosen from N. In the












This is the binomial distribution. It is just the probability that N independent
trials with probabilities  for success and 1− for failure result in m successes and
N −m failures. We may thus say that P2 is the probability that the condensed
packet acts with m of its N quanta in D3.
In Sec. 6.2 we shall see that there are many other objects, conceived long ago
in radiation theory, that are very similar to the condensed packets and may be
taken to be other aspects of them.
3.3 Dissimilar Wavepackets: Aggregates
We come now to the quite dierent case of dissimilar wavepackets (\non-
identical particles"). In the Copenhagen interpretation where the wave function is
the mathematical description, not of a physical object, but merely of the observed
behavior of a physical object, it does not appear to make much dierence whether
the object concerned is an electron, an atom, a macroscopic body, the universe,
or a ctitious point like the center of mass. This is dierent in our interpretation
where the wave function is the mathematical description or representation of the
individual physical object itself. And the physical object that is so represented in
our interpretation is only a wavepacket, [mathematically represented by  (x; t)],
or a coalesced system of similar wavepackets [mathematically represented by the
symmetrized conguration space wave function ΨSA].
A system of dissimilar elementary particles like an atom, a macroscopic body,
or the universe in our interpretation is neither a wavepacket nor a coalesced sys-
tem but an aggregate of wavepackets. Generally, an aggregate is a set of distinct
wavepackets, which may or may not dynamically interact with one another. The
hydrogen atom, for example, is an aggregate of a proton wavepacket and an elec-
tron wavepacket. A system of two electrons, on the other hand, may be a coa-
lesced system or an aggregate, depending on whether the two electron wavepack-
ets have coalesced or not. In those aggregates that contain similar wavepackets
some wavepackets may coalesce and the coalesced system may split again. Except
for this complication, in our conception of an aggregate we essentially replace the
mass points of the classical Newtonian description by wavepackets. If all wavepack-
ets and coalesced systems of an aggregate were mathematically specied the de-
scription would be complete; much as the classical description is complete if the
positions and momenta of all the mass points are specied.
The collapse or reduction process does not apply to the aggregate as a whole,
only the wavepackets and the coalesced systems that constitute the aggregate
may be reduced. Ludwig(122;123) seems to have drawn similar conclusions although
through dierent approaches.
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Now,  (x; t) in our interpretation is an elementary or condensed wavepacket,
and ΨSA is a coalesced system of similar wavepackets, and we may ask what is
the non-symmetrized conguration space wave function Ψ(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t)? This
function in our interpretation is no more than a convenient calculational device
that serves to compute some properties and eects of systems of dissimilar parti-
cles. It may be compared, for example, with the partition function in statistical
mechanics. Table I summarizes the correspondence between mathematical symbols
and physical objects.
Table I: Mathematical Symbols and Their Corresponding Physical Objects in the
Copenhagen and in the Realistic Interpretation
However, we do not think that all conclusions drawn from the function Ψ cor-
respond to physical reality. As we have already pointed out in Sec. 3.1 the mere
use of a conguration space wave function in quantum mechanics already implies
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some kind of simultaneous action-at-a-distance and nonlocal correlations, provided
Ψ happens to be entangled and the usual relation between wave function and
probability holds. It is a basic conception of our interpretation that for systems
of dissimilar wavepackets these correlations do not represent physical reality. In
our interpretation the nonlocal correlations can only arise from the special physical
process of coalescence between similar wavepackets. Thus, the predictions concern-
ing nonlocal correlations implied by entangled conguration space wave functions
are to be taken seriously only in so far as they describe coalesced systems, that is,
if the entanglement results from symmetrization.
What would then be a proper mathematical description of a system of N dis-
similar elementary particles in our interpretation? We do not have the answer and
can only present some considerations on this problem in the remainder of this
section.
Of course we do not deny that for instance the usual treatment of the hydrogen
atom, which sets out from 6-dimensional two-body conguration space, leads to
correct wavelengths and intensities of the emitted spectral lines. The problem is
that it also leads to nonlocal correlations.
The basic physical elements in systems of dissimilar particles being wavepack-
ets in ordinary space one would like to have a description in terms of N (3 + 1)-
dimensional functions  i(xi; t); i = 1; 2; : : : ; N , one for each particle. These func-
tions might be determined by a system of coupled equations, in analogy to the
functions xi(t) in a system of Newtonian point particles. An example (without
guarantee of being physically right) is given by the formulas (27) below. The prob-
ability that particle i produces an eect at xi might be given by j i(xi; t)j2d3xi
[not by a term of the sum (17), as usual], whatever conguration space functions Ψ
might be constructed from the  i’s for other purposes. The particles may of course
still depend on one another because the determining equations are coupled, but
this does not necessarily imply nonlocality. In standard nonrelativistic quantum
mechanics such a description does not exist, and I would consider this place as one
of those, alluded to in Sec. 1.2, where the traditional formalism is expected to be
changed in future developments. In support of this attitude I want to adduce the
following observations.
Einstein writes:
Of the new attempts to obtain a deeper formulation of the quantum laws I
like the one of Schro¨dinger most. If the there introduced wave elds could
only be transplanted from the n-dimensional coordinate space into the 3
resp. 4 dimensional one!(124)
In the case of similar particles this does not appear so bad in the new interpre-
tation, because here the N-particle conguration space means a special physical
system, but in the case of dissimilar particles Einstein’s remark still carries its full
weight. Actually, two such descriptions of systems of dissimilar particles already
exist: in canonical quantum eld theory and in Feynman’s space-time approach
to quantum electrodynamics. There, each particle is described by one and only
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one particular spacetime function  i(x; t). However, use is made there of the pro-
cedure of canonical quantization, or equivalent procedures, and these lead to the
well known diculties. Therefore we cannot use these descriptions to support our
concept of an aggregate.
Recently, Barut(83;125;126) has taken up the problem of individual wave func-
tions in 3-dimensional space within his approach to electrodynamics with self-
interaction but without canonical quantization. The basic idea, formulated for a
system of a proton and an electron, is the following. One starts in the usual way
with a Lagrangian density L for two classical Dirac elds  1(x) and  2(x) and an
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Barut found out that W can be written as a function of the product (x1; x2) =
 1(x1) 2(x2), and that the variation of W with respect to this  leads to a lin-
ear two-body Schro¨dinger equation for  in conguration space. Since this  is
constructed from individual 3-dimensional functions, one for each particle, Barut
concludes:
A further objection has always been the use of the conguration space wave
function  (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) in many-body problems. It turns out that one can
discuss the many-body problem in terms of the individual wave functions
 1(x);  2(x); : : : and their individual currents. : : : Thus, the use of congura-
tion space wave function does in no way exclude that the individual particles
have their own current distributions.(125)
The linear equation obtained for  in conguration space permits a solution of
the form  = ’1(R)’2(r), where R is the coordinate of the center of mass and r
that of a ctitious particle with reduced mass. A solution that would t with the
wavepacket picture of an aggregate should have the form  = F [ 1(x1);  2(x2)],
where  1(x) describes the electron and  2(x) the proton. Such a solution is not
given by Barut, but it may perhaps still be found. Alternatively, one might consider
directly the system of coupled Eqs. (27) for the functions  1 and  2. This would
be interesting also from the following point of view. In the Copenhagen quantum
mechanics the treatment of the hydrogen atom starts with a two-body function
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in conguration space. The problem is then reduced to two one-body problems
in 3-dimensional space, where the one body is the center of mass and the other
a ctitious particle with reduced mass. Eigenfunctions belonging to the center
of mass are plane waves and eigenfunctions belonging to the ctitious particle
are the Coulomb functions  nlm. Both types of functions describe features of
physical reality: the  nlm describe the spectral lines etc. and the plane waves
describe the diraction patterns in experiments with atomic beams.(128;129) In
these experiments, is it the center of mass that produces the spots that make
up the diraction pattern? Physicists would certainly prefer saying that it is the
electron and the proton, but how exactly this is brought about could only be
resolved via a knowledge of  1(x) and  2(x).
3.4 Summary of Principles and Postulates
The preceding section concluded the presentation of the basic features of our
interpretation. In the following sections we shall apply them to specic problems.
Let us pause here for a short summary. This is not meant as an axiomatization,
but only as a list of the most salient features that are dierent from those of
the Copenhagen interpretation. A somewhat enlarged summary is Ref. 130, and a
preliminary account was given in Ref. 131.
(1) The function  (in the Schro¨dinger picture, say) is not a probability ampli-
tude but an objective physical eld, comparable to the classical electromagnetic
eld (Sec. 1.2).
(2) Any particular normalized  function which in the Copenhagen interpreta-
tion describes the observed behavior of an elementary particle is in our interpre-
tation the individual particle itself. An elementary particle is dened as a particle
listed in the Particle Properties Tables. The particle thus is an extended object, of
size x = h(x− hxi)2i1=2 say, but the size is not xed: it varies in time according
to the variation of  (x; t).
An elementary particle thus described is called a wavepacket, or, more specif-
ically, an elementary wavepacket. Another object that is also a wavepacket is the
condensed wavepacket of point 6 below. Wavepackets, elementary or condensed,
are the basic objects in our interpretation.
The reduction or collapse of the wavepacket, which in the Copenhagen interpre-
tation occurs in and only in a measurement, in our interpretation is an objective
physical process which occurs in special physical situations independent of whether
these are measurements or not (Sec. 1.3).
(3) The expression j (x; t)j2d3x is not dened as a probability. It is, in certain
circumstances, numerically equal to a probability, but to one that is dierent from
the Copenhagen position probability and may be called an action probability: it
is the probability that the wavepacket, when placed into an appropriate physical
environment, induces an eect (observed or not) within the volume d3x about x
and in a small but otherwise arbitrary time interval t about t.
This interpretation of j j2d3x can be justied by a calculation that is based on
the transition-probability formulas of the standard formalism. In these formulas
the probability refers only to the occurrence of the transition, not to the nature
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of the thing that makes the transition. The circumstances in which this interpre-
tation turns out to be possible include those where the physical environment of
the wavepacket, in the language of conventional quantum mechanics, allows the
position of the object to be directly measured. Examples are bubble chambers
and photographic emulsions. The exact value of the time interval t drops out
because the environment is meant to be homogeneous, time independent and such
that the wavepacket with certainty induces an eect anywhere in it during t. Of
course, t must be short enough so that j j2 can be considered constant in it. If
the actual environment meets these requirements only partly the raw data must
be corrected for this, and j j2d3x refers to the corrected data.
The interpretation in the case of quantities other than position is analogous.
Since we may say that the wavepacket with probability j (x; t)j2d3x induces an
eect at x (\in d3x about x"), or acts at x in position space, we may say that if
the wavepacket in some \A space" is ’(a; t), the expression j’(a; t)j2da gives the
probability that the wavepacket acts at a in A space. This also applies to discrete
eigenvalues where \at a" then means \at the point a" rather than \in da about
a" (Sec. 2.2).
(4) A wavepacket has no internal structure. The wavepacket is an elementary
region of space and must not be subdivided into smaller parts. In other words:
there are no interactions between parts of one and the same wavepacket.
This internal structurelessness implies that the wavepacket in a sense behaves
like a rigid body of Newtonian mechanics, and this means some kind of nonlocality.
We speak of internal structurelessness and not just of structurelessness because
the absence of structure comes into play only when the intrinsic features of the
interaction as such are considered, not when the probability of its occurrence is
calculated. In this calculation the full  (x; t) is used, dened for every point in the
wavepacket (Sec. 2.3).
(5) Systems of similar particles in traditional quantum mechanics are described
by symmetrized wave functions in conguration space ΨSA(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t). This
expresses the fact that for the observer the particles are indistinguishable and lose
their individuality. This loss is now conceived to be a physical process: if the
similar wavepackets at some instant of time overlap in space they may coalesce
and form a new physical object: a coalesced system. A symmetrized (symmetric
or antisymmetric) N-particle conguration space wave function thus serves only
to describe a special N-particle system.
Coalescence leads to some kind of action-at-a-distance between the coalesced
wavepackets and may give rise to nonlocal eects. Coalescence and internal struc-
turelessness are conceived to be the only sources of nonlocality in nature.
In addition to coalescence there is the inverse process of splitting of a coalesced
system into several distinct coalesced systems or wavepackets (Sec. 3.1).
(6) There is coalescence both between similar Bose packets and between similar
Fermi packets. The dierence is that Bose packets in addition can condense, but
Fermi packets cannot. Condensation is a process where several of the one-particle
functions that build up the conguration space function ΨS become equal. There
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is also the inverse process: decondensation. The number of quanta is conserved in
condensation and decondensation. The condensed wavepacket represents an inte-
ger number of quanta (not just one) but in every other respect is a wavepacket in
the technical sense of the interpretation, particularly with the property of internal
structurelessness. Condensation, decondensation and alteration are our interpreta-
tion of the change in occupation numbers when Schro¨dinger’s conguration space
formalism with symmetrized functions is cast into the form of the occupation-
number representation (Sec. 3.1).
(7) A system of dissimilar elementary particles like an atom, a macroscopic
body, or the universe, is neither a wavepacket nor a coalesced system, but an
aggregate of wavepackets. We essentially replace the Newtonian mass points of the
classical description by wavepackets. Once all wavepackets of such an aggregate are
mathematically specied at all times (details unknown at present) the description
is complete. The collapse or reduction process does not apply to the aggregate as
a whole. Only the individual constituent wavepackets and coalesced systems may
be reduced.
The usual description of systems of dissimilar particles by means of a non-
symmetrized conguration space wave function Ψ(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t) is just a con-
venient calculational device that serves to compute some properties and eects
of these systems. It is considered misleading when it comes to the prediction of
action-at-a-distance (Sec. 3.3).
4. MEASUREMENTS AND TRANSITIONS
4.1 The Copenhagen Measurement Postulates
As a rst application, in this section the problem of measurement in quantum
mechanics will be discussed. This problem is indicative of the basic diculties of
the Copenhagen interpretation.
The basic postulates concerning measurements in the Copenhagen quantum
mechanics may be expressed in the following way:
1) Let  (x; t) be the normalized wave function in x space. The expression
j (x; t)j2d3x is then the probability that the result of a position measurement at
time t lies in the interval d3x. Or, more generally, let c(n; t) =
R
 (x; t)’n(x; t)d
3x
be the wave function in A space where the quantity A is represented by a self-
adjoined operator with discrete nondegenerate eigenvalues an and eigenfunctions
’n. Then the expression jc(n; t)j2 is the probability that the result of a measure-
ment of A is the value an.
2) The only values that the quantity A may assume in the measurement are
those of the eigenvalue spectrum of the operator associated with A. This is the
usual, somewhat sloppy formulation. It is empty in the case of continuous eigen-
values which cover the whole real axis. In the case of a discrete spectrum we may
say, more precisely, that the only values that can be found will lie in arbitrarily
small intervals about the discrete eigenvalues. Notice that if the result of the mea-
surement is the eigenvalue an, it cannot be said that the considered system before
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the measurement had the value an, rather the value an comes into existence by
the act of measurement, and only immediately after the measurement the system
is said to have the value an.
3) The third postulate introduces a strong assumption regarding the form of
the wavepacket after the measurement. It has been worked out very clearly by von
Neumann(132) and is therefore often called von Neumann’s axiom. It assumes that
immediately after the measurement the wavepacket is a superposition of eigen-
functions of the respective operator which belong to the interval of eigenvalues
specied by the measurement.(133) This statement covers the case of continuous
as well as discrete eigenvalues. In the case of continuous eigenvalues the measure-
ment interval can be identied with the above interval d3x. In the extreme case
of a discrete spectrum, a nondegenerate eigenvalue and a sucient measurement
accuracy, the wavepacket immediately after the measurement will be a completely
specied eigenfunction of the respective operator.
The proviso \immediately after the measurement" emphasizes the fact that if
we wait too long, the wavepacket has already changed in accordance with the time
dependent Schro¨dinger equation.
All this refers to \ideal" measurements, i.e. where any change in the measured
wavepacket due to eects other than those mentioned above can be neglected. For
example, the components of the momentum of a charged particle are changed when
they are measured by means of the deflection of the particle in a magnetic eld.
This is a calculable eect. It is assumed that such eects can always be completely
reduced or compensated.
All this also applies only to specic quantum measurements by which we mean
those where the wavepacket nature of the elementary particles cannot be neglected,
that is, where a particular quantity is to be measured with an error interval that
is smaller than, or of the order of, the corresponding width of the wavepacket. In
other measurements the above postulates lose their relevance and the elementary
particles may be treated like classical objects, for example when the electron’s e=m
ratio is measured. This is in accordance with our denition of the classical limit
of quantum mechanics given in Sec. 2.5.
According to the postulate 3 the measurement eects a reduction of the initial
wavepacket: the initial packet may be expanded mathematically in a series (or






where n ranges over all values that specify the complete set of eigenfunctions ’n,
symbolized in (28) by writing n = −1 : : : +1. The measurement reduces the









That is, it narrows down the range of values of n. In the extreme case reduction




c(n)’n ! c(0)’0; (30)




The reduction is therefore also called a collapse, preparation, ltering, or projection
of the wavepacket. It clearly means a nonlinear evolution of the wave function: if
’m and ’n are two normalized eigenfunctions belonging to dierent nondegenerate
eigenvalues reduction of ’m leads to ’m, reduction of ’n to ’n, but reduction of
(’m+’n)=
p
2 does not lead to (’m+’n)=
p
2 but to either ’m or ’n (Tausk(134)).
It is thus a change in the wavepacket that is not described by the Schro¨dinger
equation.
Thus, a wavepacket may vary with time in two ways: sometimes determinis-
tically (as determined by the Schro¨dinger equation) and at other times with a
random element in its behavior (in a measurement). The question is, What fea-
ture of the measurement makes the measurement interaction so dierent from the
other one? This is the \measurement problem" of traditional quantum mechan-
ics. In the most orthodox version of the Copenhagen interpretation the reduction
occurs when the observer becomes conscious of the result.
The realistic interpretation does not need the above postulates.
Regarding postulate 1, we have already explained in Sec. 2.2 that the expression
j (x; t)j2d3x can be taken to be numerically equal to the probability that the
wavepacket  (x; t) induces an eect within d3x and that from this we cannot,
without further steps, draw conclusions regarding the properties of the wavepacket.
The derivation of j (x; t)j2d3x as the probability of inducing an eect will be
discussed below, in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3.
Regarding postulate 2, in a realistic formulation a measurement measures what
already exists. This implies that many operations which in the Copenhagen in-
terpretation are called measurements in a realistic interpretation are not. Thus,
neither is the observation of the position of the black spot produced by an elec-
tron in a photographic emulsion a measurement of the electron’s position, as we
have seen in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2, nor is the registration of an atomic electron in
the spin-up path of a Stern-Gerlach apparatus a measurement of the electron’s
spin component, as we shall see in Sec. 4.4. The above operations may indeed be
used for a measurement of properties that already exist, but not without further
steps. In any case an ensemble of wavepackets must be given that are equal with
respect to the considered property, as we have already seen in Sec. 2.2 and in the
sugar-cube example in Sec. 2.5.
Regarding postulate 3, we emphasize that von Neumann’s axiom does not just
mean that the reduction process occurs, but that it occurs in and only in a mea-
surement or observation. We cannot do away with the reduction process, but we
do away with the assertion that it occurs only in a measurement or observation. In
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the realistic interpretation the reduction processes are objective physical processes
that occur in some physical situations whether these involve a measurement or
not. The problem remains, but is assumes a dierent form: what feature of the
physical environment makes the reduction process, rather than the deterministic
evolution, occur? One example is the Stern-Gerlach apparatus in Sec. 4.4, and
other examples are given in Sec. 4.6.
4.2 Derivation of j j2d3x as an action probability
As explained in Sec. 2.2 the expression
P1 = j (x; t)j
2d3x (31)
in our interpretation is numerically equal to the probability that the wavepacket
 (x; t), when placed into an appropriate physical environment, induces an eect
within d3x during a small but otherwise arbitrary time interval t about t. This
probability was called an action probability. We did not prove our assertion in
Sec. 2.2, but only quoted the results. In the present section and the next we ll
this gap.
For our demonstration we consider the special situation of an electron wave-
packet that passes through a screen made of a thin layer of photographic emulsion
and produces a black spot at a certain position x. The emulsion layer also consists
of wavepackets (electrons, protons and neutrons), and a black spot of silver grains
is the result of a cascade of reactions in the emulsion initiated by the interaction of
the incoming electron wavepacket with one of the emulsion packets. We consider a
situation where the incoming wavepacket is much larger than the emulsion packets
(atoms). Packets as long as 104 km may indeed exist in laser beams with large
coherence length.(135) The coherence length of a beam is a lower bound for the
length of the wavepackets of which it is composed (Appendix A). Electron packets
usually are much smaller than photon packets. The largest coherence length of
electron beams so far observed is of the order of 10−2 cm (Ref. 136), which is,
nevertheless, still much larger than an atomic diameter or even a black spot of silver
grains (10−7 m). As the initiating interaction of the incoming electron wavepacket
we consider its interaction with an atom of the emulsion located within d3x about
x, such that the atom is ionized. We also suppose that d3x is chosen larger than
the nal black spot. Thus, the probability of obtaining a black spot in d3x about
x is proportional to the probability that the incoming electron interacts with an
atom in d3x, that is, that the electron wavepacket makes a transition from its
initial form  i to some nal form  f , simultaneously with an atom in d
3x making
a transition from the ground state 0 to some state n. The probability of this
transition is the basis of our consideration.
We start with the transition probability (1) written in a Schro¨dinger represen-








where U(t; t0) is the evolution operator (propagator) dened by the relation
 (x; t) = U(t; t0) (x; t0); (33)
and which for conservative systems can be written as U(t; t0) = exp[−i(t−t0)H=h],
with H being the Hamilton operator of the total system. In (32) W can be consid-
ered as the probability that the wavepacket changes its form from  i to  f during
the interval t = t − t0. Our aim is to get from W in (32) to P1 in (31), both
formulas being interpreted in the new sense.
In evaluating formula (32) perturbation theory is usually applied. The total
Hamiltonian is written as H = H(0) + V; V is taken to be small and is considered
not to depend on time explicitly. Using an expression like (33) with H replaced by








 f (x;  )V(x) i(x;  )d
3xd
2 (34)
where  i(x;  ) and  f (x;  ) are now the initial and nal forms of the packet as
they would appear in time  if they were influenced only by H(0), according to the
Dirac or interaction picture of temporal development.
Consider now the specic situation of the electron when it passes through the
emulsion screen and ionizes an atom. The meaning of the transition probability in
this situation is amplied :  i and  f are now to be regarded as describing all the
initial and all the nal wavepackets, respectively, that participate in a transition
process. Thus, in our case  i(x;  ) in formula (34) will now mean the product of
the initial electron function  i(x1;  ) with the initial atom function 0(x2;  ), and
 f will mean  f(x1;  )n(x2;  ). The atom, for simplicity of the argument, may
be written as a function of only one coordinate x2. In reality it is a function of
more coordinates, one for each electron, proton and neutron, if we neglect that
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Now, in the interactions usually invoked for position measurements the interac-
tion potential V(x1 − x2) is a short-range potential. This is basically correct for
the strong and the weak interactions. The electromagnetic (Coulomb) interactions
actually have a long range; but due to the fact that the atoms are neutral and ran-
domly oriented in space (isotropic medium) the range is eectively short. Therefore
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Using the mean-value theorem of calculus we extract  i from the integral and
write
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2 (36)
where x3 and 3 are xed but unknown values anywhere in −1  x3  +1 and
t0  3 t. The range in which x3 must lie can be narrowed down by observing that
the atom is concentrated in a nite region about its center x0 so that the integral
gets its main contribution from that region. Furthermore, because the atom has
been assumed to be very small compared with the incoming wave packet,  i at
any moment has almost the same value over the whole atomic region, and we may
practically identify x3 with x0 in (36). Thus we arrive at
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n(x2;  )V 0(x2;  )d
3x2d
2 (38)
which is already proportional to j j2.
Formula (37) was derived by using only rst order perturbation theory. Even if
the derivation would not work for the higher orders the rst order alone is known
to give a very accurate approximation, so that the above result is valid at least
to the same degree of accuracy. As explained in Sec. 2.2, an approximate result
is sucient for maintaining our interpretation. The essential conditions met in
the derivation so far are that the wavepacket  (x; t) is large compared to the
registering wavepackets which constitute the measuring apparatus, and that the
range of the interaction potential between  and the registering packets is short.
In order to arrive at P1 of (31) we have to bring in the factor d3x. For this we
notice that so far only the interaction of the incoming wavepacket  with one atom
at x0 has been considered. Now let there be the number (x0)d3x of such atoms
within the volume d3x. The quantity (x0) is the (time independent) density of
atoms about x0. Following the usual procedure we assume that each atom acts as
if it were alone; then the probability of an interaction within d3x is proportional
to the number of atoms in d3x, hence to d3x. We may thus write this probability
as (using x instead of x0)
W1 = (x; t; t0) j i(x; 3)j
2d3x (39)
where (x; t; t0) is now the product (x) 1(t; t0), with 1(t; t0) from (38).
Actually, the nal forms of the wavepackets are not relevant; they should only
dier from the initial forms to the extent that changes have been caused by the pro-
duction of black spots. We thus should replace the right-hand sides of the transition
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formulas [e.g. (36)] by sums over many such right-hand sides, each referring to a
dierent possible nal form of the electronic and atomic packets. This corresponds
to the total, rather than dierential, cross section for black-spot production. Nev-
ertheless, the main result, Eq. (37), would remain unaected in form because our
reasoning did not rely on any particular form of the nal packets; hence we could
extract j ij2 from every term of the sum. This amounts to replacing the propor-
tionality factors 1 and  in (37) to (39) by a sum of expressions like that in (38).
Therefore we shall assume that (x; t; t0) is such a sum. (x; t; t0) depends on the
surroundings of the incoming wavepacket in the measuring apparatus, namely on
the density and nature of the atoms with which the incoming packet is to interact,
as well as on the admitted set of nal forms for  f and n. The physical situations
usually employed for testing the localization probability formulas correspond to a
situation where the response of the measuring apparatus does not depend on po-
sition or on time: one uses a static and homogeneous emulsion. This means that 
does not depend on x. Even if there is some inhomogeneity or time dependence in
the measuring device it can usually be corrected for, and it is the corrected data
to which the formulas refer. The independence of time of the measuring device
implies that  only depends on the dierence t = t − t0. Thus we may write
(dropping also the index i)
W1 = (t) j (x; 3)j
2d3x (40)
as the probability of the initial wavepacket inducing a black spot during t in d3x.
4.3 Continuation: The Time Variable
We continue the derivation of j j2d3x as an action probability by studying the
role of the time variable in the probability formulas. In particular, there is the
problem that the probability (31)
P1 = j (x; t)j
2d3x (31)
in the Copenhagen interpretation means the probability of obtaining a certain
result in a measurement at time t, whereas the probability (40)
W1 = (t) j (x; 3)j
2d3x (40)
means the probability of a transition occurring during the interval t about 3.
Why does the size of t not appear in the Copenhagen interpretation of the
formula for P1? Because of the nature of the question that is asked there: the
measurement to which P1 refers is a measurement of a property of a physical
system, and the length of the time interval needed to detect that property is
irrelevant; provided of course that it is short enough to consider that property as
constant in it.
On the other hand, W1 in (40) does not refer to a property of a system but
to the occurrence of an event, and we draw conclusions regarding the properties
of the system only through the occurrence of the events. Now, in order thus to
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measure a property within t, the events have to occur within t, the same t
as used above for P1. The required smallness of t allows us also to put 3 of (40)




j (x; t)j2d3x (41)
is equal to the probability that the wavepacket  induces an eect anywhere in
space during the interval t. We may write W1 as a product W1 = I1  P1:





j (x; t)j2d3x| {z }
I1

j (x; t)j2d3xR +1




and we would arrive at W1 = P1 if I1 = 1; i.e. if the wavepacket  induces with
certainty an eect anywhere in space during t. This is essentially the requirement
that the measuring apparatus should have a 100% overall eciency for detection
within t. This we shall assume because it corresponds to what is assumed in
Copenhagen quantum mechanics (Sec. 2.2). If the actual apparatus has less than
100% eciency the raw data can be corrected for this. In this correction the
value of t of course enters since the eciency of the apparatus for causing the
wavepacket to induce an eect depends on the available time interval. Formula
(31) refers to the corrected data, hence here the value of t no longer appears
and we have arrived at our desired result that P1 is equal to the probability that
the wavepacket  (x; t) induces an eect within d3x during a short but otherwise
arbitrary time interval about t.
We want to add a few comments. The Copenhagen interpretation of the ex-
pression j (x; t)j2d3x is the localization probability within d3x at time t, and not:
within the time interval dt. Thus space and time are treated in dierent ways. This
is a general feature of traditional quantum mechanics. Time is treated as a param-
eter in the  function. There is a position operator but there is no time operator
(although in the momentum-energy space of the Fourier transforms there is both a
momentum and an energy operator). This does not mean that the formalism of the
theory cannot be put into a covariant form. The Dirac and the Klein-Gordon equa-
tions are manifestly covariant equations, and in them space and time appear on an
equal footing. It is because of the dierent types of questions that are asked about
space and time respectively that space and time receive dierent treatment. This
dierent treatment is one of the major obstacles to a reconciliation of quantum
theory and relativity theory.(138)
Our requirement that the wavepacket induces with certainty an eect anywhere
in space during t does not imply that  is normalized,
R
j j2d3x = 1: Rather it
means, according to (41), that I1 = (t)
R
j j2d3x = 1: The additional postulate
(Sec. 2.4) that  be normalized then implies that (t) = 1; and this means
eectively a specication of an \appropriate" physical environment.
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The interactions, or transitions, themselves need not occur instantaneously in
our interpretation. From the literature (e.g., Ref. 139) one sometimes gets the im-
pression that in Copenhagen quantum mechanics the transitions are conceived to
occur instantaneously. This is probably a remnant of the \quantum jumps" of the
older (before and up to 1924) quantum theory, based mainly on the Bohr model of
the atom. If the transition occurs instantaneously then the details of its temporal
development lose any meaning and only the probability of its occurrence appears
a reasonable question. This is what the orthodox priests of the Copenhagen inter-
pretation assert. Schro¨dinger has violently opposed this view. In a discussion with
Bohr in 1926 he exclaimed: \If one has to stick to this damned quantum jumping,
then I regret having ever been involved in this thing".(140) And Schro¨dinger kept
to his view. He pointed out, for example, that \the radiating of a coherent wave
train of 3 or 4 feet length, as it can be observed in an interferometer, would use
up just about the average interval between two transitions".(141)
4.4 The Stern-Gerlach Experiment
We will now discuss the Copenhagen postulate 2 of Sec. 4.1, namely that the
measured values of any quantity are only those of the eigenvalue spectrum of
the associated operator. We shall consider the case of discrete eigenvalues and
shall choose the Stern-Gerlach experiment as a concrete physical example. This
experiment has traditionally been regarded as the prototype of a measurement in
quantum mechanics.
First let us briefly recall the facts. We consider hydrogen atoms in the ground
state which move in the y direction with velocity  through an inhomogeneous
magnetic eld B produced by a Stern-Gerlach magnet.(142−146) The magnet is
positioned so that along the path of the atoms both B and gradBz point in the z
direction. This is then the \spin-reference axis", or simply the \axis" of the appa-
ratus. The hydrogen atom has a permanent magnetic moment ~ which comes from
the magnetic dipole moment of the electron, the contribution of the proton being
negligible. Therefore it is mainly the electron that interacts with the magnetic
eld, and it is the spin of the electron
s = −(m=e)~ (43)
that determines the precession in the magnetic eld. Accordingly, in (43) m is
the electron mass. We might thus just speak of electrons moving through the
Stern-Gerlach magnet, and we shall occasionally do so. We note, however, that
the Stern-Gerlach magnet does not work for free electrons. This is due to the
Lorentz force and to the spreading of the electron wavepacket.(147−151) If we want
to perform the Stern-Gerlach experiment for free electrons we may scatter electrons
by atoms.(152;153) We call such devices Stern-Gerlach-type apparatuses.
Under the conditions of the performed experiments classical mechanics and
electrodynamics predict that the atom when it has spent the time t in the Stern-
Gerlach magnet will be deflected along the z direction by the angle
z = pz=py = z(@Bz=@z)t=py ; (44)
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where py and pz are the momentum components of the atom, and z is the z
component of ~. When a beam of atoms goes through the Stern-Gerlach magnet
with the spins of the atomic electrons initially oriented at random z can take on all
values between + and −, and the deflection angle can take on all values between
the corresponding extreme values (@Bz=@z)(t=py). On the screen behind the
magnet one would therefore observe one single spot elongated along the z direction.
What is actually observed, however, are two separate spots corresponding to the








corresponding to the electron spin value s = h=2 in formula (43). The upper spot
on the screen thus corresponds to spin-up electrons and the lower spot to spin-down
electrons with respect to the axis of the apparatus.
So far our considerations of the Stern-Gerlach experiment have been indepen-
dent of the interpretation since they have been formulated with beams consisting
of many atomic electrons. The diculties arise when the behavior of the individual
electron wavepackets of the beam are considered. The single wavepacket develops
into two coherent parts, one corresponding to spin up and the other corresponding
to spin down, and it covers both the upper and the lower path in portions that
can be calculated by the standard formulas. According to the orthodox view of the
Copenhagen interpretation it is only in a subsequent measurement, for example,
when a black spot at the proper \up" position on the screen is observed, that the
packet contracts and is reduced to a pure spin-up eigenpacket. When we choose
not to look at the measurement device no reduction can occur.(123)
In the Copenhagen interpretation the Stern-Gerlach experiment is called a mea-
surement of the initial z component of the spin of the atomic electron.(154;155) In
our interpretation this is dierent. Consider an atomic electron that is initially
described by a wave function that is a product of a spatial and a spin function.
Such a wavepacket never has a denite position, but it always has a denite spin
component, in the sense that the wave function can always be written as a spin-
up eigenfunction of the spin-component operator sz0 , with some axis z0, which of
course need not coincide with the axis z of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus. This is
connected with the fact that the group SU(2) is locally isomorphic to O(3). We
may call the direction of the axis z0 the spin direction of the electron before it en-
tered the apparatus. Now, in our interpretation the Stern-Gerlach apparatus forces
the electron packet to become an eigenpacket of the operator sz, where z is the z
axis of the apparatus. In other words, the Stern-Gerlach apparatus turns the spin
of the electron either up or down with respect to the apparatus axis z whatever
the electron’s initial spin direction z0. Because of total angular momentum con-
servation, the angular momentum of the apparatus is thereby also changed. This
has been veried experimentally in the case of photon polarization apparatuses,
which in principle function like Stern-Gerlach apparatuses.(156)
In our realistic interpretation no observation is necessary to turn the electron
packet into a pure spin-up or spin-down eigenpacket. Rather this occurs in some
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Figure 2. Galton pin board.
physical process independently of whether or not it is observed. Where this process
occurs we do not know (see Sec. 4.6). In any case we call the Stern-Gerlach magnet
plus any additional material that might be necessary for the reduction to occur a
Stern-Gerlach apparatus.
The Stern-Gerlach apparatus may be compared with a Galton pin board (Fig. 2)
where a ball that enters it from above ends up in either box I or box II whatever its
initial position. Nobody would call the observation of the ball in one of the boxes a
measurement of the initial position of the ball. Accordingly, in our interpretation
we do not call the operation of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus on an individual
incoming electron and the observation of its respective nal position on the screen
a measurement of the electron’s initial spin component. We may indeed use the
Stern-Gerlach apparatus for such a measurement, but not without further steps: a
large number of equal electrons must be given. Let the electrons enter the magnet
one after the other. Then the direction of the axis of the apparatus must be varied,
and from the abundance ratios of the up and down spots for the various chosen
directions the original spin direction can be derived, using the standard formulas
of quantum mechanics. For example, let the spin of the incoming electrons be
restricted to lie in the x-z plane perpendicular to the direction of motion (y axis).
The probability of inducing a spot in the \up" or \down" position, respectively,
is then given by
Pup=down =
1
2 (1 cos#) (46)
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where # denotes the angle between the spin axis of the incoming electron and
the axis of the apparatus. The ratio of the corresponding abundances will give
(Pup)=(Pdown) = tan
−2(#=2), hence # and the spin direction of the incoming
electrons becomes known. Alternatively, we may rotate the apparatus round the y
axis until a position is obtained where only spots at the up position are observed.
This signies # = 0 in (46), and the apparatus axis coincides with the spin direction
of the incoming electrons.
For particles with higher spin the situation is more complicated. These particles
need not have a denite spin component since the expression of the general spin
state as a superposition of spin-component eigenstates can no longer always be
reduced to one term by a spatial rotation of the spin-reference axis. Still, the
coecients in the superposition can be determined in essentially the same way as
before, and it may now be the set of these coecients that represents what already
existed before the particles entered the apparatus.
The Stern-Gerlach apparatus can also be used for a preparation of (say) spin-up
atomic electrons. If the lower path is blocked o then only pure spin-up electrons
leave the apparatus irrespective of their initial orientation. Only in the degener-
ate case where the incoming electrons all have spin down would no electron come
through the apparatus. However, although we may call this operation a prepa-
ration, we are not able to predict or determine whether an individual incoming
electron actually will leave the apparatus as a spin-up electron or will be absorbed
inside the apparatus by the blocking material.
In our interpretation there is no superposition principle in the sense of Dirac,
where it does not just mean that a linear superposition of states is again a state, i.e.
that the state equations are linear and homogeneous, but rather \that whenever
the system is denitely in one state we can consider it as being partly in each of
two or more other states : : : in a way that cannot be conceived on classical ideas"
(Dirac(157;158)). In the situation of the Stern-Gerlach experiment this would mean
that the electron even before it has entered the apparatus, when it still is in an
eigenstate of sz0 (z0 = arbitrary axis), is already partly in each of the eigenstates of
sz (z = apparatus axis). We feel that this peculiar conception of Dirac’s arises from
the attempt to adjust the usual view that a measurement measures what already
exists to the postulate that the Stern-Gerlach apparatus operating on an individual
electron is such a measurement. Indeed, if the electron were a classical gyroscope,
the measurement of the place where it hits the screen behind the magnet could be
considered as a measurement of its initial spin component [formula (44)]. However,
the electron is not a classical gyroscope, and to describe the quantum situation
in the same way as the classical situation is misleading. In our interpretation,
expressing a wave function as a superposition of certain eigenfunctions in general
is no more than a mathematical procedure. Only in special physical situations like
the one within the Stern-Gerlach magnet, where the eigenfunctions are those of
the operator that corresponds to the actual experimental arrangement, can these
eigenfunctions be considered as parts of a physical wavepacket.
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4.5 Criticism of von Neumann’s Reduction Axiom
In this section we shall consider the last of the three Copenhagen postulates
concerning the measurement as described in Sec. 4.1. This axiom reflects the most
serious conceptual diculties of the Copenhagen quantum mechanics. The realistic
interpretation does not contain this axiom. However, this does not mean that
there is no reduction process, it only means that this process is not restricted to
occur in and only in a measurement. In this section we begin by discussing some
characteristic diculties of von Neumann’s axiom and show how they are avoided
in a realistic interpretation.
A typical diculty with von Neumann’s axiom is described in the example of
Schro¨dinger’s cat.(159) Consider a closed box containing a cat, a certain amount of
radioactive nuclei, a Geiger counter and a cat-killing device, all protected against
the cat. Circumstances are arranged so that the probability of the Geiger counter
counting the decay of at least one nucleus within one hour is just 1/2. When a decay
is counted, the counter discharge triggers the cat-killing device, which consists of
a hammer and a flask of prussic acid. The flask is smashed, the acid is released,
and the cat is poisoned. The probability that after one hour the cat is dead is 1/2.
Since the box is closed we cannot know after an hour whether the cat is dead or
alive, unless we open the box and look into it. In orthodox quantum mechanics it
is allowed to describe the living cat by one wave function  1 and the dead cat by
another wave function  2 orthogonal to  1. Then the cat in the closed box after
one hour is in the state ( 1 + 2)=
p
2 , i.e. there is neither a dead cat nor a living
cat but a superposition of both, and the superposition is only reduced to either  1
or  2 by our observation. Thus, in common language, it is our observation that
makes the cat dead or alive, although it is not our will that determines which of
the two cases actually occurs. Evidently, these features are rather hard to digest.
The cat is a macroscopic object, and in the realm of macro-objects the language
of realism is spoken: the cat is either alive or dead even if we do not observe it.
The radioactive nucleus is a microscopic object, and in the realm of micro-objects
the language of realism is forbidden by the edict of Copenhagen. In the example
there is a chain of reactions beginning in the microworld with the decay of the
unstable nucleus and ending in the macroworld with the death of the cat. If both
the micro- and the macro-object are described by a  function the character of the
 function must change when the chain of reactions crosses the borderline between
the two realms. This is another diculty.
In our interpretation the language of realism is spoken in the microworld as
well as in the macroworld, and the character of the  function is always that of a
physical eld. The cat, on the other hand, is not a wavepacket but an aggregate,
and there is no reduction process of the aggregate as a whole, as we have stated in
Sec. 3.3. Of course, a description of the living cat as well as of the dead cat can in
principle be formulated. These descriptions could not, however, be accomplished
by means of a single schematic function  (x; t), but only by extremely compli-
cated aggregates of very many wavepackets. The essential dierence in this point
between our interpretation and the Copenhagen one is that if the cat dies it dies
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independently of our observation, and that the dying is a process where very many
wavepackets are involved, changed and possibly reduced.
Another diculty with von Neumann’s axiom is pointed out in the example
of \Wigner’s friend"(160): Usually the whole measurement apparatus consists of
a long chain of subapparatuses (amplier, channel analyzer, transmitter etc.) be-
tween the considered micro-object and me as the nal observer. And in the most
orthodox version of the Copenhagen interpretation it is my consciousness of the
result that completes the measurement and eects the reduction. Now, a friend
of mine may form a sub-apparatus in that chain, in that he, for example, reads
o the pointer position on a display and then telephones it to me. The diculty
arises as soon as I credit the same capabilities to my friend as to me because this
implies that the reduction has already taken place in the apparatus due to his
consciousness. This is essentially the conflict between the Copenhagen description
where the observer is the linguistic ego and any realistic description where the
observer is just another physical object. The reduction is a physical process that
occurs somewhere in the apparatus whether we notice it or not.
Margenau and Hill mention another strange feature of the von Neumann axiom:
Now in every normal theory of probability or random variables it is under-
stood that a single observation cannot establish a probability distribution,
a large sample of observations being required for this end. Yet the custom-
ary quantum theory, if it includes the postulate in question, claims to be a
radical probability theory wherein \God plays dice" and at the same time
pretends to perform the most unorthodox feat of creating, in a single act of
measurement, knowledge of an entire probability distribution.(161)
In view of these diculties one may ask why von Neumann’s axiom has been
introduced at all. What were von Neumann’s reasons, for example? In his book(162)
von Neumann refers to an experiment of Compton and Simon(163) in which photons
were scattered by electrons at rest and where the directions of both the scattered
photon and the scattered electron from the same scattering event were measured.
The situation was such that, if the validity of the classical kinematical conser-
vation laws was assumed, the azimuthal angle  of the scattering plane (i.e. the
angle between the plane which contains both the direction of the incoming photon
and that of the momentum transfer and some reference plane which contains the
direction of the incoming photon) could be determined by measuring either the
azimuthal direction of the scattered electron or that of the scattered photon. These
two measurements may be made in succession, and the experiment conrms that
the second measurement always gives the same result for  as the rst one. In other
words: if the system initially was in a state in which  cannot be predicted with
certainty then a measurement transforms it into a state in which  is denitely
predictable. One may accept this as an argument in favor of the reduction process;
however, there is nothing in the argument that would force one to conclude that
the reduction depends on the presence of an observer. The connection with an
observation was perhaps conceived under the influence of some ideas of Bohr(164)
quoted by von Neumann(165)(cf. also Jammer(166)). If one looks at these ideas one
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sees, however, that they are too vague to provide an argument against realism.
4.6 The Underlying Physical Problem
When reduction is not necessarily connected with measurement a wider range of
phenomena than in Copenhagen quantum mechanics may be subsumed under the
term reduction processes. Their general characteristic is that they are processes
where the temporal evolution of the considered wavepacket is dierent from the
predictions of the Schro¨dinger (or Dirac etc.) equation. The predicted form of the
wavepacket is wider in some space (ordinary space, momentum space, angular-
momentum space, etc.) than actually observed. Some narrowing process is thus
missing and this is the reduction process or collapse.
Besides the Compton-Simon experiment the behavior of the atomic electron in
the Stern-Gerlach apparatus is an example of a reduction process. Other examples
are polarizers and beam (wavepacket) splitters of any kind, possibly together with
some additional material (\registration" apparatus), and emission and scattering
processes. In particular, the scattering and emission of electromagnetic radiation
by atoms seem to entail some reduction processes. The usual classical and quantum
mechanical calculations give more or less spherical scattered and emitted waves,
whereas thermal equilibrium seems only to be possible with narrowly directed
bundles of radiation (Einstein’s needle radiation(167)).
Thus, the problem of the reduction process is no longer a \measurement prob-
lem". It remains a problem, but it assumes a dierent form: what feature of the
physical environment makes the reduction process, rather than the deterministic
evolution, occur? It is now the problem of how physically (and then mathemati-
cally) to characterize the reduction process.
A physical characterization would be one in terms of current densities, eld
strengths, energy thresholds etc., and it would involve physical conditions and
processes that are not already taken into account in the Schro¨dinger (or Dirac
etc.) equation for a particle in an external eld. Recall that reduction implies
nonlinearity. In this sense quantum mechanics is incomplete, although this is a
dierent incompleteness than that pointed out by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen
(Sec. 5). The incompleteness revealed here is a serious drawback, and the wish
to avoid fully acknowledging this incompleteness presumably was another reason
why the Copenhagen school ascribed those changes of the  function that cannot
be described by a Schro¨dinger equation to the acts of His or Her Majesty, the
Observer. In a realistic interpretation this is no longer permitted, and the prob-
lem reveals itself as a really serious one. Its nal solution is not possible without
changing the mathematical formalism, which is beyond the intended scope of the
present work.
What our interpretation does is to reinforce the position, nowadays held openly
by many physicists, that an empirical investigation of the reduction process makes
sense. Actually, in recent times several experiments in this direction have been
proposed or carried out.(168−171) Generally, they are based on interference eects.
Once the reduction has taken place no interference eects between the dierent
coherent components of the original wavepacket are possible any more, simply
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because there is only one component left (in the extreme case). This may serve
to determine the place where the reduction occurs or is initiated. If we want to
go beyond the mere localization of the reduction we may exploit the empirical
nding that there exist quantum measurements where reduction does occur and
that therefore the physical characterization of the reduction might be found among
the physical characterizations of these measurements. A necessary condition for a
measurement is certainly the possibility of an irreversible macroscopic xation of
the result, be it in the form of a developed silver grain in a photographic emulsion
or in the form of a note written down by an observer. But although this is necessary
for measurement, in realism it is not necessary for reduction.
4.7 Determinism and Indeterminism
It is well known that Einstein favored determinism(172−177): \At any rate I am
convinced that he is not playing dice".(173) And this has often been considered as
Einstein’s main criticism of quantum theory. However, as indicated by Einstein(178)
and emphasized by Pauli in a letter to Born:
Einstein (as he explicitly repeated to me) does not consider the concept
of \determinism" to be as fundamental as it is frequently held to be : : :
Einstein’s point of departure is \realistic" rather than \deterministic."(179)
Both determinism and indeterminism are compatible with realism. The ques-
tion of determinism versus indeterminism is a matter of philosophical taste, like
optimism and pessimism. We can never prove that everything is determined, but
neither can we ever prove that not everything is determined, it being always pos-
sible to resort to unknown influences. Remember Freud with regard to human
actions. Determinism means a program. It means the expectation that as science
advances we will be able to make more and more phenomena predictable, by means
of laws of nature, and that this process is innite.
Although the question of determinism or indeterminism has nothing to do with
the question of realism we nevertheless consider it here because it is given so much
importance in the philosophical discussions on quantum mechanics and because
the Copenhagen interpretation takes such a provocative stand. The Copenhagen
interpretation takes the stand of strict indeterminism and decrees a denite limit
to the described process of the deterministic program. It maintains that the prob-
abilities in quantum mechanics are unlike those in statistical mechanics and can
never be explained by some underlying determining processes that would specify
the physical situation in more detail. The probability statements in quantum me-
chanics, according to this interpretation, are the last word. Even if we knew all
the laws and all the wavepackets of the world we would not be able, in principle,
to calculate the exact future result of an individual measurement. Only in some
degenerate cases can we obtain probabilities that reach the value one and thus give
certainty. In general, identical initial conditions do not lead to identical results.
Why does the Copenhagen interpretation assume such an extreme position?
Admittedly, so far no theory has been found that could specify the hypothetical
underlying processes postulated in the deterministic attitude. Thus, from the view-
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point of economy of concepts it might seem reasonable to eliminate the concept
of these processes altogether. This would give the additional bonus that the inde-
terminacy no longer points at an incapability of the quantum theorists to build a
complete theory but is a property of nature.
It seems that the attitude of the Copenhagen school got additional support from
von Neumann’s demonstration(180) that some basic features of quantum mechan-
ical states are incompatible with the introduction of additional hidden variables
besides  in order to further specify the physical situations and to restore deter-
minism. This statement seems to have been taken in the sense that no deterministic
theory at all is possible. When Bell examined the case(181;182) he found out that
those basic features of the quantum mechanical states, which von Neumann pos-
tulated also for the states in a hidden-variable theory, are actually more than can
reasonably be postulated in such a theory. Thus, von Neumann’s proof, although
mathematically correct, leaves the real question untouched and does not exclude
deterministic hidden-variable theories.
On the other hand, Bell’s investigations revealed that any hidden-variable the-
ory which after averaging over the hidden variables reproduces the formulas of
quantum mechanics must have a grossly nonlocal structure. A more detailed ac-
count on this specic aspect will be given in Sec. 5. Here, the essential lesson is
that von Neumann’s proof does not exclude deterministic theories, and, no other
proof being in sight, the apodictic exclusion of determinism in the Copenhagen
interpretation is unjustied. Thus Dirac wrote: \It may be that in some future
development we shall be able to return to determinism, but only at the expense
of giving up something else, some other prejudice which we hold to very strongly
at the present time".(183)
Let us therefore consider what a deterministic program might look like in a
realistic interpretation. The probabilities and indeterminacies here are those that
refer to the probabilities of the wavepacket making a transition or inducing an
eect. We do not know the future formalism of quantum theory, so we do not
know whether or to what extent it will be able to proceed with the deterministic
program. We would, however, present some considerations that show that the
deterministic program can never be fullled completely.
We speculate that the nal form of the wavepacket in a reduction process is
determined by other wavepackets in the surroundings. Usually it is assumed that
they can be kept away or can be neglected so that the wavepacket is an isolated
system. It is, however, hardly possible to keep away, for example, neutrinos, and it
is impossible to keep away photons. A macroscopic body may easily be separated
from other macroscopic bodies (put it in free space), and the influences it receives
from the remaining microscopic particles of its surroundings are relatively very
small.
On the other hand, the influences of these particles on some other microscopic
particle are not always relatively small. When a photon is scattered from a billiard
ball the change in the momentum of the billiard ball is negligible compared to
the momentum typically considered for billiard balls, whereas when a photon is
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Figure 3. The event at A can be influenced by an event at B lying outside the
observer’s cone of knowledge.
scattered from an electron the change in the momentum of the electron is not
always negligible. Macroscopic objects are like icebergs swimming in the sea, and
the microscopic particles are like the waves of this sea. Imagine the diculties you
would meet trying to influence an individual wave by handling icebergs. And the
size of an iceberg does not exceed the size of a wave by as much as the size of
a man exceeds the size of an atom. This last size ratio (1010) is almost equal to
that between the galaxy and the Sun. Seen from the microworld the macroworld
of human beings and their apparatuses is of cosmic dimensions. It would be well
to distinguish the diculties that already arise from this simple fact from those
that arise from the wavepacket nature of the micro-objects.
Another unavoidable influence of the surroundings comes from the special-
relativistic spacetime structure.(184) Imagine a physicist at O in Fig. 3 who wants
to predict exactly what will happen at A. He can do this only on the basis of what
he knows, and he can at most have knowledge of the events within his past light
cone. However, the event at A can obviously be influenced by events lying outside
his past cone, for instance at B. Hence, as a matter of principle, future events are
not completely predictable. One may restrict oneself to isolated systems and their
future development. An isolated system would be one where such outside influ-
ences as that from B to A are negligible. Such a restriction may be reasonable for
macroscopic bodies since appreciable influences are only to be expected from other
macroscopic bodies which usually move at very low velocities and hence reach the
observer’s future light cone only after a very long time. For microscopic bodies,
however, the isolation is much more dicult, if not impossible, to maintain.
One might try to regain predictability by extending the past light cone far back-
wards in time. If one assumes an appropriate cosmological model of the world the
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space-time diagram will be deformed as a result of non-zero spacetime curvature
and the past light cone (horizon) might eventually include all of the world, and
no events such as event B in Fig. 3 will be left outside it. But even so one cannot
obtain complete predictability, for one has to observe that all things consist of
wavepackets. If one wants to fully describe one specic wavepacket at one particu-
lar time one can do this only with the help of macroscopic stable aggregates such as
books, microlms, disks, etc. All of these aggregates in turn consist of a large num-
ber of wavepackets. So, for noticing and registering one wavepacket many other
wavepackets are needed. Only a part of the world can thus be \known", the other
part is used in representing the \knowledge". On the other hand, some wavepacket
from the registering aggregate may well influence the registered wavepacket at some
later time.
Thus, the process of making more and more phenomena predictable is seen
not to be innite. Yet we do not think that we therefore should already give up
the deterministic attitude. It might still be possible to extend the domain of the
predictable situations at the cost of the so far unpredictable ones, or to draw a
dierent boundary than that drawn in the Copenhagen interpretation.
5. THE EINSTEIN-PODOLSKY-ROSEN PROBLEM
5.1 The EPR Problem and Nonlocality
In this section we shall consider a problem that was rst formulated by Ein-
stein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) in 1935(185) and which in the course of further
investigations led to the fundamental question of whether a certain nonlocality is
a feature of physical reality. In the course of time the question has been made
amenable to experimental test, and the results of the experiments have conrmed
that nonlocal eects exist. Actually, the conrmation is not yet absolutely con-
clusive. The experimental results can be explained by invoking nonlocal eects,
but there are still some loopholes that might permit an explanation without in-
voking nonlocal eects. However, our interpretation is independent of this. We
conceive that there are nonlocal eects whether or not alternative explanations
are also possible. If further experiments close the still existing loopholes and make
the acceptance of nonlocal eects inescapable, as we think they will, people will
perhaps be more willing to take an interpretation seriously in which nonlocality
is an explicit basic feature. This is one reason why we discuss the EPR problem.
Another reason is that it permits a concise discussion of the general consequences
of nonlocal eects.
The title of the EPR paper is \Can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Phys-
ical Reality Be Considered Complete?" The authors wanted to demonstrate that
the answer is no. For a physical theory to be complete it is necessary that \every
element of the physical reality must have a counterpart in the physical theory",
and reality is characterized by the following sucient criterion: \If, without in any
way disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty (i.e., with probability equal
to unity) the value of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of physical
reality corresponding to this physical quantity."
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EPR argue within the framework of orthodox quantum mechanics. They con-
sider two systems, 1 and 2 (imagine two protons) that have interacted from time
t = 0 to t = T , after which time there is no longer any interaction between them.
Let the (exactly calculable) wave function of the combined system 1+2 after T
be Ψ(1; 2). The number 1 stands for all variables used to describe the rst system
and 2 for those of the second system. In general the function Ψ(1; 2) cannot be
written as a product (or a more general function) of one function ’1(1) of the
variables 1 and one function ’2(2) of the variables 2, and hence we cannot de-
scribe the state in which either one of the two systems is left after the interaction.
This state, according to the Copenhagen interpretation, can only be known by
a subsequent measurement: Let m1;m2;m3; : : : be the eigenvalues of some physi-
cal quantity (observable) M pertaining to system 1 and u1(1); u2(1); u3(1); : : : the
corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions. Then Ψ(1; 2) can be expanded into a





Although not necessary for the argument, for simplicity of presentation we assume
that the eigenvalues are discrete. The functions r(2) are not normalized and in
general are not orthogonal to each other, but this is not relevant here. Suppose
that the quantity M is measured on system 1 and that the value m7 is found.
According to von Neumann’s reduction axiom, after the measurement the rst
system is left in the state u7(1) [i.e. the rst wavepacket assumes the form u7(1)].
Hence the sum (47) is reduced to the single term 7(2)u7(1), and due to the simple
product form of this term the second system is left in the state 7(2), apart from
normalization.
The set of functions un(1) is determined by the choice of the physical quan-
tity M. If, instead of M , we had chosen another quantity N , with eigenvalues






where the s(2) are the new coecient functions. If now the quantityN is measured
and the value n5 is found then the system 1 is left in the state 5(1) and the system
2 in the state 5(2).
Therefore, as a consequence of two dierent measurements performed on the
rst system, the second system may be left in states with two essentially dierent
wave functions. On the other hand, at the time of measurement the two systems
no longer interact, that is, by denition no real change can take place in the second
system as a result of anything that may be done to the rst system. Thus it is
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Figure 4. Arrangement for a proton spin correlation experiment
possible to assign two dierent types of wave functions (; ) to the same physical
reality, namely to system 2 after the interaction.
It is even possible to choose noncommuting operators M and N , operating in
system 1, in such a way that the two sets of wave functions r; s of system 2
are discrete eigenfunctions of two noncommuting operators, for example of the
two operators sx and sz of the spin component of a proton in x direction and
in z direction, respectively. Such a case was rst considered by Bohm.(186) Let
the two protons interact at O (Fig. 4) and let the scattering proceed through an
intermediate state of zero total spin (singlet spin state). The general expression









where the spin projections up j+i and down j−i refer to an arbitrary axis. A(1,2)
is the spatial part and the bracket is the spin part of the wave function. Notice
that the spin part follows solely from spin algebra (Clebsch-Gordon coecients)
and happens to be antisymmetric in the particle labels, independent of whether
the particles are similar. In the case of similar particles the spatial part may take
care of the correct symmetry.
After the interaction the protons propagate with opposite momentum jpj to-
wards the observers A and B, respectively. Each observer is equipped with a Stern-
Gerlach-type apparatus (e.g. a scattering device with counters; a Stern-Gerlach
magnet with registering screen would not do in this case, see Sec. 4.4). The (spin-
reference) axes of the apparatuses can be oriented in any direction. Observer A
may thus put the axis of his apparatus either in x direction or in z direction,
thereby obtaining either the x or the z spin component of the rst proton. He is
then in a position to predict with certainty, and without in any way disturbing the
second proton, either the value of the x or the value of the z component of the spin
of the second proton. According to the above criterion of reality both components
are elements of physical reality. Therefore, the values of both must enter into the
complete description of reality. On the other hand, in quantum mechanics no wave
function can contain both an eigenvalue of some operator M and an eigenvalue of
an operator N that does not commute with M. Therefore EPR conclude that the
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quantum-mechanical description of reality by the wave function is not complete.
As EPR remark, one would not arrive at this conclusion if one regarded the given
criterion of reality as not suciently restrictive, that is,
if one insisted that two or more physical quantities can be regarded as simul-
taneous elements of reality only when they can be simultaneously measured
or predicted. On this point of view, since either one or the other, but not
both simultaneously, of the quantities P and Q can be predicted, they are
not simultaneously real. This makes the reality of P and Q depend upon
the process of measurement carried out on the rst system, which does not
disturb the second system in any way. No reasonable denition of reality
could be expected to permit this.
Remember the burnable and soluble sugar cube in Sec. 2.5, which is another
illustration of this point.
In the disputes following the publication of the EPR paper the adherents of
orthodox quantum mechanics pointed out that the conclusions of EPR were only
valid provided the two systems after the interaction are really independent of each
other in every respect. Orthodox quantum mechanics, however, does not say this.
Instead, it conceives the two particles to be inseparably incorporated into the
single wave function (47), so that we cannot operate on the one particle \without
in any way disturbing" the other. Only a reduction of the sum to one of its terms
by means of an observation (von Neumann’s axiom) achieves a separation of the
two particles.
This is independent of whether ; u;  and  in expressions (47) and (48) re-
present Schro¨dinger scalar wave functions or relativistic Dirac spinors or other
tensors. We may consider the functions ; u in (47) or ;  in (48) as functions
not only of the space coordinates but of time as well, with the same time variable
t in all functions (cf. Sec. 3.1). Thus, the moment of the observation at the one
place achieves the simultaneous reduction at the other place. Since the time of
this subsequent observation is at the observer’s disposal he or she may perform
it an arbitrarily long time after the interaction, so that the wave functions of the
two systems can be taken to be separated from one another by an arbitrarily large
distance.
On the other hand, things may be arranged so that observer A operates on
system 1 such a short time before B operates on system 2 that no light signals could
connect these two events. What happens at B then depends on what happened in
a region that is separated from it by a spacelike distance in spacetime, hence there
seems to exists some type of action-at-a-distance.
We have here a new kind of correlation between systems that have previously
interacted. Before the appearance of the EPR paper this correlation had not been
fully noticed. Nowadays it is also called quantum interconnectedness, quantum
nonseparability, or nonlocality. Thus in taking the two systems as independent,
EPR are not in accordance with quantum mechanics, hence they cannot maintain
that it provides only an incomplete description of physical reality. But then the
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original question \Can quantum-mechanical description of physical reality be con-
sidered complete?" is replaced by another question: \Is nonlocality a feature of
physical reality?". Einstein agreed that the EPR conclusion rests on the assump-
tion of complete independence of the two systems after the interaction, but the
assumption of non-independence or nonlocality in the form suggested by orthodox
quantum mechanics appeared to him unacceptable.(10;188)
The question is so important for our understanding of nature that, in spite of
the fact that nonlocality is predicted by quantum mechanics and that quantum
mechanics has been conrmed in innumerable situations, one would wish that this
particular prediction be tested in special experiments. We shall consider these
experiments in Sec. 5.3.
5.2 Relativity and Causality
We want to examine more closely what kind of nonlocality is predicted by the
formulas of quantum mechanics. Since we use the same formulas in our interpre-
tation, although in dierent situations than the Copenhagen interpretation, the
discussion is relevant for our interpretation too.
In contrast to the preceding section where we argued in terms of wave func-
tions and eigenvalues we now want to formulate the EPR action-at-a-distance or
nonlocality strictly in terms of results, or probabilities of results, of experiments.
For this we consider the question whether it is possible to transmit signals or mes-
sages with superluminal velocity from one person to another. Such a transmission
would mean a drastic violation of relativistic causality because we may consider
A’s sending the message the cause and B’s receiving it the eect, and with super-
luminal transmission this cause and eect could appear in reversed order of time
in dierent Lorentz systems. We will try to construct an early-warning system.
Consider Fig. 4 of Sec. 5.1. Imagine B to be the Earth and O and A two space
stations. Invaders from a distant star are expected to approach the Earth from the
direction where A lies. The task of A is to inform the Earth immediately after the
invaders have been seen (emergency case). For this purpose the auxiliary space
station O continually emits pairs of scattered protons, say at a rate of 1 pair per
second, and the protons are to pass through Stern-Gerlach-type apparatuses on
station A and on the Earth, respectively. The distance between O and the Earth
is made only a little larger than the distance between O and A, so that A receives
its proton such a short time (which still may amount to some hours) before the
Earth receives its proton that no light signal could have informed the Earth of A’s
operation. During the routine cases, the apparatuses at both A and B have their
axes in +z direction, and in the emergency case A turns the axis of his apparatus
into the +x direction. One might think that this changes the probability of an
up or down result in apparatus B on Earth, and from the changes in the ratio of
up and down results the physicists on Earth would soon learn (before any light
signal could be sent from A to B) that the invaders had been seen by A. Now,
the joined probability that proton 1 in the apparatus of physicist A (in apparatus
A, for short) becomes an rA-proton (= up proton if rA = +1; down proton if
rA = −1) and that proton 2 in apparatus B becomes an rB-proton, according to
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the formulas of quantum mechanics, is (Appendix C)
P (rA; rBja;b) =
1
4 (1− rArB cos#); (50)
where the unit vector a species the axis of apparatus A, b that of apparatus B,
and # (0  #  ) is the angle between a and b. Hence the probability that B




P (rA; rBja;b) = 12 ; (51)
independent of the axis a (as well as of b), and in this way the early-warning
system will not work. In fact, the above arrangement cannot transmit any message,
superluminal or subluminal; the superluminal case is only the most interesting
aspect of this general incapability.
We may try to exploit the fact that the change of A’s axis a, if it does not
change B’s probabilities, will at least change the correlations between A’s and B’s
results rA and rB, respectively. For example, when both apparatuses have their
axes in +z-direction, formula (50) gives
P (+;−jz; z) = P (−;+jz; z) = 1
2
; (52)
that is, if A’s proton is deflected in +z direction (rA = +) B’s proton will be
deflected in −z direction (rB = −) and vice versa, and we obtain a series of
correlated results such as indicated in Table II, before the emergency case. In the
emergency case, when A turns the axis of his apparatus into the +x direction,
formula (50) gives
Table II: Records of Results of Observers A and B Before and After the Emer-
gency Case
P (+;+jx; z) = P (−;−jx; z) = P (+;−jx; z) = P (−;+jx; z) = 14 (53)
so that there is no longer any correlation between the up and down results of A
and of B, and the series indicated in Table II continue with uncorrelated results.
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However, the physicists on Earth do not know this. They only know the results
of their own apparatus, that is, the lower line of Table II, and not the upper line.
Thus, they do not know the correlation of their results with those of A, still less
can they realize any change in those correlations. Either of the two lines of Table
II is just a random series; the probability of an up result is equal to that of a down
result, before and after the emergency case. So, the early-warning system does not
work this way either.
One may try more general apparatuses than just Stern-Gerlach-type ones.
These also will not work. It can be shown quite generally that no faster-than-
light warning system can be built with devices obeying the formulas of quantum
mechanics. The proof is given in Appendix D.
On the other hand we note that the formulas of quantum mechanics only give
probabilities for the various possible results. If A could arrange with certainty that
his proton always goes into the up state (say) with respect to his axis, superlumi-
nal messages would be possible. For then, with A’s and B’s axes parallel, B would
register only down protons. In the emergency case let A turn his apparatus upside
down. From then on B would obtain only up protons, and the rst of these would
tell B that A has seen the invaders. For the construction of an early-warning system
one might therefore try situations in the grey zone between quantum and classi-
cal physics hoping that here the probability features of quantum mechanics have
already suciently approached classical deterministic behavior while the nonlocal
features persist. An attempt has been made in that direction by Herbert(189) who
used the amplication of a weak beam of light. But is was soon shown that the
proposal would not work because the amplication of arbitrary states by one and
the same apparatus is even at variance with the linearity of the quantum mechan-
ical operators.(190−193) Thus, the very theory, quantum mechanics, that predicts
nonlocality also predicts that this nonlocality cannot be used for transmitting
superluminal messages from one person to the other.
What, then, is the remarkable feature of formula (50), expressing nonlocality?
To see this we have to consider Bell’s inequality.
5.3 Bell’s Inequality and Experiments






which is obtained under the \semiclassical" assumption that the two protons after
the interaction are completely independent of each other and are each in a well
dened spin state, with spherical symmetry on the average over many interactions
(Appendix C). All our considerations so far would remain unaltered if instead of
formula (50) we used formula (54). The point is that by means of Bell’s inequality
it can be shown that the correlations implied by formula (54) might be locally
explicable, whereas those implied by formula (50) are locally inexplicable.(181;194)
The Bell criterion of correlations being locally inexplicable is that the joint-
probability formula leads to expectation values of the product rArB of the di-
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chotomic variables rA and rB
E(a; b) := P (+;+ja; b) + P (−;−ja; b)− P (+;−ja; b)− P (−;+ja; b) (55)
that violate Bell’s inequality
K := jE(a; b) + E(a; b0) + E(a0; b)−E(a0; b0)j  2 (56)
for some choice of the parameters a; b; a0; b0: (For convenience we write a and b
instead of a and b). It is easy to see that (54) leads to E(a; b) = − 13 cos# and that
this always satises Bell’s inequality (56). On the other hand, formula (50) leads
to E(a; b) = − cos#, and this may violate (56). For example, choose vectors a and
b that lie in planes normal to the direction of propagation of the protons, and
let a form the angle 0;b 45;a0 90, and b0 − 45 relative to some standard
direction. This choice results in K = 2
p
2 = 2:83 > 2: Thus quantum mechanics
implies locally inexplicable correlations and hence nonlocality.
In order to see why violation of Bell’s inequality means local inexplicability we
must look at the assumptions that are made in its derivation. In Appendix B it is
shown that Bell’s inequality is satised if the joint probability can be written in
the form
P (rA; rBja; b) =
Z
P1(rAja; )P2(rBjb; ) f()d: (57)
This form means that we rst go to a more detailed level of description by intro-
ducing the additional variable  into the joint probability in the integrand, and
that on this level we write the joint probability in the special form(195)
P (rA; rBja; b; ) = P1(rAja; )P2(rBjb; ): (58)
The variable  fluctuates with the probability density
f()  0;
Z
f()d = 1; (59)
and f() and the range of  do not depend on a; b; rA, and rB. Actually,  stands
for any set of variables that might be relevant. The product form (58) is more
than just the separability P (rA; rBja; b; ) = P1(rAja; b; )P2(rBja; b; ) since in
(58) the rst factor does not depend on b nor the second on a. Thus, not only
are the events rA and rB statistically independent for given , but also the prob-
ability that A obtains the result rA [i.e.,
P
rB
P (rA; rBja; b; ) = P1(rAja; )] is
independent of B’s parameter b; and similarly P2 is independent of a. There is
thus no other link between A and B than the common variable . Of course,
after the integration the probability (57) need no longer have the product form
P (rA; rBja; b) = P1(rAja)P2(rBjb), and correlations between rA and rB may arise
that depend on a and b. Nevertheless, all these correlations can be explained by
the underlying variable , and nothing forbids us to assume that the assignment
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of values to  occurs exclusively in one small spacetime region, say, in the overlap
of the backward light cones of A and B. Therefore the correlations based on the
probability (57) are locally explicable.
As an illustration of locally explicable correlations replace the pairs of protons
in Fig. 4 of Sec. 5.1 by pairs of spaceships. Spaceship 1 of each pair will nally reach
the region A of the universe. The physical conditions in this region are symbolized
by the variable a, which may depend on time. When entering this region the
spaceship is forced to produce either a green or a red flash. Before the start from
the space port on Earth the captain of the spaceship is handed a manual with
instructions on how to choose the color of the flash. The instructions may depend
on the value of a at the time when the spaceship enters region A, as well as on
some variable  xed at the start on the space port on Earth. The instructions
may prescribe the flash color itself or only the special probability law to be used in
selecting the color, given the values of the variables  and a. For example, they may
prescribe the use of a special roulette wheel where the relative frequency of red
and black sections can be adjusted to any value prescribed by  and a. Everything
applies in the analogous manner to spaceship 2 in the independent region B with
variable b. And the manuals (the parameter ) may be dierent for dierent ships.
Then these manuals may lead to (54) but they can never lead to (50).
Of course, in principle it is always possible to ascribe any spacelike correlations
to causes in the past, i.e. in the common overlap of the past light cones of the
events. Formula (50), for example, which cannot be brought about by means of
the described manuals, can be brought about by means of other manuals in the
following way. Let the manuals that are to be handed over to the spaceships at
their start from the Earth prescribe not just the probabilities of the colors, but
the colors themselves, as functions of the parameters a and b. Moreover, before
the start of the spaceships additional manuals are sent (with light or under-light
velocity) to the regions A and B with instructions on how to set the parameters a
and b at the times when the ships there arrive. These manuals inform A also about
the prescribed value of b, and B about the value of a, and when spaceship 1 enters
region A it comes to know the values of both a and b. For every pair of spaceships
dierent values of a and b, and of rA and rB, may be prescribed, so that, although
everything is predetermined by the Earth, the results may appear random, and the
relative frequencies of the various results rA and rB coincide with the quantum
mechanical probabilities (50). Diculties with this idea are encountered when
we consider the original physical situation of the two protons that interact at O
(Fig. 4) and subsequently enter the Stern-Gerlach-type apparatuses A and B. We
must now assume that O has emitted signals that determine not only the behavior
of the protons but also that of the experimenters who handle the apparatuses A
and B, and this is in conflict with the free will of the experimenters.
Even if we accepted a strictly deterministic view where free will is an illusion
there is an analogous diculty. In such a view we would interpret a situation where
A says that he feels his will free as a situation where his decision is determined
by causes that appear random.(196) Indeed, imagine that we ask A why he had
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chosen the angle of his apparatus axis to be just 7 in a particular setting. After
some introspection he might give one of the following answers:
(1) I used some kind of roulette wheel.
(2) I saw seven cranes in the sky.
(3) It came to my mind that my son is eagerly waiting for his seventh birthday,
and so on.
Moreover, in any dierent setting he will usually name a dierent cause. This
is to be contrasted with the usually quite material cause he will point out without
much introspection in the case where he did not feel free: a loose screw fell between
the rotating and the xed part of the apparatus, or a colleague had installed his
apparatus in the same laboratory and for some weeks this restricted the range of
A’s angles etc. Thus, the signal from O which is to determine A’s choice must
eventually show up as one of the causes from the above-mentioned variety, and yet
the corresponding signal going to B invariably must inform B about A’s choice.
This requires a monstrous conspiracy with all the other signals around which may
also contribute in influencing A and B.(196;197) Compared with such a conspiracy a
simple though spacelike link again appears the preferable assumption. Thus, if we
leave such conspiracies out of consideration we may say that quantum mechanics
predicts a true, locally inexplicable nonlocality.
Notice that it is irrelevant for our conclusions whether the Bell inequality can
also be derived in other ways. Notice also that the question of determinism is not
involved in the Bell inequality and its derivation because the parameters a; b and 
only determine the probability of an outcome, not the outcome itself. Whether this
probability is reducible to some underlying constellations of additional variables is
left open. Neither is the question of realism touched upon because it is left open
whether the outcomes of the experiments come into existence by our observation
or arise independently of the observer.
We are now prepared to return to the question, Is nonlocality a feature of
physical reality? Are the formulas of quantum mechanics that predict this nonlo-
cality conrmed in specic experiments? Many experiments have been performed
by now,(198−202) and the result is that they generally conrm quantum mechan-
ics. Most experiments were concerned with the Bell inequality in its dierent but
essentially equivalent forms. There are also other experiments conrming the non-
local features,(203;204) but the experiments related to the Bell inequality seem to
be the most stringent ones and have been subjected to the closest scrutiny. In all
of them, except in two early cases, a violation of the respective variant of the Bell
inequality has been found. Moreover, the violation was exactly that predicted by
the formulas of quantum mechanics. There are reasons why the two early contra-
dicting experiments nowadays are considered less reliable. All experiments have
been performed with pairs of protons that have previously interacted, or with
pairs of photons from atomic cascading, two-photon decay, or parametric down-
conversion, where the two independent polarizations of the photons play the role of
the two spin orientations of the protons. The probability P (rA; rBja; b) in formula
(57) or the average E(a; b) are measured by means of normalized coincidence rates
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and appropriate average values. The experiments were not absolutely conclusive
because simplifying though very plausible assumptions had to be made. These
assumptions were necessary because the lters and detectors employed were not
ideal, because the two photons in the atomic-cascade experiments are not strictly
antiparallel, and because of other reasons. Clauser and Horne,(195) for example,
introduced the \no-enhancement assumption" which means that the photon de-
tection probabilities [P1 and P2 in (58)], for every value of the variable , can at
most be reduced but not enhanced by a polarization lter placed in front of the
detector. Many of the simplifying assumptions have been gradually eliminated or
reduced in their influence in the more recent experiments. For example, in all ex-
periments before 1982 the spin-(polarization)-reference axes were xed before the
single measurements were done, hence the measurements were not separated by
spacelike intervals. Therefore the result of A could, in principle, have been trans-
mitted to B with light (or even under-light) velocity before the measurement by B
had taken place and so could have influenced B’s result. Of course, in the actual
experiments any mechanism that might, according to current knowledge, have per-
mitted this was excluded; still the possibility was only excluded technically, not in
principle.
In 1982 Aspect et al.(205) performed an experiment in which this was excluded
in principle. They used variable polarizers that jumped between two orientations in
a time that was short compared with the photon transit time. In this experiment,
too, a violation of Bell’s inequality and a conrmation of the quantum mechanical
formulas was found. Thus, although some loopholes may still remain, on the whole
the experiments provide overwhelming evidence that nonlocality is a feature of
physical reality.
Finally, let us have a look at the spatial separations of the wavepackets between
which EPR correlations have been observed in the experiments.
(1) In the proton-proton scattering experiment of Lamehi-Rachti and Mit-
tig(153) the distance OA in Fig. 4 was about 5 cm. The protons had a kinetic
energy after scattering at O of 6 MeV, and the length of the proton packets was
calculated from the lifetime of the intermediate singlet s-wave state to be 410−15
m. A proton packet of the above energy for which 4  10−15 m is the minimum
width spreads out to an extension of 2.3 cm while its center traverses the distance
of 5 cm [Appendix A, formula (A45)]. Thus, the separation between the two proton
packets is about 4 times their width as measured by the standard deviation.
(2) In some experiments for testing Bell’s inequality photons from a cascade
decay of excited atoms are employed. The length of the photon packets is estimated
from the mean lives of the decaying levels which gives values of the order of 1.5
{ 3 m. This is comparable to or even larger than the dimensions (OA) of the
apparatuses used up to 1980. In the recent experiments of Aspect et al.(205−207)
the apparatuses A and B are separated by about 13 m. This is 8 times the estimated
length of the photon packets.
(3) In correlation experiments with photon pairs from e+e− annihilation(208−210)
the wave functions of the single photons are usually assumed to have lengths of
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the order of 7− 15 cm while the distance between O and A was up to 2.5 m. This
is 16 to 35 times the packet length.
Admittedly, the lengths ascribed to the single wavepackets may be larger than
assumed, in particular they may be larger than the usually adopted standard
deviation y. The value of y is often calculated from py by means of the
Heisenberg relation with the equality sign ypy = h=2: However, the equality
sign can only hold for a Gaussian form of the wavepacket, and even for a Gaussian
form it holds only at one instant of time; at other times the length may have spread
out to values considerably larger than the minimum value. Also, the length y of
a wavepacket is often taken to be the coherence length of the beam in which it
takes part.(153;208;209) Actually, the coherence length of the beam is of the order
of a lower bound for the length of the constituent wavepackets (Appendix A).
All this, we think, is not enough to invalidate our conclusion, already mentioned
in Sec. 3.1, that the observed nonlocal correlations may occur between spatially
separated wavepackets. Another conrmation of this conclusion is presented in
the experiment of Brendel et al.(115) These authors used pairs of parametrically
down-converted photons and measured the correlations in coincidence counts over
distances of 55 cm. At the same time they measured the length of the single photon
wavepackets and obtained values of less than 10 cm. There is thus very little overlap
between the photon wavepackets. But at the same time they also obtained the high
value of 87% for the visibility in the coincidence rate as a function of wavepacket
separation. This cannot be explained by means of interference of wavepackets
in ordinary space. And there are by now many other photon-correlation experi-
ments that point in the same direction.(116−118) The spatial separation between
the wavepackets of a coalesced system reminds one of the separation between parts
of one and the same wavepacket mentioned in Sec. 2.3.
5.4 Crucial Experiments
In this section we describe some experiments that could decide between the
conceptions about systems of particles in our and in the Copenhagen interpre-
tation. The experiments are concerned with the EPR correlations in the typical
arrangement of the two protons in Fig. 4 of Sec. 5.1. In our interpretation this
situation is described in the following way. When the two proton wavepackets in-
teract they coalesce and form a coalesced system. One proton wavepacket then
moves towards apparatus A and the other towards apparatus B. Then apparatus
A, say, operates on its packet and modies it. Due to the fact that the two packets
form a coalesced system this modication in some Lorentz system causes a simul-
taneous modication of the other packet. In the last phase, A’s operation leads to
a splitting of the coalesced system into two completely independent single packets




OB, respectively. Thus B will meet a packet
that is dierent from the one he would have met if the splitting had occurred due
to some other interaction without A’s previous operation (which is possible). The
modication is such that A and B will experience the EPR correlations between
the two packets as they are predicted by the formulas of quantum mechanics for
similar particles. The positions of A, O and B can be arranged so that the packet 2
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at the time of A’s operation is already close to B and the interval of time between
A’s operation and the arrival of packet 2 at B is so short that no light signal could
have travelled in that time from A to B. In this case the correlations occur between
spacelike events.
Now, since these correlations are a consequence of coalescence and since coales-
cence occurs only between similar wavepackets we predict that no EPR correlations
will occur between dissimilar particles. In fact, EPR correlations so far have only
been observed between similar particles, namely with pairs of photons and with
pairs of protons. In these cases we predict the same results as the Copenhagen
interpretation, except for the following restriction.
The strange \telepathy" or \quantum nonseparability" exhibited in the EPR
situations with similar particles is weaker in a sense in our interpretation than in
the Copenhagen one. In Copenhagen quantum mechanics, the two particles are
interrelated until a reduction occurs. The reduction occurs only in an observation.
The observation is at the observer’s disposal, and he may perform it an arbitrarily
long time after the interaction, when the particles are separated from each other
by an arbitrary long distance. In our interpretation we do not speak of EPR
nonlocality or telepathy between dierent objects but only within one and the
same object, namely the coalesced system. The range of the nonlocality is limited
by the extension of the coalesced system, and this, in realism, is an objective
physical criterion. Moreover, there are the objective processes of splitting and
reduction, induced by other wavepackets in the surroundings, and due to these
processes the chance of the coalesced system to spread out over a large region
decreases with its size.
These considerations lead us to the following proposals.
(1) The rst is a variant of an experiment that has already been performed,
namely the proton-proton scattering experiment.(153) In that experiment protons
of 13 MeV kinetic energy were scattered by a hydrogen target. After scattering
each of the two protons was slowed down to 6 MeV and then entered a spin analyser
in which it was scattered a second time by a carbon foil and then registered by
one of two detectors. These detectors lay in a plane that contained the direction
of the proton that entered the analyzer, each detector forming a xed angle of
50 with that direction. In each of the two analyzers the plane with the detectors
could be rotated around the incoming-proton direction. The coincidences of the
one analyzer with the detectors of the other (NLL; NLR etc.) were counted, and
the expression
(NLL +NRR −NRL −NLR)=(NLL +NRR +NLR +NLR);
after some corrections, is E(a; b) of formula (55). This was compared with the
maximum possible value compatible with the Bell inequality. Thus a violation of
Bell’s limit, in accordance with the quantum mechanical formulaE(a;b) = −ab =
− cos# could be demonstrated. If this experiment were to be repeated with the
incoming proton replaced by a neutron, say, forming a singlet state with the proton,
we predict that in place of the EPR correlations implied by formula (50) weaker
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correlations would be observed. The Copenhagen interpretation prescribes the use
of formula (50) in both cases.
We conjecture that the weaker correlations will be given by formula (54), which
follows from the assumption that after each interaction either of the two particles is
in a well dened spin state (Appendix C). This is plausible here because any spin- 1
2
particle that arises from a spin-singlet state (but not a particle with higher spin) is
always in an eigenstate of the spin component operator with respect to some axis,
and the particular axis does not matter. Physically, using formula (54) is equivalent
to assuming that the reduction process occurs already during or immediately after
the interaction. In the Copenhagen interpretation formula (54) would apply only
if a measurement had taken place immediately after the interaction since here
only measurement entails reduction. Notice that both formulas, (50) and (54),
are met in either interpretation. The dierence between the interpretations is the
prescription of which formula is to be used in which physical situation.
Even if the weaker correlations are not known exactly this does not necessarily
rule out their experimental distinction from the corresponding EPR correlations. It
is always possible to choose such properties (observables) that the EPR correlations
between them are separated from the non-EPR correlations by a nite gap in the
Bell inequality (56), which may be as large as 41%:(211;212)
However, it must be noted that in the special case where the incoming pro-
ton in the proton-proton scattering experiment is replaced by an antiproton EPR
correlations might still arise. Protons and antiprotons are dissimilar and no co-
alescence should occur. Nevertheless, in the mathematical treatment of electron-
positron scattering in quantum electrodynamics virtual-annihilation terms appear,
and these terms have the same mathematical structure as exchange terms.(213;214)
As exchange terms arise from symmetrization and hence from coalescence, the
same must be expected of the annihilation terms. And we expect that this carries
over to any particle-antiparticle pair and that in any such pair coalescence and
hence EPR correlations may occur.
(2) Second, we suggest to consider the spin correlations between the proton
and the neutron arising from the breakup of a deuteron. The breakup may be
induced by photons with (laboratory) energies Eγ above the threshold of 2.226
MeV. The total cross section for this photodisintegration process has a maximum
of 2.5 mb at about 4.4 MeV. Up to energies of about 2.4 MeV formation of the spin
singlet state (M1 transition, 3S ! 1S) prevails, then that of the triplet state (E1
transition, 3S ! 3P ):(215−218) The singlet state can be treated by means of the
simple formula (50) or E(a;b) = −ab. In the triplet states we have(219)E(a;b) =
azbz in j1;+1i and j1;−1i, and E(a;b) = ab − 2azbz in j1; 0i where az and bz
are the components of a and b in some preferred direction. This direction, that
is, the exact wave function or density matrix of the triplet state has also to be
known, so the triplet case is more complicated than the singlet case. One may
therefore restrict oneself to the singlet case, that is, to Eγ near threshold and
to forward and backward directions with respect to the direction of the gamma
rays. A small admixture of up to about 10% of the triplet case appears acceptable
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because it still gives quantum mechanical values of jE(a;b)j that can be larger
than the maximum possible value compatible with the Bell inequality, and one
may proceed as in the proton-scattering experiment. The main diculty with this
experiment then, as far as I can see, is the comparatively low flux of presently
available gamma ray sources and the low overall polarimeter eciencies, which
give too few coincidences in a reasonable time. Perhaps it will be possible to nd
more ecient polarimeters for nucleons whose energy is lower than in the proton-
scattering experiment, employing gamma ray energies closer to the threshold.
In the spin-singlet case Copenhagen quantum mechanics prescibes the applica-
tion of formula (50), and this can lead to a violation of Bell’s inequality. In our
interpretation formula (50) must not be applied, and our conjecture is formula
(54), which always satises Bell’s inequality.
(3) Even for systems of similar particles the Copenhagen and the realistic in-
terpretation dier in some experimental predictions. For example, the coalesced
system ΨSA(x1;x2; t) when it expands from the place O of interaction towards
the observers A and B may interact with other wavepackets around. There may
thus occur some unobserved spurious scattering events with the eect that ΨSA
is modied before it reaches A or B so that the correlations between the results
at A and at B are decreased. Now, in the realistic interpretation these scattering
events may have the additional eect of splitting the coalesced system ΨSA, and
this leads to an additional decrease in the EPR correlations. In the Copenhagen
interpretation this splitting does not occur since here the splitting is connected
with a reduction and the reduction occurs only in the measurement in apparatus
A or B. The decrease in the EPR correlations is thus stronger in the realistic than
in the Copenhagen interpretation.
One could study this decrease by putting a variable amount of material between
O and A (or B) or by varying the distance OA, in the case that there is vacuum (i.e.
a rareed gas) between O and A. Unlike the experiments in (1) and (2) this type of
experiment does not allow a quantitative prediction since the details of the splitting
interactions are unknown at present. Reversely, one could use observed deviations
from the predictions of the Copenhagen quantum mechanics in this situation to
specify the splitting interactions, in the sense of the program mentioned at the
end of Sec. 4.6 to dene the reduction process in physical terms. Experiments
with variation of the distance OA have been performed with photon pairs from
e+e− annihilation.(208−210) In Ref. 208 a change in the correlations was reported,
whereas the later experiments(209;210) did not detect any signicant change. One
might, however, suspect that the considered distances of less than 2.5 m were not
large enough. Experiments with a variable amount of material interposed between
O and A have also been proposed by Jauch.(220) To my knowledge they have not
been performed so far.
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6. QUANTUM STATISTICS WITH WAVEPACKETS
6.1 Field Quantization
As we have already pointed out in Sec. 2.4 on normalization and quantization
the Schro¨dinger equation in ordinary (3+1)-dimensional space is a classical eld
equation, and the discrete eigenfunctions following from imposing the usual nor-
malizability and uniqueness conditions are no more than the standing waves of
classical physics. This is just a consequence of de Broglie’s idea of matter waves,
and beyond this no new element is introduced. We would thus not call that ap-
pearance of discrete eigenvalues and eigenfunctions real quantum eects but would
reserve this denomination to eects that cannot be explained in the described way.
At rst, Schro¨dinger seems to have believed that there are no such other eects,
but he was opposed by Heisenberg(221;222) who pointed, among other things, to the
photoelectric eect and to the Planck radiation law. Regarding the photoelectric
eect, we have shown in Sec. 2.3 that indeed something new beyond the classical
wave description is needed in order to account for the missing delay in photon
counts, and this is the internal structurelessness. Regarding the Planck law we
shall see that Schro¨dinger was essentially right.
Schro¨dinger’s equation in its general form is not an equation in ordinary space
but in (3N+1)-dimensional conguration space, and this goes beyond de Broglie’s
conception. The Schro¨dinger or de Broglie function  (x; t) in ordinary space in
itself does not tell us whether it refers to one or to more particles or to particles
at all. It is just a eld and expresses only the wave aspect. With the introduction
of the conguration-space function Ψ(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t), however, the number N
of particles or quanta is explicitly introduced. This means real quantization, and
Ψ expresses both the wave and the particle aspect.
In 1927 in his fundamental paper on the quantum theory of the emission and
absorption of radiation Dirac(223) derived, among other things, the Einstein A
and B coecients and hence Planck’s law by means of a new procedure, which
had rst been introduced by Born and Jordan(224) and in the famous three-man
work on matrix mechanics by Born, Heisenberg and Jordan.(225) The procedure
consisted in turning some canonically conjugate variables of the Hamilton formal-
ism into operators satisfying the canonical commutation relation, such as between
position and momentum. Here the now familiar creation and annihilation oper-
ators ay and a (in present notation) showed up for the rst time. In the same
paper Dirac showed that this procedure was equivalent with Schro¨dinger’s con-
guration space treatment with symmetrical wave functions. The equivalence was
subsequently elaborated and extended by Jordan, Klein and Wigner(226−230) to
include antisymmetric wave functions, i.e. fermions, in which case anticommuta-
tors were to replace the commutators. In 1932 Fock(108) gave a lucid summary of
these developments, and he showed that the restriction to a conguration space of
xed dimension can easily be overcome. This he made particularly clear by casting
Schro¨dinger’s conguration-space formalism into the form of the Fock, occupation-
number, or N representation,(108;110) which we have already discussed in Sec. 3.1.
In this representation the total number of particles no longer appears explicitly,
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and this makes it possible to apply the formalism to systems in which the total
number of particles is not conserved, as for example to the photons in a cavity.
The method of commutation relations was then further developed into a com-
prehensive scheme by Heisenberg and Pauli.(231;232) They no longer derived the
commutation relations from conguration space but set out from ordinary-space
elds  (x; t) and introduced the commutation relations by way of postulate. In
this way the quanta of the elds (i.e. the particles) arise from interpreting the op-
erator aya, which has only non-negative integer eigenvalues, as a particle-number
operator. Moreover, and most important, they extended the formalism to include
Lorentz invariant interactions and hence retardation between the similar particles.
Retardation eects cannot be taken into account in Schro¨dinger’s conguration
space, so the two schemes are no longer equivalent. We call Heisenberg’s and Pauli’s
scheme canonical quantization. In it the well known diculties with the diverg-
ing integrals, irreparable by simple normal ordering, began. Thus, in my opinion,
this is where something went wrong with the relativistic formulation of quantum
theory, and I suspect that this is related to the general negative attitude towards
nonlocality at that time, as reflected, for example, by Pauli’s classication(87) of
Landau’s and Peierls’ nonlocal density [formula (12)] as \unnatural". It appears
that the problem is how to build into the theory the right dose of nonlocality at
the right place, as we have already mentioned at the end of Sec. 3.1.
Thus here we stop, and we conclude our treatise with the re-interpretation
of the nonrelativistic eld-quantization formalism as far as it is equivalent with
Schro¨dinger’s conguration-space formalism, including symmetrization and parti-
cle non-conservation. Heisenberg’s and Pauli’s scheme and the subsequent relativis-
tic developments are no longer dealt with. Our treatment still includes quantization
of the electromagnetic radiation eld, that is photons. There are no retardation
eects between the photons, because there are no interactions between them.
In the following sections we shall derive the Bose, Planck and Fermi distribu-
tions as well as the corresponding fluctuations, by speaking of alteration, conden-
sation and decondensation of wavepackets. The conguration-space wave functions
which are behind all this are symmetrized and thus describe a coalesced system
of similar wavepackets. As we have discussed in Sec. 3.1 this may lead to EPR
correlations between the wavepackets. These correlations are, however, not rele-
vant in the questions discussed here, and we may treat the packets as independent.
Nevertheless, some correlations are already implicit in our considerations, namely
those that make themselves felt as condensation and Pauli exclusion.
In general the one-particle basis functions ’ri(x; t) in the expansion (19) of
the function ΨSA are merely a mathematical system of functions and cannot be
identied with independent physical wavepackets. This does not exclude that in
special physical situations they can so be identied and also that they can exist
independently, without being part of a coalesced system. Thus, in the following
sections where the ’ri(x; t) are energy eigenfunctions or narrow superpositions
of these they may eectively be considered as independent wavepackets, much as
the up and down parts of the wavepacket describing the spin- 12 particle in the
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Stern-Gerlach magnet may be considered as independent packets as far as their
interactions with the magnetic eld are concerned.
6.2 The Many Aspects of the Condensed Wavepackets
We consider similar particles of mass m in a cavity of volume V at temperature
T , and we write the general quantum statistical distribution function in the well-
known form












where N(p; T )dp means, in the usual interpretation, the time averaged number of
particles in V whose absolute value of momentum lies in the interval dp about p.
The plus sign refers to fermions and the minus sign to bosons.  is the chemical
potential [fugacity z = exp(=kT )]. In the special case of photons we have m =
0; p = h=c;  = 0, and formula (60) with the minus sign reduces to the Planck
distribution for polarized radiation.













p2c2 + (mc2)2 is the total energy of a particle. In this section we will
consider only this factor; the second factor will be considered in the next section.
In the special case of photons (61) becomes
g = 4V 
2d=c3; (62)
and in this case it has a long history:
In 1899 it was calculated by Planck(233) as the proportionality factor between
the mean energy of electromagnetic radiation in V and d and the mean energy
of a charged oscillator with radiation damping. In 1900 and 1905 Rayleigh(234)
and Jeans(235) considered the factor as the number of degrees of freedom of the
ether inside the cavity, this number in turn being considered equal to the easily
calculable number of eigenvibrations (modes of vibration) within d of the ether.
In 1914 von Laue(236) decomposed the cavity radiation into mutually independent
radiation bundles, each converging to its focal region and then diverging. To these
bundles he attributed degrees of freedom and obtained (62) as the sum of the
degrees of all these bundles (see below). Bose, in his famous paper of 1924;(237)
considered the factor (62) as the number of phase-space cells of size h3. Such cells
had already been considered by Planck in 1906(238) in the special case of harmonic
oscillators. In 1925 Lande(239) called those of von Laue’s radiation bundles that
had just one degree of freedom elementary light-quantum bundles or just quantum
bundles, and he proposed to identify these with Bose’s quantum phase-space cells.
In present-day quantum mechanics (61) is the number of eigenvalues of the
Hamilton operator for a free particle in V that fall into the energy interval d that
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corresponds to dp. Each eigenvalue is multiply counted according to its order of
degeneracy. In other words, (61) is the number of eigenstates in V and dp. For
photons we are thus eectively back at Rayleigh’s and Jeans’ determination. In
quantum mechanics (61) holds, however, for any kind of particle, not just pho-
tons, because de Broglie waves are associated with each kind of particle. Finally,
in canonically quantized radiation theory (62) is the number of oscillators. But in
contrast to Planck’s oscillators, which represent atoms interacting with the radi-
ation eld, these oscillators are to represent the eld itself, a point of view that
had already been indicated by Ehrenfest in 1906:(240)
Now we want to show that (61) or (62) can also be taken as the number of
(condensed) wavepackets in the cavity covering the momentum interval p. For
this purpose we employ the fact that (62) is the total number of degrees of freedom
of von Laue’s radiation bundles and that a bundle of F degrees of freedom may be
taken to consist of F wavepackets. Von Laue denes the number F of degrees of
freedom of a bundle of length l (from wall to wall of the cavity), spectral range d
(equal to the spectral range of the radiation considered), convergence half angle
 and focal cross section A with the help of the theory of optical resolving power





where a is the minimum focal area that is possible for a bundle of convergence
angle  [cf. formula (A39) of Appendix A with  = sx1=c]. Now imagine that
the bundle of F degrees of freedom consists of a stream of wavepackets, all mov-
ing parallel to the axis of the bundle and going side by side through its focal
area. The convergence of the bundle to the focal plane and its subsequent diver-
gence comes about by the contraction and subsequent spreading in the transverse
direction of each of these wavepackets, assuming that all packets have their min-
imum transverse extension in the focal plane. In front of and behind the focal
plane the wavepackets may overlap in the lateral direction. We then write von
Laue’s degrees of freedom F as the product of three factors: F = N1N2N3 where
N1 = d=;N2 = A=a, and N3 = l=(2y). Each factor is the ratio of some
quantity relating to the bundle divided by the corresponding quantity relating to
the packets.  is the frequency range of a wavepacket of total length 2y. 
is related to y by  = rc=(4y); (r  1), which follows from the Fourier
reciprocity (Heisenberg) relation ypy = rh=2 with py = (h=c). With this
relation we obtain N1N2N3  (2=r)F. The number r may be set equal to 2
because the packets in the cavity do not all have their minimum phase-space ex-
tension (r = 1). Moreover, there is always some degree of arbitrariness in the exact
denition of the widths y;py etc., resulting in some arbitrariness in r. Thus we
take r = 2 to mean the average extension of the wavepackets in the cavity with
an appropriate denition of the widths, and with this we obtain
N1N2N3 = F: (64)
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Now, by the denitions given aboveN1 is the number of spectral types of wavepack-
ets in the bundle, as dened by their individual frequency ranges  (colors), N2
is the number of wavepackets of a particular spectral type that go side by side
and N3 those that go one after the other through the focal area of the bundle. It
follows that the product N1N2N3 is equal to the total number of wavepackets that
make up the bundle, and the relation (64) means that this number is equal to the
number of degrees of freedom of the bundle. Thus the total number of wavepackets
can be identied with the total number (62) of degrees of freedom, or of von Laue’s
bundles if we imagine the radiation to consist only of elementary bundles. This
not only holds for photon packets but for packets of any kind. The considerations
by von Laue can easily be extended to matter waves. One just has to replace d
by (c=h)dp in F and N1, and the same result obtains.
Now, the discrete energy values nh may be attributed to each of Planck’s
oscillators or Jeans’ degrees of freedom,(241), and n quanta may occupy each of
Bose’s cells. These are then our condensed wavepackets representing n quanta.
Empty wavepackets, without a quantum, are also included in formula (61). This
is a convenient means of indicating that there is space left for more wavepackets
to show up in V and dp (cf. Bose(237) and Schro¨dinger(242)) Equivalently, one may
say that (61) is the maximal possible number of existing (non-empty) wavepackets.
The condensed wavepackets also resemble the degenerate light pulses of Man-
del.(243) Mandel introduced the degeneracy parameter , meaning the average
number of photons in a light beam that are to be found in the same cell of phase
space. He expressed the phase space volume with the help of a certain coherence
volume dened in the theory of optical coherence. We obtain the same formulas
when we take the phase-space volume to be the product of the ranges of the
wavepacket at the moment of its minimum extension (Appendix A).
Finally we want to point out to the \light molecules", \quantum multiples",
\n-quantum rays" and \radiation bundles" rst mentioned parenthetically by Joe
(1911)(244) and considered more closely by Ishiwara (1912),(245) Wolfke (1921),(246)
de Broglie (1922),(247) Bothe (1923; 1924)(248) and especially by Schro¨din-
ger (1924)(242) and Bothe (1927).(249) These authors noticed that the Planck
distribution can be written in the form of a sum and that the n-th term can be
interpreted as a contribution from objects that are composed of n light quanta
(see formula (76) below). It seems that these ideas retreated under the blow of
Dirac’s quantization of radiation in 1927;(223) but it is seen that they also strongly
resemble our condensed wavepackets.
The wavepackets, not the single quanta (if we were to take these for a moment
as entities of their own) are the statistically independent objects, and condensation
of wavepackets is our means of expressing the \mutual influence of the molecules
[i.e. quanta] which for the time being is of a quite mysterious nature" mentioned
by Einstein in 1925:(250)
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6.3 The Balance Relation
Now we turn to the second factor in (60)

exp






We want to derive this factor by means of Einstein’s method of balance relations
between transition rates,(167) although with some signicant modications. These
modications are necessary because Einstein’s original treatment of 1917 did not
explicitly take into account that photons are bosons and not fermions; it would give
the same distribution function in both cases. Of course, the Fermi distribution was
published only in 1926:(251) The fact that photons are bosons can only be taken
into account when phase-space regions or energy intervals are subdivided into those
fundamental units that are counted by formula (61). It is not enough to consider
the number of photons in a given energy interval, as in Einstein’s procedure of
1917, but one must further specify how the photons are distributed over the various
fundamental units within this interval. And these same fundamental units, in the
case of fermions, must not be occupied by more than one quantum, due to the
Pauli principle. The fact that Einstein did obtain the Planck distribution, in spite
of not accounting for the subdivision into fundamental units, is due to the special
way he formulated the balancing equations. We shall return to this point below.
With the subdivision into fundamental units we shall be able to derive both
the Bose and the Fermi distribution on an equal footing by means of the method
of balancing equations. The Fermi distribution has already been obtained in the
framework of this method by several authors, though in a dierent way.(109;252−257)
Our procedure is, in fact, inspired by the comprehensive treatment by Oster(254)
and the remarkable paper by Bothe.(249) The general mechanism in all these works
is exchange of quanta between fundamental units. These units have sometimes been
taken to be the discrete energy states of atoms or oscillators which emit and absorb
photons. We emphasize, however, that the fundamental units are not restricted to
discrete energy states. That they may well be small but nite energy intervals,
centered about any energy values, had already been pointed out by Pauli(258) and
Einstein and Ehrenfest(259) when considering photons scattered by free electrons
in the Compton eect.
In our interpretation the fundamental units are the wavepackets and we are
going to consider processes taking place between these. As we have discussed in
Sec. 3.1 this is our interpretation of the change in \occupation numbers", which in
the occupation-number representation is described by means of the creation and
annihilation operators. The one-particle basis functions in the expansion (19) now
are energy eigenfunctions or narrow superpositions of these. Specically, we con-
sider two types of elementary processes. Either of them is decomposed in alteration,
condensation and decondensation. Alteration changes the energy of a wavepacket,
whereas condensation and decondensation change the number of quanta it repre-
sents. Thus the rst type is:
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Figure 5. Scheme of the considered processes (1) and (2) between the states jai
and jbi
(1) An s-quantum wavepacket of kind 1 which represents s quanta in the energy




1 (an s-packet in d
i
1, for short) decondenses into an (s− n)-
packet and an n-packet in di1. The n-packet exchanges energy and momentum
with an n0-packet of kind 2 in di2 whereby it is altered and goes into the energy
interval df1 and then condenses with an r-packet in d
f
1 to form an (r+ n)-packet
in df1. Simultaneously an s
0-packet of kind 2 in di2 decondenses into an (s
0 − n0)-
packet plus an n0-packet in di2. The n
0-packet is altered in an interaction with the
n-packet in di1 whereby it goes into the interval d
f
2 and then condenses with an
r0-packet in df2 to form an (r
0+n0)-packet in df2. A graphical scheme is presented
in Fig. 5. Conservation of energy requires
n (i1 − 
f
1) = n




The energy intervals d are chosen so that they correspond to the respective inter-
vals dp in absolute value of momentum used in formula (60), i.e. d = (d=dp)dp.
Eectively, if we may use here the picture of quanta as standard portions of water,
an s-packet in di1 gives n quanta to an r-packet in d
f
1, and an s
0-packet in di2
gives n0 quanta to an r0-packet in df2. Thus, process (1) leads from the state jai
characterized by the 4 packets which represent s; r; s0 and r0 quanta respectively,
to some state jbi characterized by the 4 packets that represent s− n; r+ n; s0− n0
and r0 + n0 quanta respectively. The probability of such a transition is denoted by
W1. The process comprises most particular physical situations that lead to Fermi
or Bose distributions as special cases.
There is no interaction between photons, so here we need the second kind of
wavepacket (atoms, electrons etc.). Electrons interact with each other, and kind
1 and kind 2 may be the same. In the Boltzmann case there is no change in the
number of quanta but only an alteration in the energies of the wavepackets. This
can be described by putting r = r0 = 0; n = s; n0 = s0 in in the scheme of Fig. 5
and dropping p(0; ) and q(0; ) from the Eqs. (67) and (68) below, which then
lead to the Boltzmann distribution for the wavepackets (of energy s).
(2) The second type of processes is this: an (r+n)-packet of kind 1 in df1 (which
need not be the same packet as that at the end of process (1)) decondenses into an
r-packet and an n-packet. The n-packet exchanges energy and momentum with an
n0-packet of kind 2 whereby it goes into the energy interval di1 and then condenses
with an (s− n)-packet of that interval. Simultaneously an (r0 + n0)-packet of kind
2 in df2 decondenses into an r
0-packet and an n0-packet. The n0-packet is altered
in an interaction with the n-packet of kind 1 whereby it goes into di2 and then
condenses with an (s0−n0)-packet. Conservation of energy is again guaranteed by
Eq. (66).
The initial (nal) s; r; s0 and r0-packets of process (2) have the same momenta
etc. as the nal (initial) s; r; s0 and r0-packets of process (1) and dier from those
only by spatial translations. Thus, process (2) goes back from state jbi to state
jai. The probability of this transition is denoted by W2.
Process (2) is not the time reversed (\converse") process to process (1), but
may be called the \reverse" process, after Dirac.(260) Only the reverse process
can lead to statistical equilibrium,(259) but only the converse process is suggested
to exist and to occur at the same rate as the original process on account of the
general principle of time-reversal invariance of basic processes. Now, in an isotropic
medium the reverse process can be obtained from the converse one by successive
reflections in three mutually perpendicular mirrors at rest relative to the system as
a whole, and their frequencies of occurrence must be equal.(260) Thus, in statistical
equilibrium the two processes (1) and (2) also occur at equal rates. We now consider
these rates. Rate 1 is the mean number of processes (1) that occur per second in
















1 is the mean (time averaged) number of s-packets of kind 1 in V
that represent quanta in di1; q(s
0; i2)d
i
2 is the mean number of s
0-packets of kind
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2 in V and di2, and so on. Analogously, for process (2) the rate is
p(s− n; i1)d
i





0 − n0; i2)d
i
2 q(r
0 + n0; f2)d
f
2 W2; (68)
and the two rates (67) and (68) have to be equated.
Now, according to the preceding section our wavepackets and hence the states
jai and jbi mean pure states of quantum mechanics, and since the probability of a
transition in quantum mechanics is the same for a process that goes from jai to jbi
as for a process that goes from jbi to jai (Hermitean operators), the probabilities
W1 and W2 are equal and disappear from the balancing equation. We shall thus
obtain the statistical distribution functions without using any special property of
the transition probabilities. The dierentials d also cancel, and our balance relation
acquires the simple and symmetric form












The relation is reminiscent of the relation for chemical equilibrium between sev-
eral kinds of molecules. It still comprises the Bose and Fermi cases. There is no
spontaneous emission term, i.e. one that would be independent of the number of
wavepackets. A general solution is
p(s; ) = a() exp[−(b − c)s] (70)
q(s; ) = a0() exp[−(b − c0)s]:
[Insert and use (66)]. Notice that only the parameter b (which shortly will be iden-
tied with 1=kT ) is the same for the two kinds of packets. In any other respect the
distribution function for kind-1 packets is independent of the distribution function
for kind-2 packets.
The parameters a and b are obtained via the thermodynamic relations @S
=@Etot = 1=T and @S=@Ntot = −=T where




[p(0; i)di]! [p(1; i)di]!   
(71)
is Bose’s or Natanson’s(261) formula (in our notation) for the entropy of the total
system, with Ntot =
P
fdig
Ndp and Etot =
P
fdig
iNdp . The total energy here
is thought to be subdivided into a set of intervals fdig. The entropy (71) does not
depend explicitly on the numbers s. Formula (71) also implies that the wavepackets
(as units representing s quanta) are thermodynamically independent.(246;262) The
number of all wavepackets in V and d, including the empty ones, is given by (61),
so we have X
fsg
p(s; )d = gp: (72)
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The total number of quanta in V and d is Ndp, soX
fsg
s p(s; )d = Ndp: (73)
With (70), (73) and Stirling’s approximation p!  p ln p the entropy in thermal
equilibrium may be written as S = k
8:bEtot − cNtot −Pfdig gp ln [a(i)di=gp]9;
hence the above-mentioned thermodynamic relations lead to
b = 1=kT; c = =kT:
So far all mathematical operations could be carried out even if the numbers
s; s0; r; r0 were not integers.
6.4 The Bose and Fermi Distributions
Now we go to special cases. First we take the kind-1 packets to be Bose packets.
In this case the numbers s; r and n are non-negative integers and (72) becomes
1X
s=0
p(s; )d = gp =
ad
1− exp[−(− )=kT ]
: (74)
From this we obtain ad = gp(1 − exp[−( − )=kT ]) and
pB(s; )d = gp (1− exp[−( − )=kT ]) exp[−s(− )=kT ]: (75)
This formula coincides with Bose’s expression for the number of phase space cells




s p(s; )d =
gp
exp[( − )=kT ]− 1
(76)
and we identify these quanta, not the wavepackets, with the particles in the usual
interpretation of formula (60). Thus we have arrived at the desired Bose-Einstein
distribution function, Eq. (60) with the minus sign.
Let us further consider photons, as a special kind of bosons, and let us consider
the processes where photons are absorbed and emitted by atoms. In this case we
take the packets of kind 1 to be the photon packets and the packets of kind 2 to be
the atoms. In one respect the situation goes beyond the scheme of Fig. 5, in that
the number of photons is no longer conserved. In its interaction with the atom
the photon is absorbed and exists no longer. Thus, in Fig. 5 the arrow that points
from the n-packet in di1 (second line) to the (r + n)-packet in d
f
1 (third line) no
longer exists, and the (r + n)-packet remains an r-packet. Equivalently, one may
say that the n-packet turns into an empty packet (n = 0).
Thus, in the balance relation (69) the function p(r+n; f1) on the right-hand side
becomes equal to the function p(r; f1) on the left-hand side and disappears from
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the equation. In the energy-conservation relation (66) we have to put n = 1 and
f1=0. What the atom does beyond satisfying the energy conservation in absorbing
and emitting a photon is irrelevant. Likewise, in the reverse process the arrow that
points from the (r + n)-packet in df1 (fourth line) to the n-packet in d
f
1 (fth
line) no longer exists, or equivalently, refers to an empty packet. This does not,
however, aect the balance equation, which thus is
p(s; i1) q(s
0; i2) q(r
0 ; f2) = p(s− 1; 
i
1) q(s
0 − n0; i2) q(r
0 + n0; f2): (77)
The solution is again given by (70), but only if c = 0 in p(s; ), so we have obtained
Planck’s law.
There is no spontaneous emission in our treatment. Let us compare this with
Einstein’s treatment. Einstein’s balancing equation (Sec. 3 in his 1917 paper(167))
is





where  = hNdp=(V d) is h times the (time averaged) number of photons per
unit volume and per unit frequency interval in the cavity. This equation, unlike
our Eq. (69) or (77), is concerned with the number of quanta, not with the number




radiation), is independent of  and is the spontaneous-emission term. One may
obtain this term from our Eq. (77) if one puts back the transition probabilities
W1 and W2 into this equation and uses a special property of them. The left-hand
side of (77) eectively means a process where an atom absorbs a photon from an
s-photon packet, and the right-hand side a process where an atom emits a photon
into an (s− 1)-packet. In order to compare with Einstein’s 1917 treatment, which
disregards the wavepacket structure of the radiation, one has to sum Eq. (77),





p(s; i1) W1(s; ) =
= q(s0 − n0; i2) q(r
0 + n0; f2)
1X
s=0
p(s− 1; i1) W2(s− 1; ): (79)
 and  are the other arguments in W1 and W2, which do not depend on s. Now
we use the special property
W1(s; ) = W2(s− 1; ) = f  s (80)
where f may depend on anything but s. This ts with Dirac’s statement that the
probability of a transition in which a boson is absorbed from (emitted into) state
x is proportional to the number of bosons originally in state x (in state x, plus
one):(223)
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With Eq. (80) one may write (79) in the form
q(s0; i2)





s p(s; i1) =
q(r0 + n0; f2)



















and with (74) and (76) one obtains C1Ndp = C2(Ndp+gp). If one multiplies this by
h=(V d) and observes that C1=C2 = exp[n
0(f2 − 
i
2)=kT ] and n
0 = 1 one obtains
Einstein’s balancing equation (78). We note that it is only the special form (78)
of the balancing equation that requires the special property (80) of the transition
probabilities in order to arrive at the Planck distribution.
Second, we take the kind-1 packets to be Fermi packets. In this case we have
only zero- and one-quantum packets, and the sums in (74) and (76) range only
from 0 to 1. Thus
1X
s=0
p(s; )d = ad(1 + exp[−( − )=kT ]) = gp:
Hence
pF(s; )d = gp (1 + exp[−(− )=kT ])
−1 exp[−s(− )=kT ] (81)




s p(s; )d =
gp
exp[(− )=kT ] + 1
which is the desired Fermi-Dirac distribution, i.e. formula (60) with the plus sign.
The balance relation (69) in the Fermi case may be specied to read (s = n =
1; r = 0)









0 − n0; i2) q(r
0 + n0; f2)
and may also be given a specic interpretation: a fermi 1-packet in di1 is altered in
an interaction with a wavepacket of kind 2 whereby it goes into df1, conservation





2). Then it goes into a region of phase space
within df1 that is not yet occupied by a (non-empty) wavepacket. The transition
rate is proportional to the size of this region, expressed in fundamental units, that






6.5 Quantum Count Fluctuations
Finally we extend our considerations on wavepackets in a cavity to include
fluctuations. To be denite, we consider a small subvolume  of the total cavity
volume V. We imagine that the subvolume is homogeneously lled with detectors
(groups of sensitive atoms). The detectors are sensitive only within the interval
p : : : p+dp of the absolute value of momentum or the corresponding energy interval
 : : :  + d, and we assume that within this interval the sensitivity is constant.
These detectors are switched on during the interval t, and the number of counts is
registered. This procedure is repeated a great many times, where the time intervals
between the repetitions are large compared with t. We then ask for the mean
square deviation, or variance, (m)2 of the number of counts. Again we shall treat
both boson and fermion wavepackets on an equal footing.
The subvolume  together with the interval dp dene a certain volume of phase
space and with this a certain number g of (empty plus non-empty) wavepackets,
given by formula (61) with V replaced by . The number of wavepackets with
which the counter can interact during t is larger than g because (1) the switch-
on time t may be so long that many sets of wavepackets, each set lling the
counter volume at one time, may pass through the counter during t, and (2) the
counter can also interact with wavepackets that only partially extend into it. The
(integer) number of wavepackets that partially and/or totally cover the phase-space
region of the counter during t is denoted by g, where g  g and g  1. A count
is always an interaction of the counter with a wavepacket, not with a quantum.
The number of quanta represented by the g packets fluctuates because between two
measurements some few-quantum packets may have replaced some many-quantum
packets and vice versa. This is the only source of fluctuations. Fluctuations that
arise from a non-empty wavepacket leaving the region without another non-empty
packet entering it are already accounted for because our number of wavepackets
includes empty packets, so that a non-empty packet leaving the region is equivalent
with an empty packet entering it.
Of all the quanta of a wavepacket only some fraction will be counted because the
counter has a limited intrinsic eciency, is switched on only during t, and may
cover only part of the wavepacket. The probability of m counts from an n-quantum






m(1 − )n−m (82)
where  = m=n (0    1) is the average fraction of quanta of the packet that
are counted during the interval t. Such a formula has already been derived in
Sec. 3.2 [Formula (24)] with the condensed packet being described by the product
wave function
Ψ(x1;x2; : : : ;xN ; t) = ’(x1; t)’(x2; t) : : : ’(xN ; t): (83)
In Sec. 3.2, however, we were asking for the probability of counting the quanta in
a nite region D3 of space, and we assumed there, in accordance with standard
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quantum mechanics, that we would count all of them with certainty in the entire
space R3 during t, that is
R +1
−1 jΨj
2d3x1 : : : d
3xN = 1: Therefore we would have
obtained  = 1 if D3 = R3. Now, the detector volume  may happen to be much
larger than a wavepacket, and in this case  is eectively equivalent to R3, leading
to  = 1: Formula (82) would then always give zero for m 6= n and be useless. It is,
nevertheless, possible to maintain formula (82) even in this situation if we amplify
the meaning of . In fact, in our interpretation the probability of a wavepacket
inducing an eect (count) anywhere in space during t may be admitted to be less
than unity: according to formula (40) of Sec. 4.2 the probability of the wavepacket
 (x; t) inducing an eect in d3x during t may be written as
W1 = (t)j (x; t)j
2d3x;
so that the probability that  induces an eect anywhere in space during t is,
by (41),
I 01 = (t)
Z +1
−1
j (x; t)j2d3x = (t)  1;
with  still being normalized,
R +1
−1 j j
2d3x = 1: Now instead of P1 given by




























we can maintain formulas (24) and (82), independently of whether the counter
volume covers the wavepacket totally or partially. The dierence between these
two cases is absorbed in the numerical value of ;  suering an additional decrease
when we go from the case of total to that of partial spatial covering.
What, then, is the probability W (m; g) of counting m quanta from g wavepack-
ets? To answer this question we rst evaluate the probability w(n; g) that the
g packets represent n quanta and then the probability B(m;n) that of these n
quanta m are counted, and we write W (m; g) =
P1
n=mw(n; g) B(m;n).
We rst consider boson packets. The probability that a randomly chosen boson








s is the average number of quanta represented by one packet averaged over all
packets in V and dp (or the corresponding d); s =
P1
s=0 s p(s)d=gp.
The probability that of the g packets in  the rst one represents s1, the second
s2; : : : and the g-th sg quanta, with
Pg









We are, however, not interested in the particular distribution (which quanta are
represented by which packets), so we have to form a sum of expressions (86), one
for each distribution. Since (86) is the same for any distribution we need only to
multiply (86) by the number of possible distributions, given by the well-known
combinatorial expression 




(g + n− 1)!
(g − 1)! n!
: (87)










This formula was already obtained by Mandel(263) in a related context.
Next we evaluate the probability B(m;n) that if n quanta are present m are
counted. Here we take advantage of the fact that this probability is independent of
how these quanta are represented by the dierent wavepackets. This is seen in the
following way: assume that all the n quanta are from one and the same wavepacket.
Then the probability of m counts is given by the binominal distribution (82). Next
assume that the quanta are from two wavepackets, one with n1 and one with















But due to a special folding property of the binominal distribution(264;265) this
is equal to b(m;n; ) of (82). And this would remain so if the quanta were from
any number of packets. We may thus assume that all n quanta are from one and
the same wavepacket whence B(m;n) = b(m;n; ) of (82). In deriving this result
we have used the same value of  for all wavepackets. This requires a justication
because when the phase-space volume of a wavepacket 3x3p and that of the
counter 4p2dp with which it interacts are comparable, their overlap and with
this the value of  may vary appreciably from one wavepacket to the next, even
if, as we assume, all wavepackets in the cavity have very nearly the same size in
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phase space. In this case the above folding theorem in fact no longer holds gener-
ally, although still in special cases (  1;   1; Poisson approximation, normal
approximation(266)). When, however, the phase-space volume of the counter is
large (in each direction) compared with that of a wavepacket the counter covers
almost each wavepacket completely, and since we consider a counter with constant
sensitivity over its whole phase-space volume,  is still the same for all packets.
When, in the opposite limit, the counter is small compared with the wavepacket,
it is true that  may vary considerably because the counter may cover regions of
the wavepacket with varying j j2 (in x space or in p space) since we have not
assumed that j j2 is constant over the wavepacket. But now, whichever region of
a wavepacket is covered by the counter,  will always be small, and under this











/ (1 − 2)2 + terms of higher order in 1 and 2 ,
so that B(m;n) = b(m;n; ) still holds with  representing some average over
dierent regions of the wavepacket. Therefore we consider B(m;n) = b(m;n; ) as
an acceptable approximation.
With this the probability W (m; g) of counting m quanta when g packets are in
4p2dp is
W (m; g) =
1X
n=m
























Formula (89) is the same as that obtained via the standard quantization for-




































From this we can calculate the variance (m)2 :=
P1
m=0(m − m)
2 W (m; g) =
sg(1 +s) [use the generating function(268) of W (m; g)]. Observing that sg = m
is the average number of counted quanta from g packets we may nally write the






Comparing (90) with (88) we see that the distribution, and hence variance, of the
counted quanta has the same form as that of the existing quanta.
Our procedure is easily carried over to the Fermi case. We only have to observe
that there are only zero- and one-quantum packets. Of course (83) no longer holds,
but (82) still does since for m  n  1 it reduces to three trivial expressions.
Further, instead of (85) we have to take (81) which we write in the form












(90) is then replaced by




























e− m (Boltzmann): (98)
It seems that our results not only hold for cavities but also for beams, at least in
some situations. This we infer from the observation that the distributions (96) and
(98) are also obtained for stationary beams of chaotic light in standard quantized
radiation theory(269) and are conrmed by experiment.(270) Formula (96) obtains
in the limit when the counting time t is short compared with the coherence
time c; t  c, and (98) obtains in the opposite limit, t  c. These limits
can be compared with the limits g = 1 and g  1 of our treatment because the
wavepacket structure of the radiation eld reflects its coherence properties, in that
the spatial size of a photon wavepacket is a measure of the size of the coherence
region with length Lc = cc (Appendix A). The limit t  c means that many
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wavepackets can interact with the counter during t, either consecutively, if the
packets are large, or simultaneously, if they are small compared with the counter
volume . Thus g  1 in this limit. In the opposite limit, t c, the wavepackets
can interact with the counter only during such a short time interval that their
movement is negligible. Whether we have g  1 or g = 1 now depends on further
specications. When the packets are large and pass over the counter one after
the other we have g = 1: This was in fact implicitly assumed in the (plane-
wave) calculations referred to by Loudon(269) and was explicitly stated in the
experimental verication(270) of Formula (96). So, here t c means g  1; and
t c means g = 1; and the situations are those covered by our formulas.
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APPENDIX A: COLLECTION OF WAVEPACKET SPREADING
FORMULAS
The wavepackets considered here are the usual free packets of Schro¨dinger or
de Broglie waves. Since the formulas are rather spread out in the literature and are
often restricted to special cases we have collected here some more general results
for easy reference.
The general wavepacket is written in the form
 (x; t) = (2)−3=2
Z +1
−1
~ (k) exp[i(kx − !(k)t)]d3k (A1)
where ~ (k), and hence  (x; t), is normalizedZ +1
−1
j ~ (k)j2d3k = 1: (A2)
The (three-dimensional) Fourier transform of  (x; t) is
~ (k; t) = ~ (k) exp[−i!(k)t]: (A3)
This is the wavepacket in k (momentum) space. Mathematically the wavepacket
need not have a sharp boundary in x space (or in k space), but for practical
purposes it may be considered to have a nite extension given, for example, by
the standard deviation





 (x; t) x  (x; t) d3x; (A5)
and with analogous expressions for the widths y and z. In the special case of
the Gaussian form (and t = 0)
j (x)j2 = (22)−1=2 exp[−(x− hxi)2=(22)] (A6)
x of (A4) is equal to the parameter  and is the distance between the maximum
and the point where the distribution has fallen o to exp(−1=2) = 0:61 of the
maximum value. Sometimes the form of  (x) or of ~ (k) is such that the integrals in
(A4) etc. diverge, for example for ~ (k) / sin(ak)=k and for ~ (k) / (1+a2k2)−1=2.
In such cases one uses other denitions of the width, for instance the distance
between the maximum and the rst zero, the half width, the equivalent width,(271)
or the overall width.(272)
The dispersion law !(k) is determined by the relation between the energy E
and the momentum p of the object the wavepacket is to represent provided we
make use of the Einstein-Planck relation
 = E=h or ! = E=h (A7)
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and the de Broglie relation
p = hk (A8)
where
k  jkj = 2=: (A9)
Thus, the relativistic relation for a free particle
E = Etot = (p
2c2 +m2c4)1=2 (A10)
leads to
!(k) = c(k2 + 2)1=2 (A11)
where
−C = 1= = h=(mc) (A12)
is the Compton length belonging to the rest-mass parameter m.
The most general solution of a relativistic wave equation would be a function
of the type (A1) in which !(k) from (A11) has the positive sign plus a function
(A1) in which !(k) has the negative sign. That is, the most general form would be
a superposition of waves with positive as well as those with negative frequencies
viz. energies. Although we shall consider the general relativistic formula (A11) we
will restrict ourselves to positive-energy wave functions in order to have a simple
connection with the results of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics.
Let us consider the time dependence of the wavepacket’s \center" hxi and
\width"




(x− hxi)2j (x; t)j2d3x (A14)
and analogously for the y and z components. A very general calculation of these
quantities has been given by Bradford.(273) His treatment works in three dimen-
sions and does not require a special form either for ~ (k) or for !(k), except for
the usual convergence requirements of the integrals that appear in the averaging
procedures. In particular, the treatment is valid in the nonrelativistic as well as in
the relativistic domain. The result for the center is











j ~ j2rk! d
3k (A17)
~ = ~ (k):
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According to (A15) and (A17) the center moves at constant velocity h~gi which is
the mean group velocity.
The result for the width is











~ r2k ~ 
o
d3k − [hxi(0)]2 (A:20)
t0 =





j ~ j2(rk! − h~gi)
2 d3k: (A22)
Formula (A18) shows that the width varies hyperbolically with time. This type
of variation is even independent of the form of the dispersion law !(k), except
when g is zero: there is either a hyperbolic dependence or none. The minimum
extension of the wavepacket occurs at t = t0; before t0 the wavepacket contracts,
after t0 it spreads out.
When we write ~ (k) in the polar form
~ (k) = (k) exp[i(k)] (A23)
we are led to
hxi(0) = −hrki (A24)
t0 = (hrk rk!i − hrkihrk!i) [g]
−2: (A25)
We thus can x the time and the place of the minimum extension by an appropriate
choice of the phase (k), that is, by hrki and hrk rk!i. Resolving the two
Eqs. (A24) and (A25) for these two quantities we obtain
hrki = hrk!i t0 − hxi(t0) (A26)
hrkrk!i = h[rk!]
2i t0 − hrk!i hxi(t0): (A27)
For example, the especially simple form with three parameters ~0; 0 and 0
(k) = −k~0 + !(k)0 + 0 (A28)
leads to
hrki = −~0 + 0hrk!i (A29)
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which, by comparison with (A26), shows that the parameters ~0 and 0 coincide
with the initial values
~0 = hxi(t0); 0 = t0; (A30)
and 0 is an arbitrary constant.
In what follows we will always assume (A28) with ~0=0 and 0=0, so that the
minimum extension occurs at t = t0 = 0, and the center of the packet at that time
is hxi(0) = 0. Formulas (A18) and (A20) then simplify to







~ r2k ~ 
o
d3k: (A32)
Let us now consider the spreading velocity
s := @(t)=@t = [g]
2 t=(t) (A33)
which for large t tends to the asymptotic spreading velocity
s1 := lim
t!1
s = g: (A34)
The packet spreads out to double its initial (t = 0) extension in a time 2 =p
3(0)=g. After this time the spreading velocity is s = (
p
3=2)g = 0:87s1.
That is, 87% of the asymptotic spreading velocity is already reached when the
packet has doubled its initial extension. The asymptotic value may thus be used
in all practical estimates. At the time t1 when the asymptotic spreading velocity
has (practically) been reached, the time for the wavepacket to further double its
extension is (t1)=g which is somewhat smaller than 2 provided we identify
(t1) with (0) in this comparison.
To proceed further we must make specic assumptions about ~ (k). We shall
assume a nearly unidirectional and quasimonochromatic packet, that is, a narrow
packet in k space; that is, ~ (k) is assumed to be appreciably dierent from zero
only in a narrow region concentrated about the point k0 = (0; k0; 0) so that
kx;ky;kz  jk0j  k0: (A35)
With the help of the Fourier reciprocity (Heisenberg) relations
x(0)kx  1/2 etc. ; (A36)
where the equality sign can only occur for a Gaussian form for ~ (k), the condition
(A35) can be written as a condition in ordinary space
x(0);y(0);z(0)  1=(2k0): (A37)
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It is then possible to express g as a function of kx and ky. In the case where
k0 6= 0 it is reasonable to consider separately the longitudinal spreading, along the
direction y of the center, and the transverse spreading, normal to that direction,
say in the x direction. We then expand rk! = c2k=!(k) in a three-dimensional
Taylor series about k0 and break the series o after the quadratic terms. After a



















where (A36) has been used for obtaining (A39). Likewise we obtain
~0  h~gi = (0; k0c
2=!0; 0) (A40)
0 = k0c
































sy1=0 = ky=k0  (1 + (k0=)
2)−1
= ky=k0  (1− (0=c)
2): (A46)
We thus have the interesting result that the spreading velocities of a narrow packet
in k space do not depend on the detailed form of the wavepacket over and above
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its second central moments kx;ky. In particular, formulas (A38) to (A46) hold
in the nonrelativistic as well as in the relativistic domain.
From (A43) it might appear that sx1 ! 1 if x(0) ! 0. This is not true
because by (A36) x(0) ! 0 would imply kx ! 1, and our assumption of a
narrow wavepacket would no longer hold. In fact, closer inspection shows that the
spreading velocity (A33) is always limited when x(0)! 0:(274) For equal widths
kx = ky the transverse spreading is always larger than the longitudinal one







In the nonrelativistic domain we have
k20  
2; (A48)
and condition (A35) now takes the form
kx;ky;kz  : (A49)
The integrals involved in the averaging procedures may then be restricted to re-
gions where the dispersion law (A11) can be approximated by !(k) = mc2=h +
hk2=(2m) from which one obtains the nonrelativistic relation ~g = hk=m =
p/m. With (A36) condition (A49) in ordinary space reads
x(0);y(0);z(0)  1=(2) = 12
−C: (A50)
In the relativistic domain the spreading becomes slower as the velocity 0 of the
packet (center) approaches c. In the zero-mass limit,  ! 0; !0 ! ck0, formulas





sy1 ! 0: (A52)
Thus for photons there is a nite transverse spreading but no longitudinal spread-
ing, in accordance with the well known absence of spreading of one-dimensional
electromagnetic pulses composed of unidirectional waves.
Let us nally consider another length, the coherence length cy of a wavepacket
(in the y direction). We want to show that this length is equal to the coherence
length of the beam in which the wavepackets take part and that cy does not
spread out in time.




 (x; y; z; t) (x; y + b; z; t)d3x: (A53)
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The function jγ(b)j is maximal (=1) at b = 0; and cy is dened as that value of
b where jγ(b)j has decayed for the rst time to exp(−1=2): cy is closely related
to the \mean peak width" of Hilgevoord and Unk.(272;275)
The coherence length Lc of a beam is dened by means of the \contrast" or
\visibility"
V (b) = (Imax − Imin)=(Imax + Imin) (A54)
where Imax (Imin) is the maximal (minimal) intensity in the interference pattern
obtained by dividing the beam into two sub-beams, delaying the one sub-beam by
the distance b, and then reuniting the two. Length Lc is dened as that value of b
where V (b) has decayed to exp(−1=2). It is a quantity that is easy to measure.
In order to see that cy equals Lc suppose that the beam is a stream of equal
wavepackets and that the subdivision of the beam means the subdivision of each
single wavepacket. The reunited beam then means reunited wavepackets and for
each wavepacket we have  f =  (x; y + b; z; t) +  (x; y; z; t). The probability that
it will cause a count in the nal counter, at any moment of time and at any place








j (x; y; z; t)j2d3x+
Z
j (x; y + b; z; t)j2d3x
+ 2Re
Z
 (x; y; z; t) (x; y + b; z; t)d3x: (A55)
The function  f need not be normalized because the original beam may be divided
into more than the two sub-beams considered. The integrals in the second line of
(A55) are equal and we denote them by A. The third line may then be written as
2AReγ(b) when we use (A53) and observe that  in (A53) is normalized but in
(A55) perhaps not. Writing Reγ = jγj cos we have
W (b) = 2A+ 2Ajγ(b)j cos((b)): (A56)
Now, the detection probability W (b) of the wavepacket is proportional to the
registered time averaged intensity I(b) of the nal beam, and when one assumes
that cos((b)) in typical cases varies much more rapidly than does jγ(b)j one
obtains V (b) = jγ(b)j and with this cy = Lc.
γ(b) and with it cy is independent of time because γ(b) is just the mean value
of the y-translation operator in the state  (x; y; z; t), and this operator commutes
with the Hamilton operator for free packets.(276) Thus, whereas the length y(t)
of the packet may spread out with time, the coherence length cy does not and
is usually proportional to the minimum length ymin = y(0) (assumed to occur
at t = 0). For a Gaussian packet, for example, one obtains cy = 2ymin:(277)
There is no strict relation between the coherence length cy and the length
y(t) of the wavepacket. Any beam, with long or with short coherence length,
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may be considered to be one very long wavepacket, simply by superposing the
shorter wavepackets that originally were conceived as its constituents. All that
can be said is that the coherence length is of the order of a lower bound for the
length of the constituent wavepackets. The dierence between y(t) and cy may
always be small in the case of photon wavepackets which propagate in y direction,
since photon packets do not spread out in longitudinal but only in transverse
directions. In fact, it is often found that for photon packets the coherence length
as measured by means of the interference pattern extends over almost the whole
length of the packet as measured by means of the distance the light travels during
the mean life of the decaying state. In these cases the packet length is always
close to its lower bound. In the case of wavepackets describing massive particles,
however, there is considerable spreading even in the direction of propagation. In
the neutron-interference experiment of Kaiser et al.,(278) for example, the length
y(t) of the neutron packet at the time of its registration may be larger than the
measured coherence length cy = 20 A by more than a factor of 105.
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THE BELL INEQUALITY
In this appendix we derive the inequality (56)
K := jE(a; b) + E(a; b0) + E(a0; b)−E(a0; b0)j  2 (B1)
of Sec. 5.3 following Bell.(194) E(a; b) is the expectation of the product rArB of
two dichotomic variables, rA and rB, either of which can take on the values +1
and −1 only:
E(a; b) := P (+;+ja; b) + P (−;−ja; b)− P (+;−ja; b)− P (−;+ja; b) (B2)
and
P (rA; rBja; b) =
Z
P (rA; rBja; b; ) f()d (B3)
rA; rB 2 f−1;+1g (B4)
P (rA; rBja; b; ) = P1(rAja; ) P2(rBjb; ) (58), (B5)
f()  0;
Z
f()d = 1: (59), (B6)




fP1(+ja; ) P2(+jb; ) + P1(−ja; ) P2(−jb; )
− P1(+ja; ) P2(−jb; )− P1(−ja; ) P2(+jb; )g;
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and since the rst factor on the right-hand side of condition (B5) does not depend
on rB, nor the second on rA, we may factorize the integrand
E(a; b) =
Z
d f() fP1(+ja; )− P1(−ja; )g fP2(+jb; )− P2(−jb; )g (B8)
=
Z
d f() A(a; ) B(b; ) (B9)
where
A(a; ) = P1(+ja; )− P1(−ja; )
B(b; ) = P2(+jb; )− P2(−jb; ): (B10)
The probability nature of P1 and P2 means that
0  P1  1; 0  P2  1; (B11)
hence
j A(a; )j  1; j B(b; )j  1: (B12)
Using (B9) and the fact that A(a; ) does not depend on b [nor B(b; ) on a] we
have
E(a; b) E(a; b0) =
Z
d f() A(a; ) [ B(b; )  B(b0; )]; (B13)
and using (B12) for A(a; ), (B6) for f() and the fact that f() does not depend
on a and b we obtain
jE(a; b) E(a; b0)j 
Z
d f() j B(b; ) B(b0; )j: (B14)
Likewise
jE(a0; b)E(a0; b0)j 
Z
d f() j B(b; ) B(b0; )j: (B15)
Now, we have
j B(b; ) B(b0; )j+ j B(b; )  B(b0; )j = 2 max(j B(b; )j; j B(b0; )j): (B16)
This can be seen by observing that
jx yj+ jx yj = 2 max(jxj; jyj); (B17)
which in turn may be obtained by considering separately the various possible
cases of positive and negative x and y. For example, for x positive and y negative
it is x = jxj; y = −jyj and jx + yj = j jxj − jyj j = max(jxj − jyj; jyj − jxj), and
jx− yj = j jxj + jyj j = jxj + jyj, so that jx + yj + jx − yj = max(jxj − jyj + jxj +
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jyj; jyj − jxj + jxj + jyj) = max(2jxj; 2jyj). Then (B12) means jxj  1; jyj  1 so
that (B16) with (B12) can be written as
j B(b; ) B(b0; )j+ j B(b; )  B(b0; )j  2:
With the normalization (B6) in (B14) and (B15) we arrive at
jE(a; b) E(a; b0)j+ jE(a0; b) E(a0; b0)j  2 (B18)
which includes the desired Bell inequality (56), (B1).
APPENDIX C: EPR JOINT PROBABILITY FORMULAS
Here we derive formula (50) of Sec. 5.2
P (rA; rBja; b) =
1
4 (1− rArB cos#) (50)
from the rules of quantum mechanics. We have two spin- 12 particles (similar or not)
in a state of zero total spin (spin singlet state). The particles move in opposite
directions and each enters a Stern-Gerlach-type apparatus where it is deflected
upwards or downwards with respect to the axis of its respective apparatus (cf.
Fig. 4 in Sec. 5.1). Particle 1 enters apparatus A, which has its axis in the direction
of the unit vector a, and particle 2 enters apparatus B with axis b. We rst
calculate the joint probability P (+;−ja; b) that A obtains an up deflection and B
a down deflection.










where the up j+i and down j−i eigenfunctions of the spin component refer to a
xed but arbitrary axis. Only the spin part needs to be considered here. It hap-
pens to be antisymmetric, independent of whether it refers to similar or dissimilar
particles. The physical justication for applying formula (C1) in our interpretation
is that the two spin- 1
2
particles are similar and form a coalesced system. If they
were dissimilar the conclusions drawn from formula (C1) concerning the nonlocal
EPR correlations according to our interpretation would be wrong.
Let the two eigenfunctions of the one-particle spin component operator of appa-
ratus A be ja+i and ja−i, and those of apparatus B jb+i and jb−i. The operation
of a Stern-Gerlach-type apparatus on either of the two particles leads to either
ja+i(1)jb−i(2) or jb−i(1)ja+i(2) with equal probability. Hence
P (+;−ja; b) = 12 jha+ j
(1)hb−j(2);Ψ(1; 2)ij2 + 12 jhb−j
(1)ha+ j(2);Ψ(1; 2)ij2; (C2)
whether the particles are similar or not. In the case of dissimilar particles the
factors 1/2 reflect the fact that we are not interested in distinguishing the particles
but only in the average result. In the case of similar particles there is now no longer
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coalescence and hence no wave function symmetrization, but still the probability
expressions should be invariant under particle-label permutation (Sec. 3.1), and
this is now the reason for the factors 1/2.
To be able to evaluate expression (C2) we need the eigenfunctions ja+i; jb−i
etc. in terms of the eigenfunctions j+i; j−i, which refer to the xed but arbitrary
axis employed in (C1). We let this axis coincide with A’s axis a, so that
ja+i = j+i; ja−i = j−i: (C3)
Let the axis of B form an angle # with the axis of A We then have to express the





exp[i( + γ)=2] j+i + i sin
#
2
exp[−i( − γ)=2] j−i
jb−i = i sin
#
2
exp[i( − γ)=2] j+i + cos
#
2
exp[−i( + γ)=2] j−i: (C4)
The angles  and γ dene possible rotations of the other axes but will not appear
in the nal formulas. Inserting (C1), (C3) and (C4) into (C2) and observing the
orthonormality of the functions j+i; j−i for the respective particles we obtain










(1 + cos#): (C5)
Proceeding in the same way in the other cases (A up, B up; A down, B up; A
down, B down) we obtain
P (−;+ja; b) = P (+;−ja; b); (C6)








= 14 (1 − cos#): (C7)
(C5), (C6) and (C7) may be summarized in the form
P (rA; rBja; b) = 14 (1− rArB cos#) (C8)
where rA; rB 2 f−1;+1g. This is formula (50) of Sec. 5.2.
It is amusing to notice that we can also obtain formula (50) by proceeding as if
the following situation were to hold: after any single interaction either of the two
protons of Fig. 4 has a denite direction of spin (i.e. is a spin-up eigenfunction of
some sz0 , cf. Sec. 4.4), say ~ and −~, respectively, where ~ is a unit vector, and the
total spin is zero. The direction of ~ varies from one interaction to the other in such
a way that there is spherical symmetry on the average. The Stern-Gerlach-type
apparatus which obtains its proton rst, say A, turns the spin of its proton into
either up or down direction with respect to its axis, say into direction +a, and at
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the same time turns the spin of the other proton into the opposite direction −a.
Thus here angular momentum is conserved within the system of the two protons,
and the apparatuses are not involved in angular-momentum conservation. Then
B’s apparatus turns the spin of its proton from direction −a into either up or
down direction with respect to B’s axis b, without, however, influencing the spin
of proton 1 any more. Here, angular-momentum conservation involves proton 2
and apparatus B, as mentioned in Sec. 4.4 on the Stern-Gerlach experiment.
The spin direction ~ plays the role of the parameter  in the general consider-
ation of Sec. 5.3. From the point of view of quantum mechanics the parameter ~,
interpreted in the above way, is hidden. Of course, in the one-particle states j+i
etc. ~ is not hidden but explicitly species the spin direction, but the two-particle
state Ψ(1; 2) of (C1), which is the only state existing after the interaction at O,
has spherical symmetry, and there can be no parameter specifying any direction
in such a state in quantum mechanics. This is why we used the proviso \as if".
In order to prove our above assertion regarding the derivation of (50) we observe
that the conditional probability of obtaining the result rA (i.e. either + or −) with
respect to the axis a, given that the spin of the proton before it enters the apparatus
points in the direction b, is, by (C3) and (C4),
P (rAja;b) = jharAjb+ij
2 = jhrAjb+ij
2 = 12 (1 + rAba);
and if we replace the axis b by the axis ~ and the angle # between a and b by
the angle  between a and ~ we get the probability that A obtains the result rA
given that the spin of the proton before it entered the apparatus pointed in the
direction ~
P (rAja; ~) =
1
2 (1 + rA~a) =
1
2 (1 + rA cos): (C9)
However, the probability of B obtaining the result rB is not the analogous formula
(1 + rB(−~)b)=2; because A has turned not only the spin of proton 1 into the
direction rAa but also the spin of proton 2 into direction −rAa and then separated




2 (1 + rB(−rAa)b): (C10)
The conditional joint probability of A obtaining rA and B obtaining rB is given
by the product of (C9) with (C10)




If we integrate over all directions of ~, assuming an isotropic distribution, we
obtain















(1 − rArB cos#)
Z 
0
sin (1 + rA cos)d (C12)
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where the system of coordinates (x; y; z) for the integration is chosen such that
the z axis is in the direction a, and b lies in the x-z plane:
a = (0; 0; 1); b = (sin#; 0; cos#);
so that
~ = (sin cos’; sin sin’; cos);
ab = cos#; ~a = cos; ~b = sin# cos’ sin+ cos# cos:
It is not dicult to verify that (C12) leads to formula (C8) or (50). Such an \as-if"
procedure is in fact possible in any EPR situation, not only in that of two spin- 12
particles in the singlet state.
Had we assumed, in a \semiclassical" model, that the two protons were com-
pletely independent after their interaction at O, but that the probability formulas
for the single protons were still those of standard quantum mechanics, (C9), then
proton 1 would arrive at A with ~, proton 2 at B with −~, and the conditional
joint probability would be
PSC(rA; rBja;b; ~) =
1
2 (1 + rA~a)
1
2 (1− rB~b): (C13)



























Expression (C14) diers from the quantum-mechanical formula (C8) only by the
factor 1/3 inside the bracket. This has however the consequence that the expecta-
tion (B2) is now
E(a; b) = − 13 cos# (C15)
and the Bell inequality (50)
jE(a; b) + E(a; b0) + E(a0; b)− E(a0; b0)j  4=3 < 2
is always satised. We conjecture that such semiclassical formulas would describe
the correlations between two dissimilar spin- 12 particles in a state of zero total
spin, corresponding in essence to Furry’s(281) \assumption and method A", or
to Schro¨dinger’s(282) suggestion of disregarding the phase relations between the
eigenfunctions in (C1).
It is seen that the variable ~, which corresponds to  of Sec. 5.3, in the semi-
classical case is independent of a and b, but in the quantum-mechanical case is
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not, because here the value of ~ for proton 2 before it enters B’s apparatus is
influenced by A’s variable a; ~ for proton 2 being either +a or −a.
APPENDIX D: EPR PROBABILITIES IN DIFFERENT SYSTEMS
OF EIGENFUNCTIONS
We shall show here that no faster-than-light warning system can be built with
devices that obey the formulas of quantum mechanics.(283−287) The proof uses
the fact that in quantum mechanics the apparatuses are represented by operators.
Dierent apparatuses mean dierent operators, and dierent operators in general
mean dierent systems of eigenfunctions, and these can be transformed into one
another. The normalized quantum-mechanical wave function for a system of two
similar particles can be written in the form
ΨSA(1; 2) = C
1X
k=1
( k(1) uk(2)  k(2) uk(1) ) ; (D1)
which is formula (47) from Sec. 5.1 with a properly symmetrized function. The
uk(x) form a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of some operator repre-
senting the apparatus of experimenter B. C is a real overall normalization constant,
which need not be equal to 1=
p
2 because the functions k(x), which describe the





where the wl(x) form a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of some oper-
ator representing the apparatus of experimenter A, (D1) can be written as
ΨSA(1; 2) = C
X
lk
alk (wl(1)uk(2)wl(2)uk(1)) : (D3)
We rst calculate the probability P1(un; wm) of a transition where the state (D3)
changes into either the state wm(1)un(2) or the state wm(2)un(1) with equal
probability. This is the probability that in B’s apparatus there will be a parti-
cle (\whichever of the two it is") with state un and in A’s apparatus a particle






















































As the scalar products in (D5) are zero the formula reduces to
P1(un; wm) = C
2jamnj
2: (D6)
The scalar products are zero because the nal wave function ul of the particle in
apparatus B and the nal wave function wl of the particle in apparatus A are well
separated from each other and do not overlap. The interaction of a wavepacket
from the coalesced system (D1) with that apparatus that operated rst had led to
reduction and to splitting of the system.
Second we consider the probability of B observing that his particle assumes the
state un irrespective of the state of A’s particle. This is obtained by summing the







and we want to show that this probability is unchanged when A uses a dierent
apparatus. Let the eigenfunctions of the new operator corresponding to the new












jmUkm = jk), and the index k may even be
continuous and the sum an integral. Actually, the transformation (D8) need not
even be unitary,(287;288) but we will not pursue this here. By inserting (D8) into
(D3) we can write ΨSA(1; 2) in the form


























































and this coincides with (D7), concluding the proof of our assertion.
Finally we want to show that even if A chooses not to use his apparatus and to
do nothing this will make no dierence. In this case, when B’s particle assumes the
state un , A’s particle will assume some correlated state n. The probability of B’s
particle assuming the state un is the probability of the transition where the state
ΨSA(1; 2) changes either into the state n(1)un(2) or into the state n(2)un(1).





































The denominators are dierent from 1 because the amn come in via the n(x)







































The second term of (D11) leads to the same expression, so





2 = P2(un); (D13)
which is what we wanted to show.
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Resume
On presente une alternative a l’interpretation de Copenhague du formalisme de la
mecanique quantique non-relativiste. La dierence fondamentale est que l’interpre-
tation nouvelle est formulee dans le langage du realisme epistemologique, ce qui in-
clue le changement de certains concepts fondamentaux de la physique. La fonction
 n’est plus interpretee comme une amplitude de probabilite qui se refere au com-
portement observe d’une particule elementaire, mais comme un champ physique
objectif representant la particule elle-me^me. Ainsi, les particules sont des objets
etendus et leur extension varie avec le temps, conformement a la variation de
 . Elles sont considerees comme des regions fondamentales de l’espace, sans
structure interne. Ceci implique un certain type de non-localite. La symetrisation
de la fonction d’onde dans l’espace de conguration est interpretee comme une
description mathematique d’un processus physique, qui conduit aussi aux eets
non-locaux. Une attention particuliere est donnee au probleme de mesure, au pro-
cessus de reduction, au chat de Schro¨dinger, a l’ami de Wigner, aux correlations
de Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen, a la quantication du champ et aux distributions de la
statistique quantique. Des experiences permettant de dierencier l’interpretation
proposee ici avec celle de Copenhague sont presentees.
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